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KAYCOMP 68000 
MICROPROCESSOR  *LOWCOST* 
TRAINER 
AND SINGLE 
BOARD 
COMPUTER 

USED 
BY SCHOOLS 
COLLEGES 8g 
UNIVERSITIES 
• Full 8MHz 68000 Processor with 16 bit data bus. 
• Top-class monitor program included on two 27128 Eproms. 
• Communicates via RS232 interface to terminal, BBC computer, 
P.C. computer etc. 

• Use as a Trainer, or as a stand-alone computer system. 
• Fast, powerful processing - ideal for real time control systems. 

STANDARD SYSTEM IN KIT FORM WITHDRAWAL  £110.00 

STANDARD SYSTEM BUILT & TESTED  £169.00 

LINE BY LINE ASSEMBLER PROGRAM  £ 27.00 

POWER SUPPLY  £ 11.99 

KIT PRICE 

£110 
INC. VAT 

• Dual U.A.R.T. allows simultaneous connection of printer and 
terminal. 

• Add-on options include: G64 Bus, 68230 P.I.T. 8k and 32K Ram 
upgrades, and line by line assesmbler. 

• Available from stock now- with support manual and full technical 
back up. 

68230 P.I.T. ADD ON OPTION 

664 BUS ADD-ON 

8K x 16 RAM UPGRADE 

32K 15 RAM UPGRADE 

OTHER OPTIONS, DATA PACKS, AND LITERATURE AVAILABLE - SEND FOR DETAILS. 

£ 11.97 

£  5.49 

£  9.24 

£ 28.00 

SOLE SUPPLIER - MAGENTA ELECTRONICS - UK 8g WORLDWIDE 

PE PROJECT KITS KITS INCLUDE CASES & PCB UNLESS STATED. 

JUNE & JULY 87 KITS - PHONE FOR PRICES 
SYNTHESISED A.F. GEN. JUN 87  39.98 
BRIGHT FUZZ MAY 87  16.59 

ULTRASONIC TAPE MEASURE Mar 87 less case 12621 
VIDEO FADER Jan 87  fla.28 
VIDEO ENHANCER Dec 86  62980 

CATALOGUE £1.00 
This ad shows just a fraction of our 
wide  range  of  Kits,  Tools, 
Components,  Books  Etc.  Our 
illustrated catalogue is a must for all 
electronics enthuasist. 
FREE  TO  SCHOOLS  ETC.  WHEN 
ORDERED ON LETTERHEAD 

NOTCHER EFFECTS UNIT May 86 
TTL LOGIC CHECKER May 86 
SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH Apr 86 
SCRATCH & RUMBLE FILTER 
IStereol Apr 86  £18.89 
PHOTOGRAPHIC TRIGGER UNIT Apr 86  £35.68 
TEMPERATURE,ANLOGUE INTERFACE 
Apr 86  £4387 
SPECTRUM HARDWARE RESTART luncased 
Mar 86  £2649 
AMSTRAD PO Mar 86  £24.18 
FIBREOPTIC AUDIO LINK Mar 86  627.65 
FIBREOPTIC CABLE  80p/metre 
LOGIC PROBE Feb 86  614.15 
COMPUTER MOVEMENT DETECTOR 
Feb 86  £17.43 
SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH & 8-BIT 10 PORT 
Jan 86  29.58 
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER 
Dec 85  £22.98 

PASSIVE INFRA-RED DETECTOR July 86 £38.46 
ECHO/REVERB UNIT July 86  £41.95 
THERMOCOUPLE INTERFACE FOR DVM Jun 86 

£15.98 
£31.46 
f20.95 
£41.55 

EXTRAS:Transformer £5.98; Case £2.95; BBC lead 
& plug £1.98; Motor-1D35 £14.50; MD200E16.80. 
COMMODORE USER PORT EXPANDER 
Nov 85  £11.98 
TOUCH CONTROL PSU Oct 85  £31.22 
MODULATED SYNDRUM Oct 85  £29.24 
8S232 TO CENTRONICS CONVERTER 
Sept 85  f49.44 
CAR BOOT ALARM Sept 85  £12.89 
COMPUTER ENVELOPE SHAPER Aug 85  24.39 
VOLTMETER MEMORY ADAPTOR July 85 £11.99 
STYLUS KEYBOARD FOR COM 64 Jun 85  £10.50 
SYNTHESISER INTERFACE FOR COM 64 
Jun 85  £17.26 
AMSTRAD SYNTHESISER INTERFACE 
May 85  £27.90 
CYLINDER THERMOSTAT May 85  £23.95 
BBC POWER CONTROL INTERFACE Apr 85 £22.98 
GUITAR ACTIVE TONE CONTROL less case 
Sept 83  £14.36 
PROGRAM CONDITIONER June 83  £22.40 
AUTO TEST SET May 83  £41.54 
WIPER DELAY Apr 83 less relay  f9.89 
BATTERY TESTER Apr 83  f15.90 

MAGENTA ELECTONICS LTD 
135 Hunter Street 
Burton on Trent 
Staffs DE14 2ST. 
0283 65435 

Prices include VAT and £1.00 p&p to 
all orders official orders welcome. 

SHOP NOW OPEN 

Callers welcome 9-5 MON-FRI 
Access Visa Phone or Post. 
24 hour answerphone. 
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 
PE VOL 23 NO 7 

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS 
WORD GENERATOR PART ONE by Joe Chamberlain   12 
A highly versatile item of test equipment for generating 
a binary word of up to 16 bits. 

INTERRUPTING THE BEEB by David Berry   26 
A detailed discussion, with practical circuit diagrams and 
a program listing, of methods for externally controlling 
the interrupt routines on the BBC computer. 

SCOPE STORE by Robert Penfold   35 
Compact self-contained digital storage techniques are 
used in this oscilloscope add-on unit. 

UNIVERSAL EVENT COUNTER by John Becker   49 
Originally designed for use with the PE Geiger Counter, 
this four-digit counter display has many more capabilities. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

JULY 1987 

SIGNAL PROCESSING PART ONE by the Prof   19 
Analogue signal handling options are closely examined, 
with special regard to Dolby, companding, noise gates 
and delay lines. 

FLIGHT 68K REVIEW by Robert Penfold   30 
A close examination of a very comprehensive commercial 
microprocessor development and teaching system. 

AUTOBUTLER BY Richard Mishra   44 
In a delightfully told style, a predictive tale is unwoven 
showing how technologically aided humanity might 
someday be free to enjoy living. 

REGULAR FEATURES 
EDITORIAL — Constructive Comments   9 

LEADING EDGE by Barry Fox — The Dolby Progression   8 

SPACEWATCH by Dr. Patrick Moore OBE — Pluto and Charon   46 

INDUSTRY NOTEBOOK by Tom vall — The Third World   57 

MARKETPLACE — what's new, where and when   4 

PCB SERVICE — professional PCBs for PE Projects   60 

TRACK CENTRE — the PCB track layout pages   32 

PROJECT ASSEMBLY — a guide to easy building   59 

BINARY CHOP — a powerful mental logic tester   55 

BAZAAR — Readers' FREE advertising service   47 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX   62 

POINTS ARISING   61 

0101111111111  — . aorta 

f I r) 

NEXT MONTH... 
You'll find the August issue equally interesting — 

PSEUDO STEREO • MICRO-CHAT SPEECH SYNTH • WORD 
GENERATOR CONSTRUCTION • DIGITAL SIGNAL TECHNIQUES • 
HI-Fl COMPONENTS • SWITCH MODE SUPPLIES • AND OF COURSE 
our top line regular features, exciting experimental ideas, and all the 
latest product information from our advertisers — no wonder our 
circulation is rising. 

PE AUGUST 1987 ISSUE ON SALE FROM FRIDAY JULY 3rd 

— MAKE SURE YOUR NEWSAGENT HAS YOUR COPY READY — 

IT'S ONLY £1.25 

THE SCIENCE MAGAZINE FOR SERIOUS ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIASTS 
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 

CATALOGUE CASEBOOK 

Last month we received details of the following catalogues 
and literature: 

Babani Catalogue of Electronics, Radio and Computer Books. 
the complete 1987 list of all the books currently available from 
this renowned publishing house. Well categorised, with 
descriptive details, and a numerical cross index. Bernard 
Babani (Publishing) Ltd, The Grampians, Shepherds Bush 
Road, London W6 7NF. 

I.C. Electronics. The latest mail order catalogue from this 
discount  electrical  store  cover  electrical  components, 
telephones, calculators, watches, audio, games, optical, 
records, and tools. An extremely useful catalogue to keep 
handy. I.C. Electronics Business Centre, PO Box 130, 
Aberdeen, AB 8HQ. 

INSPEC. The first ever authoritative reference book on MCT 
(Mercury cadmium telluride) semiconductor properties. 
INSPEC, Station House, Nightingale Road, Hitchin, Herts, 
SG5 1RJ. 

International Electrotechnical Commision. A fully indexed and 
detailed catalogue of publications, complete to 1st January 
1987, covering world standards for electrical and electronic 
engineering. British Standards Institution, Linford Wood, 
Milton Keynes, MK14 6LE.. 

Klippon. New interface and control module catalogue. 87 pages 
of full colour photographs, and concise details of passive and 
active devices in the ranges. Klippon Electricals, Power Station 
Road, Sheerness, Kent, ME12 3AB. 

Mullard. A new publication covering Terminations for Surface 
Mounted Chip Capacitors, and discussing their merits and 
drawbacks. Mullard Ltd., Technical Publications Dept., New 
Road, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 4XY. 

NEC. New manual fully documenting NEC's family of digital 
signal processors. STC MULTI components, Edinburgh Way, 
Harlow, Essex, CM20 2DE 

Omni Electronics. A very comprehensive list of the type of 
Components used by hobbyists and normally held as stock 
items. Customers are assured of personal service, whether they 
write, phone or call to buy components. Omni Electronics, 
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh, EH16 5DX. 

TK Electronics. A comprehensively illustrated catalogue 
covering wide ranges of components, equipment, tools, books 
and other essential items that any interested electronics 
constructor needs. TK Electronics, 13 Boston Road, London 
W7 3SJ. 

WHAT'S NEW 

ISO  allinelinkapaimmiii.t.1 

4:4 

Transputer Shipments 

INMOS have announced the initial deliveries of its IMS 
T800 transputer and also the 
availability of an evaluation 
board for the new device. 
Introduced in November 1986, 

theT800 is the latest addition to 
the transputer family. It 
combines a 32 bit transputer with 
an on-chip 64 bit floating point 
processor and is capable of 
achieving 4000K Whetstones. 
INMOS state that shipments 

have occured well ahead of their 
expectations, demonstrating the 
strength of both their process 
technology and design tools to 
achieve a product, with over 
250,000 transistors, that works 
the first time. 
Among the organizations 

receiving initial shipments was 
the European Economic 
Commission (EEC) ESPRIT 
Supercomputer Project, where 
the IMST800 delivery was some 
six months ahead of schedule. 
The Anglo-French team is being 
led by the Royal Signals and 
Radar Establishment (RSRE), 
Britain's top defence research 
laboratory, to build a modular 
supercomputer. Containing 
more than 1000 transputers, the 
ESPRIT parallel processing 
machine will cost less than 
one-tenth that of current 
machines of equivalent power: 
"In terms of performance, the 

IMST800 leaves the conventional 
two-chip floating point approach 
standing," say ESPRIT. 
Moreover, the device allows 
them to design and build a 
reconfigurable and more flexible 
computer for a wider range of 
applications than can be 
supported by other standard 
processors. 
Improvements in performance 

for parallel processing 
applications are a result of the 
unique transputer architecture. 
Unlike conventional 
microprocessors, which are 
designed for use in single-
processor systems, the transputer 
was designed to be used in 
multi-processor applications. 
In addition, the T800 

transputer is unique in its ability 
to perform both standard integer 
processing and floating-point 
arithmetic functions on the same 
chip. Previous approaches 
required at least two chips, and 
system performance often 
degraded because of the time 
required for the two chips to pass 
data back and forth. 
The T800 transputer is 

available on an evaluation board 
which allows customers to 
quickly arid easily evaluate the 
performance and capabilites of 
the new device. The IMS B003-1 
evaluation board costs 0,572.00 
each. 
Overall customer acceptance 

of the transputer has been good, 
with over 1000 companies 
worldwide evaluating, 
prototyping or manufacturing 
transputer-based systems. 
Applications include digital 
signal processing, high-end 
graphics, PC "turbocharger" 
add-in card, artificial 
intelligence, robotics, process 
control, military systems, and 
others.The expanding transputer 
family includes the IMS T800, 
the 32 bit IMS T414 transputer, 
the 16 bit IMS T212 transputer, 
the IMS M212 disc processor and 
the IMS C011/C012 link 
adaptors. 

Contact: INMOS International 
PLC, 1000 Aztec West, 
Almondsbury, Bristol, BS12 4SQ. 
Tel: 0454 616616. 
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 

Low-Cost Transputer 

The Concurrent Technology 
TM1 transputer module 

offers OEMS, educational 
establishments and hobbyists the 
opportunity to use the 
revolutionary Inmos T414 
transputer for a relatively small 
outlay. 
The TM1 consists of a four-

layer PCB approximately 95mm 
by 74mm, on which are mounted 
an Inmos T414-15 transputer 
capable of up to 7.5 MIPS and 
256K of high-speed DRAM.The 
module may be mounted 
vertically or horizontally on a 
suitable interface board, which 
may be a conventional double-
sided PCB, or even a wire-wrap 
board, via a 15-way female 
connector. 
The module may be used on 

its own as a low-cost transputer 
evaluation system: a PC interface 
card will soon be available, and 
a resident assembler. OEMs 
wishing to enhance the 
performance of an existing 
product will also find it of 
interest, because of its small size. 
It may also be used as the basis 
for a very powerful, compact, 
parallel-processing system: up to 
eight TMls may be mounted on 
a single eurocard, with support 
circuitry, giving up to 60 MIPS 
from a system that can be held 
in one hand. 
TheTM1 can be supplied with 

a 10 MIPS IMS T414-20, or the 
new IMS T800 (when available) 
as options. The latter (which 
includes an on-chip maths 
co-processor) will deliver up to 
2.25 MegaFlops/sec. 
The one-off price is £600. 
Contact: Leon Heller, 

Concurrent Technology, 30 
Baldslow Road, Hastings, East 
Sussex RN34 2EY. lel: (0424) 
714790. 

Head up for cars 

The concept of a H̀ead-up 
display' is familiar to 

professional pilots, as it is used 
in many civil and military airline 

to enable the pilots to read 
certain essential instruments, 
and often a simulation of an 
approaching runway, without 
taking their eyes off the landing 
lights below them.The necessary 
details are projected onto the 
'plane's cockpit window in such a 
way that they are readable at the 
focal length at which the pilot's 
eyes need to remain to observe 
details outside the plane. 
Batelle Institute of Ohio now 

have a simple, low cost system to 
do a similar job for car drivers. 
The system uses holography to 
project, in this case, a two 
dimensional image of the car's 
dashboard instrumentation at an 
apparent distance of ten feet in 
front of the windscreen, so that 
the driver can monitor the 
instruments without looking 
away from the road ahead, a 
manoeuvre which even skilful 
drivers sometimes find 
distracting. 
Light is projected from an 

electronic instrument display 
beneath the dashboard 
instruments, and then reflected 
from an adjacent holographic 
lens onto the windscreen. A 
second holographic lens reflects 
the light, carrying the image 
back to the driver. The image 
'appears' just above the front of 
the car, where the driver's eyes 
are focussed at a far field of 
vision where it can see the road 
ahead clearly. 
An advantage of the Battelle 

system is that it uses broad-
spectrum light instead of lasers 
or other specialised light 
sources, to project a 'real' image 
of the car's actual instrument 
panel. 
Battelle say that their system 

has many applications besides 
car headup display, and is 
looking for licensees to develop 
such applications. 
More information from 

Renate Siebrasse, Operations 
Manager, Battelle Institute Ltd., 
15 Hanover Square, London 
W1R 9AJ. 'tel. 01-493 0184. 

GUARD DOG KIT 

If the best deterrent to a would be burglar are good locks on 
windows and doors, the next best 
is without a doubt a dog running 
around the premises. Dogs, 
however, have to be fed, walked 
and generally looked after and 
many people do not own a dog 
for these reasons. 
With the approaching holiday 

season in mind and many homes 
vacant with their owners away 
TK ELECTRONICS have 
produced an ELECTRONIC 
DOG KIT whose bark is 
definitely worse than its bite! It 
may be connected to a doorbell, 
pressure mat or any other 
intruder detector and will 
produce a random series of 
threatening barks making the 
would be intruder think again 
and try his luck elsewhere. 
The only food required is an 

18VDC or 12VAC supply which 
the dog consumes at 
approximately 4mA when not 

barking.The kit is supplied with 
a high quality printed circuit 
board, all components, including 
a mains transformer and full 
instructions. A horn speaker is 
also supplied which is essential 
to produce the loud sound 
required. The "dog" can be 
adjusted to provide barks 
ranging from Terrier to an 
Alsatian, and contains special 
circuitry to produce a random 
series of barks giving a more 
realistic effect. While it will not 
bring you your paper and 
slippers in the evening, our dog 
will give you peace of mind and 
is guaranteed not to require 
"walkies" and will not chew your 
carpet. 
This wonderful creature is 

available to all constructors at a 
very economical price of only 
£21.95 + VAT. 

Contact: TK ELECTRONICS, 
13 Boston Road, London W7 3SJ. 
Tel: 01-567 8910 

Screening Spray 

OK Industries can now supply 
an electrically conductive 

coating which gives extremely 
efficient screening against RFI 
and EMI interference. A nickel 
powder in acrylic resin and 
aerosol packed, it can coat a 
variety of electronic and 
electrical housings including 
OK's PacTec enclosures. It will 
adhere to most substrates and 
has a surface resistivity of 
0.7f1/cm at 0.002 dry film 
thickness. Typical attenuation is 
50dB at 100MHz. Price is £6.50 
for a 200m1 can. 

Contact: J. Dornan, OK 
Industries UK Ltd., Barton Farm 
Industrial Estate, Chickenhall 
Lane, Eastleigh, Hants SOS 
5RR. Tel: 0703 619841. 

COUNTDOWN 
If you are organising any electronic, computing, electrical, 
scientific or radio event, big or small, drop us a line. We shall 
be glad to include it here. Send details to COUNTDOWN, 
Practical Electronics, 16 Garway Road, London W2 4NH. 

PLEASE NOTE: Some events listed here may be trade only, 
or restricted to certain categories of visitor. Also, please check 
dates, times and other relevant details with the organisers 
before setting out as we cannot guarantee information accuracy. 

Regular - weekly meetings of Grampian amateur Computer 
Society. Inverurie, Scots. 0467 24030. 

Jun. Series of software training courses by Ericsson 
Information Systems Ltd. Birmingham. 01-422 3442. 

Jun 16-18. Scottish Electronics Technology Show. Scottish 
Exhibition Centre, Glasgow. 01-891-5051. 

Jun 17-18. Electronic Printing. Royal Lancaster Hotel. 
London. 0799-26699. 

Jun  30.  DEC Village  '87  exhibition  and  seminars-
Communications  and  Networking.  Novote I Hotel , 
Hammersmith, London. 0494-26271. 

Jul 7-8. Telemetry UK. Bloomsbury Crest, London. 0799 
26699. 

Aug 28-Sep 6. International Audio & Video Fair Berlin. 0511 
529999. 
Sep 1-4. International Conference on Japanese Information 
in Science Technology and Commerce. University of Warwick. 
01-323-7924. 

Sep 15. Outdoor Sound propagation (I0A). Open University, 
Milton Keynes. 031-225-2143. 
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j NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 

CHIP COUNT! 
This month's list of new component-details received. 

27C128. CHMOS 128-kilobit Eprom, designed to meet 
low power an high performance requirements (IT). 
27C64A-BX & 27256-BXA. CMOS low power, high 
performance Eproms (ML). 
C-96. Compiler (not a chip) for Intel 8096 family of 
16-bit microcontrollers (IT). 
LC422. Low cost video pre A-D post D-A filters with 
sin x-x correction for Y,U and V channels (ME). 
LEM 100TP AC-DC sensor. An interface module for 
measuring and controlling AC, DC or pulse currents 
from 
0 to 150 amps , with a fast response time of less than 
1 microsecond (VS). 
NE5152BN - high performance triple 4-bit RGB video 
DAC operating operating at 50 MHz, and featuring an 
ECL based on-board colour look-up table (ML). 
RC-02 series. New 1% close-tolerance range of chip 
resistors to compliment the RC-01 series. Range from 
100 to 1M in the E24-E96 format (ML). 
TDD1742T.  Single chip frequency synthesiser for 
portable transceivers (ML). 
VS451V. Single-in-line, sharp cut-off, phase equalised 
video filter (MC). 

Manufacturers, and contact telephone numbers for 
further details. (IT) Intel. 0793 696204. (MC) MCP 

Electronics. 01-902-6146. (ME) Matthey Electronics. 
0782  85631.  (ML)  Mullard.  01-580  6633.  (VS) 
Verospeed. 0703-644555. 

Brush-Ups 

Eraser International 
announces the availability 

of a new 8-page Brochure 
describing an extended range of 
interchangeable brushes for the 
ECT1 Electric Cleaning Tool. 
The range now includes 

brushes in fibreglass, stainless 
steel, brass and nylon for a 
variety of applications including 
electrical contact cleaning, 
mould cleaning and polishing 
oxidation and rust removal, 
commutator cleaning and de-
burring small metal parts. 
The high speed rotating brush 

quickly cleans and polishes 
material with the minimum of 
pressure.The tool is a lightweight 
10oz and operates from an 
integral rechargable battery or 
directly from the mains. 
Contact: Eraser International 

Ltd., Unit M, Portway Industrial 
Estate, Andover, SPIO 3LU. 
0264 51347/8. 

Universal Test Prod Kits 

tle modular design of OK's 
1 TPK400 series test prods and 
test prod kits for analogue and 
digital instruments enables the 
widest number of applications to 
be catered for, and for peak 
performance to be maintained 
by the easy replacement of 
damaged parts. The TPK400 
series adapts to any analogue or 
digital meter with 4mm inputs 
and the basic kit includes two test 
prods with tips, two sprung 
hooks, two stainless steel 
replacement tips, two insulating 
tips, two alligator clips and two 
IC clips. They also include heat 
and tangle resistant silicon 
banana cables. 
Contact: OK Industries UK 

Ltd, Barton Farm Industrial 
Estate, Chickenhall Lane, 
Eastleigh, Hants, SOS 5RR. Tel: 
0703 619841. 

Ultra Thin Printer 

Abreak through in compact 
printing mechanisms: the 

OEM Division of Epson (UK) 
Limited, announce the M260, an 
ultra thin 35/42 column printer 
just 1" high. Such a small size 
combined with the 1.5 Million 
line reliability make the M260 
the ideal printer for a wide range 
of point-of-sale receipt and 
ticketing applications. Epson 
claim that this new key product 
will ensure that they maintain 
their leadership in the emergent 
Electronic Funds Transfer 
applications market. 
The M260's key features are 

small size and low profile, easy 
load ribbon cassette, character 
and graphics ability, single and 
two colour print versions and 2.3 
lines a second print speed. The 
unit uses a seven solenoid shuttle 
head to achieve up to 42 columns 
on 76mm wide paper and can 
print characters either 
horizontally or vertically, and it 
also offers a red/black print 
facility. 
Epson envisage EPOS/EFT 

terminal, cash dispensers, 
vending machines, handheld 
terminals and automatic Test 
Equipment as likely applications. 
Its 12Vsupply additionally allows 
automotive or other portable 
usage. 
An appropriate control board, 

the BA260, interfaces the 
M260/M262 to a CPU. This 
operates in serial or parallel 
modes, has an on-board 128 
character set with user defined 
options and can handle two 
colour graphics printing. Also 
under development are an 
autocutter, a twin station model, 
(M280) a validation model for 
printing onto cheques etc and a 
24V head. The one off price for 
an M260 is £33.80 and £33.45 for . 
the M262. 
Epson (UK) Ltd claim to be 

the UK market leader in printers 
and volume lap-top computers 
and to be the fourth largest 
supplier of IBM-compatible 
PC's. Additionally the company 
has a substanial computer-based 
components division with a 

dominant share of the mini 
printer O.E.M. market. Epson 
(UK) Ltd is a member of the 
Seiko-Epson Corporation. 
Contact: Epson (UK) Ltd, 
Dorland House, 388 High Road, 
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6UH 
Tel: 01-902 8892. 

More Printers 

Acouple of smart new printer 
ranges have announced 

themselves at our door. A new 
intelligent colour printing system 
from Digital is being distributed 
by Rapid Systems. Known as the 
LCP01, this is an ink-jet printer 
which boasts 'presentation-
quality' output with 154 dpi 
resolution, eight colours and 216 
shades. An integral graphics 
processor and full page buffer 
allow it to be used effectively 
with small computers, holding a 
complete job in buffer while the 
computer is freed to run other 
applications.There are five built 
in fonts and the ability to mix 
type sizes, styles and colours. 
The LCP01 is supported by a 

variety of graphics packages, 
including Digital's complete 
range of office information and 
graphics software. It is 
compatible with DEC Rainbow, 
VAX and DECmate III Plus as 
well as text/graphics terminals. 
Contact Rapid Systems, Rapid 
House, Denmark Street, High 
Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2ER. Tel. 
0494 450244. 
First Software are continuing 

to expand into the hardware 
market with two high quality 
daisywheel printers by 
Panasonic. The 110-column, 17 
cps KX-P3131 and 182-column, 
22 cps KX-P3151 are compatible 
with most business and personal 
computers, and feature logic 
seeking, parallel interface, 
margin/justification control 
switch and bi-directional 
printheads as standard. Serial 
interfaces, tractor feed and auto 
sheet feeder are available as 
optional extras. 
Contact First Software, 

Intec-1, Wade Road, Basingstoke, 
Hants RG24 ONE. Tel. 0256 
463344. 
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 

Maplin Testing Time 

THE new Maplin Catalogue 
features many new Testers, 

laboratory and workshop rather 
than medical. The "Star Buy" is 
a robust Hobby Multimeter unit 
which provides for accurate 
measurement of DC and AC 
voltages, direct currents, 
resistance and decibels on a 
linear meter. Price £8.95. 
Also new are a large range of 

Multimeters. including: Pocket 
Digital £24.95, Hobby Digital 
£28.95, Push-Button Digital 
£39.95, High Precision Digital 
£41.95, Auto Ranging Digital 
£45.95, Multi-Purpose Digital 
£64.95. Maplin state that this 
comprehensive range of 
multimeters places them in the 
forefront of the marketplace. 
They can also provide the battery 
power required to keep the 
testing gear up and running. 
Their Standard nickel-cadmuim 
Battery Charger has been 
reduced to just £6.95, and 
features a battery-test facility. 
Another price reduction to 

£7.95, is the popular Maplin 
Universal Charger. Both units of 
course can only be used with 
rechargeable cells and batteries 
which are available from Maplin 
at highly cost-competitive prices. 
Also highlighted in the new 

CATALOGUE are a range of 
products designed to keep a 
healthy user profile. A further 
"Star Buy" at only £5.95 (note-all 
Maplin prices include vat) is the 
Digital Clinical Thermometer. 
The LCD readout measures 
temperatures in the range 89.6° 
to 107. 6°F.Then there is a Pocket 
Meter Digital Thermometer 
features internal and external 
sensors, clock and alarm warning 
facility, price £14.95. The Dual 
Scale Digital Thermometer at 
£9.95 is designed for use in the 
car, home, greenhouse and 
office. Features include clock, 
internal and external sensors. A 
highly versatile Digital 
Thermometer Module provides 
and LCD display and circuitry on 

a small pcb with battery housing. 
Basic unit £6.95 (with Probe 
Module £9.t)), 
Also new this year is a fully 

automatic Blood Pressure Tester 
with LCD readout and built-in 
printer. The easy to use unit costs 
just £99.95. Meanwhile, the 
Maplin Digital Blood Pressure 
Tester which features LCD 
readout displaying the systolic 
and diastolic pressure and pulse 
rates, is available 49.95. 
Contact: Maplin Electronics 
Supplies Ltd. PO Box 3, Rayleigh, 
Essex, SS6 8LR. Tel: 0702 
5541550. 

BT TV Satellite-Ready 

British Telecom have 
announced two major 

agreements to distribute UK 
television programmes by 
satellite into Europe. 
BTsay that this is an important 

step forward for TV distribution 
by satellite, and that they are the 
European leader in this field, 
seeking to secure the future of 
UK television programmes 
distributed by satellite into 
Europe. 
They have signed an 

agreement with EU'TELSAT, 
the European satellite 
consortium, for up to eight of the 
transponders on the Eutelsat 2 
medium-powered satellite due to 
be launched in the late 1989. BT 
has also signed an agreement 
with Societe Eurpopeenne des 

Satellites (SES) of Luxembourg 
for up to eleven of the 
transponders on their Àstra' 
satellite due to be launched in 
1988. These transponders from 
the UK can carry a mix of 
English and other language 
programmes. 
Both of these second 

generation satellites offer high 
power, permitting reception on 
smaller antennas and 
substantially improving market 
prospects for companies 
producing TV programmes for 
distribution. 
Reception is presently limited 

to about 10 million homes across 
Europe accessible via relatively 
large (3.7 metre diameter) 
antennas and local cable 
networks. The higher power of 
the new satellites would enable 
the TV companies to target 
community systems and 
individuals more effectively. 
The greater power of the 

Eutelsat 2 and 'Astra' satellites 
should permit reception using 
dishes as small as 60cm in 
diameter in an area bounded by 
Edinburgh, Stockholm, Milan 
and Bordeaux. 
The agreement with SES also 

involves joint marketing between 
BT and SES of the considerable 
opportunities for the reception 
of new programmes in the 
United Kingdom. British 
Telecom plans to open a new 
aerial as its London Teleport to 
transmit programmes up to the 
'Astra ' satellite. 

PCB Holder 

w ybar Electronics announces 
the availability of a Printed 

Circuit Board Assembly Holder, 
the Model WY-01. 
This is designed to reduce 

assembly times of PCBs of up to 
210mm x 180mm, as used in the 
electrical and electronic 
industries. 
It features an adjustable 

mounting rail which is spring 
loaded for easy insertion and 
removal of boards. The rail may 
be adjusted to allow two rows of 
smaller boards to be assembled 
simultaneously, or may be 
removed to accommodate larger 
boards. The lid is lined with 

anti-static foam to hold 
components securely. 
To use the unit, the board is 

inserted between the rail and 
frame, and the components are 
inserted in the board. The 
foam-lined lid is closed and 
latched at the front. The unit is 
raised, swiveled and turned over, 
exposing the back side of the 
PCB, enabling the components 
to be trimmed and soldered. 
The Model WY-01 measures 
260m x 267mm overall, and 
weighs 1.4Kg. 
Contact: Wybar Electronics, 
Unit M, Portway Industrial 
Estate, Andover SP10 3LU. 
Tel: (0264) 51347/8. 

PL/M Compiler for PC's 

W arren Point International, 
the European supplier of 

Intel-compatible compliers and 
development tools, has 
announced an advanced PlUM 
development package for the 
IBM PC. Called Experts-PL/M, 
the package provides a highly 
efficient and economical means 
of developing and maintaining 
real-time software for Intel 8085 
and Zilog Z80 microprocessors 
and the similar high-speed 
Japanese chips. Unlike other 
PL/M compliers, Experts PL/M 
is a native DOS package, thereby 
taking full advantage of the 
features of the operating systems. 

Experts-PL/M on PC's has 
been developed for two main 
markets. Firstly, to offer 
unprecedented flexibility and 
economy for the many thousands 
of companies which already have 
large investments in the PL/M 
language. Secondly, it provides 
an advanced and remarkably 
inexpensive development 
environment for new projects 
planning to use the 8085, Z80 or 
similar processors. Recent 
surveys have shown a continued 
rapid increase in the number of 
new developments using 8-bit 
chips such as the 8085 and Z80. 
The PL/M language is renowned 
for being particularly well-suited 
to such developments. 

The major component of the 
package is a new PL/M compiler 
which generates highly optimised 
code in the Intel MCs-85 object 
module format. Since it compiles 
a true superset of the PL/M-86 
language, user's existing PL/M-
80 and PL/M-86 source module 
will compile and execute without 
modification. And for the new 
software, the compiler provides 
a host of useful new features not 
found in PL/M-86, including 
structures within structures, 
explicitly based references, a 
fully-delimited IF block 
structure, and UNDO statement, 
and the relaxation of restrictions 
on reserved words and 
DECLARE statements. 

Whilst the compiler is fully 
compatible with that originally 
provided by Intel, it produces 
much more optimised code. 
Code size reductions of up to 20 
percent have bee achieved. 
Other components of Experts-
PL/M are the Assembler, 
Relocation and Linking Tools. 
The complete package costs £799 
with special arrangements 
available for site licencing. 

Contact: Warren Point 
International Limited, Babbage 
Road, Stevenage, Herts, SG1 
2EQ. Tel: 0438-316311. 
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REGULAR FEATURE 

THE LEADING EDGE 
BY BARRY FOX 

DOLBY COMPETES WITH DIGITAL 

Dolby's new Special Recording noise reduction system can give 
analogue audio the same quality as digital — but at a 
much lower cost. 

r-Ir HE name Dolby has become a house-
1 hold word. It is twenty years since 
Ray Dolby, now Dr. Ray Dolby OBE, 
invented the A-type noise reduction 
system which lowers the background 
noise you get from magnetic tape. His 
invention did much more than reduce 
tape hiss and make him a rich man. 
The use of noise reduction makes it 

possible to reduce the width of indivi-
dual tape tracks. So there can be more 
tracks on a single length of tape. This is 
what made multitrack pop recording 
possible; with A-type encoding 8, 16, 24 
or even 32 tracks can be squeezed 
together on a single tape. A-type 
encoding divides the signal into several 
fixed frequency bands and in each band 
separately boosts any weak sounds 
found in that band. The artificially 
boosted sounds thus stand out over tape 
noise when a recording is made. When 
the tape is replayed, mirror image 
attenuation puts the wanted sounds back 
down to their intended level and reduces 
noise of similar frequency. 
The B-type system came a few years 

later. It was a simplified version, 
designed for domestic use. The same 
processing is carried out in a single band 
of a width which varies with the signal 
content. B-type encoding reduced the 
hiss of narrow tape and thereby made 
the Philips cassette potentially a hi-fi 
medium. 
The  C-type  system,  which  is 
essentially a doubled B-type, reduces 
hiss even further. It was developed in 
the early 80s when the Japanese 
electronics industry told Ray Dolby that 
they needed a more powerful system and 
feared chaos if everyone went off in 
different directions. 
Now Ray Dolby has developed 

Spectral Recording, which can produce 
results on an analogue recorder which 
are comparable to the results you get 
from a digital recorder costing several 
times the price. 
Ray Dolby was in London recently 

giving the tenth anniversary lecture to 
the Institute of Broadcast Sound, at the 
BBC's Paris studio. He gave some 
interesting background to the dry 
technology of noise reduction. 
While still a student in California, in 
the 50s, Dolby worked with Ampex on 

the world's first video recorder. He then 
came over to Pembroke College in 
Cambridge, on a scholarship, for further 
study. His rooms in college were fifty 
yards from the chapel and he ran a 
microphone line through from the 
chapel to an Ampex audio recorder in 
his room. 
"That was when I became interested 

in signal-to-noise ratios", said Dolby. "I 
could compare line-in with line-out very 
easily". 
The A-type system improved signal to 

noise ratio by around 10dB. Most of the 
studios Dolby approached in the sixties 
said they weren't interested in S/N, 
arguing that they could already get all 
the dynamic range-they needed just by 
using good quality tape. But the Decca 
studios in London said they were 
interested in improving dynamic range. 
They bought the first pieces of A-type 
equipment as a test. Although probably 
even Ray Dolby doesn't know it, one 
reason why Decca bought the equipment 
was that their studios in West Hampstead 
were coming up to the end of their 
financial year, and had some budgeted 
cash left over. Decca used the A-system 
for stereo recording, and then other 
studios adapted it for multi-track. 
Dolby says he calls his new system 

Spectral Recording, or SR, because he 
wants to get the message across that it 
is much more than simple noise 
reduction. "It must have been rather like 
that with Henry T Ford", say Dolby. 
"One day he thought it would be a good 
idea to stop calling his new invention a 
horseless carriage, and christen it the 
motor car instead". 
There is heavy pressure on the 
recording and broadcast industry to 
change over from analogue to digital 
technology. The pressure is technical, 
because the results are so good, and 
commercial, because record producers, 
engineers and artists want to use the 
most modern equipment. 
"In the early 80s", says Ray Dolby "I 

looked at digital PCM recorders and saw 
all the complexity. I wondered about 
what would happen if someone threw 
that amount of electronics at an 
analogue system". SR is the result of 
that thought. What was seen as a one or 
two year project, took more than five 

years to finish. 
In simple terms the SR circuit is a bank 

of variable filters, all of which are 
independently  responsive  to  the 
amplitude and frequency content of the 
signal being recorded. Different levels 
of signal are boosted by different 
amounts at different frequencies. The 
system is dynamic to the point of being 
almost infinitely flexible. 
The decoder playback circuitry works 
in exactly the same way as the recording 
encoder,  except  that  the  phase 
relationships are opposite. This gives an 
accurate  mirror image  effect,  i.e. 
whatever signal was boosted at the 
recording stage is reduced by exactly the 
same amount on playback. 
Recording studios are now taking 

delivery of SR processors (at around 
£550 per channel compared to £300 per 
channel for A-type noise reduction) and 
the first LP records made with the 
process should soon be on the market. 
The public will of course not be aware 
of this (unless the sleeve has an SR logo) 
because all the necessary decoding is 
done when the master tape is transferred 
to master disc. 
It is not widely appreciated that all 

Dolby systems have one thing in 
common. Strong signals, which need no 
noise reduction processing, pass straight 
through the encoder untouched. Low 
level signals, which need processing, are 
fed through a chain. So all the processing 
is done in a side chain and it only affects 
low level signals. 
Most noise reduction systems work by 

processing all the signals, and this is what 
makes them so susceptible to nasty side 
effects like noise modulation; processing 
some signals audibly affects others. 
Because SR, like all Dolby systems, 

processes only those parts of the signal 
that need processing, any quiet sounds 
are artifically amplified before they are 
recorded onto tape. When an SR master 
tape, is played back without decoding, 
any  unwanted  studio  sounds  like 
breathing or clothing rustle — become 
absurdly loud. When the master tape is 
decoded, the background sounds are 
pushed back down to their normal level, 
and tape hiss is killed. The results are 
truly dramatic. 

MCI 
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CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS 

I t may seem surprising to habitual project builders, but the 
motivation for constructing projects is occasionally queried 

by some readers. 
Certainly it is true that some hobbyist circuits are available as 

similar commercially built units, and it is not my intention to 
deny the importance of these products. However, if you look back 
at various magazine circuits, in many cases you simply won't 
find their direct equivalents as manufactured units. 
Some ideas, for example, may perhaps only appeal to a 

comparatively small proportion of the public, 2nd the potential 
ready-made sales value may be outweighed by production costs, 
making them commercially unviable. Often though, those who 
write for PE and other electronics magazines, probably do not 
have business overheads to consider. They only have to stand 
the design costs, and then profit from the publication fees they 
receive. When readers are likely to find advantage from these 
ideas, they become ideal constructional publishing material. 
Additionally, published ideas are occasionally so original that 

manufacturers have not implemented them, and readers then 
gain from true innovation. PE has a strong tradition for publishing 
such good ideas, some of which have been patented. 
Naturally, there are occasions when commercial equipment 

has its close equivalent in a published article. This would not 
breach copyright, but would show that another, equally valid, 
approach can be made to a common subject. In this case, DIY 
can frequently be cheaper since the hobbyist's own free time 
will replace manufacturing labour costs. Only the parts have to 
be paid for, assuming that inadvertent mistakes are not made. 
Even if they are, most people will benefit by learning from them. 
'Learning by doing' is as true for electronics as for other 

disciplines, and the best way to understand anything is to find 
out how it works, or why it doesn't. With electronics this can be 
achieved by experimentally connecting parts together and 
discovering what happens. At its simplest level, just varying and 
observing the effects reinforces theoretical understanding. At a 
higher level, assembling a full project teaches systems 
integration, and also provides a test bed for detailed functional 
analysis, as well as being useful for its own sake. 
Much of the pleasure I gain from electronics originates from 

functional analysis, often starting from the question of 'what 
happens  if...'.  Inquisitive  examination  of interconnected 
components resulting in working models has enormous 
satisfaction, though for me, just the assembly on its own is as 
much a hobby as part of a job. 
If you are not already addicted to electronic construction, I 

recommend that you try it. It can be a very rewarding, satisfying, 
and low cost form of entertainment, and teaming. Although some 
projects use hi-tech ideas, their implementation does not always 
need hi-tech ability — just care and interest. 

THE EDITOR 

OUR AUGUST 1987 ISSUE WILL BE ON SALE FRIDAY, JULY 3rd 1987 (see page 2) 
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01-208 1177 TI(H.40m ATIC _TD 01-208 1177 
BBC Computer & Econet Refelral Centre 

BBC MASTER COMPACT 
A free packet of ten 3.5" DS discs with each Compact 
SYSTEM 1128K Single 640K Drive and bundled software £385 (a) 
SYSTEM 2 System 1 with a 127 Hi Res RGB Monitor £469 (a) 
SYSTEM 3 System 1 with a 14" Med Res RGB Monitor £599 (a) 
Second Drive Kit £99 (c) Extension Cable for ext 5.25" drive £12.50 (d) 

View 3.0 User Guide £10 (d)  Viewsheet User Guide CIO (d) 
BBC Dust Cover £4.50 (d)  1770 DFS Upgrade for Model B £43.50 (d) 
ADES ROM (lor B vnth 1770 DFS & B Plus) E26 (d)  1.2 OS ROM £15 (d) 
ACORN 280 2nd Processors [329(a)  ACORN 6502 2nd Processor £173 (b) 
MULTIFORM Z80 2nd Processor £289(b)  ACORN IEEE Interface £269 (a) 
TORCH Z80 2nd Processor ZEP 100  £229 (a) 
TZDP 240: ZEP 100 with Technomatic PD800P dual drive with built-in monitor stand  £439 (a) 

META Version III - The only package available in the micro market that will 
assemble 27 different processors at the price offered. Supplied on two 16K 
roms and two discs and fully compatible with all BBC models. Please phone 
for comprehensive leaflet £145 (b). 

We stock the full range of ACORN hardware and firmware and a very wide range of other 
peripherals for the BBC. For detailed specifications and pricing please send for our leaflet. 

AMB15 BBC MASTER £385 (a)  AME112 BBC MASTER Boone' £315 (a) 
A MC06 Turbo (65C -02) Expansion Module  £99 (b) 

ADC08  512 Protessor  £195 (b)  A0J24  Advanced Ref Manual  £1 9.50 (c) 
ADF14  Rom Cartridge   £13)b)  ADF10  Econet Module   £41 (c) 
ADJ22  Ref Manual Part 1  £14 (c)  A0J23  Ref Manual Part II   £14 (c) 

BBC Master Dust Cover   £4.75 (d) 

DISC DRIVES 
5.25" Single Drives 40/50 switchable: 
7S400 400K/640K  £114 (b) 
P5400 400K/640K with integral mains power supply  £129 (b) 
5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable: 
TD800 8001</1280K  •  £199 (a) 
PD800 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply  £229 (a) 
PDBOOP 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply and monitor stand  £249 (a) 
3.5" 80T DS Drives: 
T5351 Single 4001Q640K  £99 (b) 
PS351 Single 4001</6401< with integral mains power supply  £119 (b) 
1D352 Dual 8001</1280K  £170 (b) 
PD352 Dual 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply  £187 (b) 
PD853 Combo Dual 5.2573.5" drive with p.s.0 £229 (a) 

3M FLOPPY DISCS 
Industry Standard floppy discs with a lifetime guarantee. Discs in packs 0( 10 

51/4 " Discs  31/2 " Discs 
40 T SS DD  £10.00(d)  40 T DS DD  £12.00(d)  80 T SS DD  E20.00 (d) 
80 T SS DD  £14.50(d)  80 T DS DD  £15.50(d)  80 T DS DD  £25.00(d 

PRINTERS & PLOTTERS 
EPSON 
EPSON LX-86  £199 (a) 
Optional Tractor Feed D(80/86  £20 (c) 
Sheet Feeder LX80/86  £49 (c) 
FX800  £319(a) 
FX1000  £449 (a) 
EX800  £409 (a) 
L0800 (80 col)  £439 (a) 
L01000  £589 (a) 

TAXAN 
KP815 (160 cps)  £249 (a) 
KP915 (180 cps)  £369(a) 

JUKI 
6100 (Daisy Wheel)  £259 (a) 

NATIONAL PANASONIC 
KX P1080 (80 co()  £149(a) 

STAR NL10 (Parallel Interface)  £239 (a) 
STAR NL10 (Serial Interface)  £279 (a) 
STAR Power Type  £229 (a) 

BROTHER HR20  £329 (a) 

COLOUR PRINTERS 

Integrex Jet Printer  £525 (a) 

Dotprint Plus NLO Rom for 
Epson versions for FX, RX, MX 
and GLP (BBC only) 

PLOTTERS  ' 
Hitachi 672  £459 (a) 
Graphics Workstation 
(A3 Plotter)  £599 (a) 

Plotmate A4SM  £450 (a) 

  £28 (d) 

Single Disc Cable £6 (d) 
10 Disc Library Case £1.80 (d) 
50 x 51/4 " Disc Lockable Box £9.00 (c) 

FLOPPICLENE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT 
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs 
ensures continued optimum performance of the drives. 51/4" £12.50 (d) 

3,/2" £14.00 (d) 

DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
Dual Disc Cable £8.50 (d) 
30 x 5I/2" Disc Storage Box £6 (c) 
100 x 51/2 " Disc Lockable Box £13 (c) 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
We hold a wide range of printer attachments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etc) 
in stock. Serial, parallel, IEEE and other interfaces also available. Ribbons 

available for all above plotters. Pens with a variety of tips and colours also 
available. Please phone for details and prices. 

Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine perforation (Clean Edge): 
2000 sheets 9.5" X 11" £13(b) 2000 sheets 14.5" X 11" £ 8.50(b) 
Labels per 1000s: Single Row 3;" X 1 7/16" £5.25(d) Triple Row 2-7/16" X 1 7/16" £5.00(d) 

MONITORS 
RGB 14" 
1431 Std Res  £179 (a) 
1451 Med Res  £225 (a) 
1441 Hi Res  £365(a) 

MICRO VITEC 14" RGB/PALJAudio 
1431AP Std Res  £199(a) 
1451AP Std Res  £259 (a) 
All above monitors available in plastic or 
metal case. 

TAXAN SUPERVISION II 
12'- Hi Res with amber/green options. 
IBM compatible  £279 (a) 
Taxan Supervision III  £319 (a) 

MITSUBISHI 
XC1404 14" Med Res RGB, IBM 8 BBC 
compatible  £219 (a) 

MONOCHROME 
710(AN 12" HI-RES 
KX1201G green screen  £90(a) 
KX1203A amber screen  £95 (a) 

PHILIPS 12" HI-RES 
8M7502 green screen  £75 (a) 
6M7522 amber screen  £79 (a) 
8501 RGB Std Res  £139 (a) 

ACCESSORIES 
Microvitec Swivel Base  £20 (c) 
Taxan Mono Swivel Base with 
clock  £22 (c) 
Philips Swivel Base  £14 (c) 
BBC RGB Cable  £5 (d) 
Microvitec £3.50(d) 
Taxan £5 (d)  Monochrome £3.50 (d) 
Touchtec - 501  £239 (b) 

MODEMS 
All modems carry a full BT approval 

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS Range 

WS4000 V21/23 (Hayes Compatible, 
Intelligent, Auto Dial/Auto Answer)  £149 (b) 

WS3000 V21/23 Professional As WS4000 
and with BELL standards and battery back up 
for memory  £245 (b) 

WS3000 V22 Professional As WS300 V21/23 
but with 1200 baud full duplex  £450 (a) 

WS3000 V22 bis Professional As V22 and • 
2400 baud full duplex  £595 (a) 

WS3022 V22 Professional As WS3000 but 
with only 1200/1200  £350(a) 

WS3024 V22 Professional As WS3000 but 
with only 2400/2400  £450 (b) 

WS2000 V21 N23 Manual Modem  £95(b) - 

DATA Cable for WS series/PC or XT  £10 (d) 

DATATALK Comms Package 
• If purchased with any of the above 
modems '   

PACE Nightingale Modem V21 N23 
Manual  £75 (b) 

(Offer limited to current stocks) 

*£70 (c) 

R1256 3 PORT SWITCHOVER 
SERIAL INTERFACE 
3 input/-I output or 1 input/3 output 
manual channel selection. Input/ 
output baud rates, independently 
selectable 7 bit/8 bit, odd/even/none 
panty. Hardware or software 
handshake. 256K buffer, mains 
powered  £375 (b) 

PB BUFFER 
Internal buffer for most Epson 
printers Easy to install. Inst. 
supplied. 
ns1213 128K  £99(c) 

UVERASERS 
UV1T Eraser with built-in timer and mains indicator. 
Built-in safety interlock to avoid accidental exposure 
to the harmful UV rays. 
It can handle up to 5 eproms at a time with an average 
erasing time of about 20 mins. £50 + £2 p&p. 
UV1 as above but without the timer. £47 + £2 p&p. 
For Industrial Users, we offer UV140 & UV141 era-
sers with handling capacity of 14 eproms. UV141 has 
a built in timer. Both offer full built in safety features 
UV140 £69, UV141 f85, p&p 0.50. 

EXT SERIAL/PARALLEL 
CONVERTERS 

Mains powered converters 
Serial to Parallel 
Parallel to Serial 
Bidirectional Converter   

 £48 (c) 
 £48(c) 

£105 (b) 

Serial Test Cable 
Serial Cable switchable at both ends 
allowing pin options to be re-routed or 
linked at either end - making it possible 
to produce almost any cable 
configuration on site. 
Available as M/M or M/F  £24.75 (d) 

Serial Mini Patch Box 
Allows an easy method to 
reconfigure pin functions 
without rewiring the cable  . 
assay. Jumpers can be used 
and reused.  £22 (d) 

Serial Mini Test 
Monitors RS232C and CCITT 
V24 Transmissions, 
indicating status with dual 
colour LEDs on 7 most 
significant lines. Connects in 
Line.  122.50 (d) 

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS 

I.D. CONNECTORS 
(Spowdblock Type) 

No of Header Recep  Edge 
ways  Plug  •acle  Conn 
10  90p  85p  120p 
20  145p  125p  195p 
26  175p  150p  240p 
34  200p  160p  320p 
40  220p  190p  340p 
50  235p  200p  390p 

SOFTY II 
This low cost intelligent eprom programmer can program 2716, 2516. 
2532, 2732. and with an adaptor, 2564 and 2764 Displays 512 byte 
page  on  TV  -  has  a  serial  and  par-
allel I/O rouhnes. Can be used as an emulator, cassene interface 
Softy II  £195.00(b) 
Adaptor  101  2764/ 
2564   £25.00 

SPECIAL OFFER 
2764-25 £2.50 (d); 

27128-25 £2.75 (d); 

6264 LP-15 £2.80 (d); 

D CONNECTORS 
No of Ways 
9 15  25  37 

MALE: 
Ang Pins 120 
Solder  60 
IDC  175 
FEMALE: 
St Pin  100 140 210 380 
Ang Pins 160 210 275 440 
Solder  90 130 195 290 
IDC  195 325 375  - 
St Hood  90  95 100 120 
Screw . 130 150 175  - 
Lock-

180 
85 
275 

230 350 
125 170 
325  - 

ED GE 

C O N N ECT ORS 
Or  d156 

2 '6-way (commodore)  -  300p 
2 x 10-way  150p - 
2 x 12.way Inc 201  . -  350-p 
2 x 18-way  -  140p 
2 x 23-way (2/(811  175p  220p 
2 x 25-way  225p  220p 
2 x 28-way (Spectrum) 200p  - 
2w 36-way  250p 
1 x 43-way  260p 
2 x 22-way  190p 
2 x 43-way  395p 
1 x 77 way  400p 
2w 50-waY(S100conn,  600p 

50-4 

AMPHENOL 
CONNECTORS 

36 way plug Centronics 
(solder 500p )lDC) 475p 
36 way skt Centronics 
(solder) 550p (IDC) 500p 
24 way plug IEEE (solder) 
475p (IDC) 4750 
24 way skt IEEE (solder) 
5000 (IDC) 5000 
PCB Mtg Skt Ang Pin 
24 way 700p 36 way 750p 

10-way 
I6-way 
20-way 
26-way 

RIBBON CABLE 
(grey/metre) 
40p  34-way  160p 
60p  40-way  1130p 
85p  50-way  200p 
120p  64-way  280p 

TEXTOOL ZIF 
9OCKE15  24 pie £7.50 
28-Fitn L9.10  40 pm E12.10 

EURO CONNECTORS 
DIN 41612  Plug  Skt 
2 X 32 way St Pin  230p 275p 
2 x 32 way Ang Pin  275p 320p 
3 X 32 way St Pin  260p 300p 
3 X 32 way An Pin  375p 400p 
IDC Skt A + B  400p 
IQCSkt A +C  400p 

For 2 x 33 way please spec ify 
spacing (A + B, A + C). 

GENDER CHANGERS 
25 way D type 

Male to Male  f10 
Male to Female  CIO 
Female to Female  £10 

OIL HEADERS 
Solder  IDC 

14 pin  40p  100p 
16 pin  50p  110p 
18 pin  60p  - 
20 pin  75p  - 
24 pin  100p  150p 
28 pin  160p  200p 
40 pin  200p  225p 

RS 232 JU MPERS 

as way 13) 
24" Single end Male  £5.00 
24" Single end Female  £5.25 
24" Female Female  £10.00 
24" Male Male  £9.50 
24" Male Female  £9.50 

MISC CONNS 
21 pin Scart Connector 200p 
8 pin Video Connector  200p 

TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764 

OIL S WITCHES 
4-way  90p 6-way  1050 
8-way  120p 10-way 1500 

ATTENTION 
AM prices in this double page 
advertisement are subject to 
change without notice. 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 
Please add carriage 50p 
unless indicated as follows: 
(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d) 

£1.00 

Using 'Prestel' type protocols. For information 

and orders - 24 hour service, 7 days a week 
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7400  0,30 

7401  0.30 
7402  030 

7403  030 
7404  0.36 

7405  030 

7406  040 
7007  000 
7408  0.30 

7409  0.30 

7410  0.30 

7411  030 

7412  030 
7413  0.50 
7414  0.70 
7416  036 

7417  040 

7420  030 
7421  0.60 

7422  0.36 

7423  036 
7425  040 

7426  0.40 

7427  0.32 
7428  043 
7430  030 

7432  036 

7433  0.30 
7437  0.30 
7438  0.40 

7439  0.40 
7440  0.40 

7441  0.90 

74424  030 

74434  100 
7444  1.1D 
7.5  0.70 

74464  1.00 

74474  1.00 
7448  1.00 

7450  0.36 

7451  035 
7453  038 

7454  038 
7460  015 

7470  0.50 
7472  045 

7473  005 

7474  0.50 
7475  0.60 

7476  0.45 
74130  0.65 
7481  1.60 

74834  1.05 
74844  1.25 
7485  1.10 

7486  0.42 

7.39  /10 

74904  0.55 
7491  0.70 
74924  030 
74934  0.55 

7494  1.10 
74954  6.60 

7496  010 

7497  290 
74100  190 
74107  0.50 

74109  0.75 
74110  0.75 

74111  055 

74116  1.70 

74118  1.10 
74119  1.70 
74120  1.00 

74121  015 

74122  030 

74123  0.80 

74125  0.65 

74126  0.55 
74128  0.55 

74132  0.75 
74136  070 

74141  0.90 
74142  250 

74143  130 

74144  230 
74145  1.10 

74147  1.70 

74148  1.40 

74150  1.75 
741514  0.70 

74153  0.80 
74154  1.40 
74155  010 

74156  0,90 

74159  225 
74160  1.10 
74161  0.80 

74162  1.10 
74163  1.10 
74164  1.20 

74165  1.10 

74166  1.40 
74167  4.00 
70170  ZOO 

74172  4.20 
74173  100 
74174  1.10 

74175  1.05 
74176  1.00 

74178  1.50 
74179  110 

74180  1.00 
74181  140 
74182  1.40 

70184  110 

741854  1.80 
74190  1.30 

74191  130 
74192  1.10 

74193  1.15 
74194  1.10 

74195  0.80 

74196  130 
74197  1.10 
74198  2.20 

74199  2.20 
74221  1.10 

74251  100 

74259  1.50 
74265  010 

74273  2.00 

74276  140 
74278  1.70 

74279  0.90 

74283  1.05 
74742  320 

74290  0.90 
74293  0.90 

74298  110 
74351  ZOO 

743654  0.80 

743664  0.80 

743674  0.80 
74376  1.60 
74390  1.10 

70393  120 
74490  1.40 

7415273  1.25 

7415279  0.70 
7415280  1.90 

7425183  0.80 
7415290  0.80 

7425292  1400 . 
7415293  0.80 
7415295  1.40 

7425297  14 .00  
7415298  1.00 

7415299  2.20 

7429321  3.70 
74253224  190 

7425323  100 

7415324  320 
74153413  2.00 
7429352  120 

7426353  120 

7425356  210 

:8080 
77441155364363  11 

7416365  0.50 
7415366  010 

Special 
offer 

4076  0.65 

.77  0.25 
4078  0.25 

LINEAR 
ADC08013  7190 

ICs 
LM710  0.48 194231  1.20 

464000  0.00 

COMPUTER 
CPUs 

COMPONE 
EPR ONIs  75164  1.20 

S 
KEYB O AR D 

4081  0.24 
4082  0.25 

4085  060 

4086  0.75 
4089  1.20 
4093  0.35 

4094  cd  090 
4095  095 

0M79100C  2100 

45103  2.00 
AN-1.5050  1.00 
47.3-1350  5.00 

40-3-8910  490 
A0-3-8912  5.00 

CA30194  100 

C43020  3.50 

2M711  1.00 
2M723  010 
LM725CN  3.00 
LM733  065 
LM741  0.22 

LM7747  0.70 

LM748  030 

LM101 I  4.80 

784840  0,98 

78420  0.80 

784820 M  0.75  
7134920  200 

71349.  225  

1C9109  5,00 

ITCO270  3.50 

1802CE  6.50 
26504  10.50 

9902  4.50  
65CO2-2MHz 

12.00 

65020  610 

65020  000 

TM545coo  1400 
7M59901  5.00 

7M59902  5.00 
TM59914  14.00 

280010  2.50 

2716-45  450 

2532 -45  4.50 

2732-45  450 
2764-75  320 
27C64  550 

27128-25  150 

75159 

77551166'1  2.20 500 
6.50 

75162  7.50 
75172  4.00 

75182  090 
75188  060 

75189  060 

D EC O DERS 

0052376  1110 
740922  500 
740923  600 

4096  090 
4097  2.70 

C430284  1.10 

C43046  0.70 
2M1014  1.50 
LM1801  100 

TCA940  1.75 
7041010  225 

7041022  4.50 

6800  150 

6902  3.50 

6. 5 6.50 

2804010  275 
Z8OCTC  250 

280ACTC  275 

27C256  7.50 

27512  900 

75365  150 

75450  080 

BA U D RATE 

GE NER AT ORS 
4098  0.75 

4099  099 

4501  0.36 

4502  0.55 

4503  036 

4504  0.95 

CA3059  3.25 
053060  3.50 
C43080E  030 

C43085  110 

C43086  0.60 

C43089E  2.50 

LM1830  2.50 
LM1871  3.3* 

LM1872  100 
LM1886  600 

LM1/89  4.50 

LN12917  3.00 

7041024  1.10 

78411705  3.00 

70 A2002  3.25  
7042003  190 
1'042004  2.40 

3.20 

6809E  1000 

68509  10.00 

68E109E  12.00 
68000-L6  36.00 

5035  3.50 
80C35  6.043 

Z846ART  6.50 
28040A07  7.00 

Z8ODMA  7.00 

280ADMA  350 

27513  18.00 

270128  5.50 
27256  050 

75451  050 

75452  0.50 
75453  0.70  

75454  0.10  
75480  750  

75491  065  

MC14411  750 
C0M8116  6.50 

47026  750 

4  160 
4,1:  0.90 

CA309040  175 

C43130E  090 

2M3302  090 

LM3900  0.80 

TDA2006 
1042030  150 9335  0.20 75492  065 

8726  1.20 U ARTs 

4507  0.35 
1.20 

C431307  1.30 

0431000  0.45 

LM3909  1.40 
LM3911  110 

7042593  100  
7042653  7.00 

5. 35  7. 
80004  950 Z804510,41,9 R5232 8728  120 

100 4508 
4510  0.55 

4511  0.55 

4512  0.55 
4513  150 

C431401  1.00 
043146  225 

C43160E  150 
C43161E  2.00 

LM3914  3.50 

LM3915  140 

L03916  3.40  
25413600  110 

7043560  710 

7E143810  7.50 

7047000  3.50  
7/41002  7.00 

80854  300 
800854  7.50 

5. 6 Z2.00 
80875  £120 
8097_6  n . 

7.00 
28013P10  500 

ZW C' 540' 8P '  ' 
280807C  5.00 
2806006T  100 

8A6232  710 

8795  1.20 

8796  1.20 

8797  120 

8798  1.20 
812595  1.40 

4011015 
40510130  3.00 

00M8017  3.00 
11416*02  4.50 

74L5 SERIES 
7415367  052 
7426368  0.5* 

742500  0.24 
742501  0.24 
741601  0.24 

741103  0.24 

741104  0.24 

741105  0 24 
742508  024 
742509  0 24 

742510  024  
741111  024  
741113  0 34 

741114  0.50 
741115  0 24 

741.520  024 

741521  024  
741522  024 

741124  0.50 

741626  026 

741127  0.24  
741128  0.24 

741130  0 24 
741 532  0.24 
742533  0.24 

742537  0 24 
742538  0.24 
742 .0  0.24 

0. 741642  50 

741_5373  0.70 

7416374  0.70 
7415375  0.75 

7411377  130 

74 378  '' 11  'S 7415379 130 

7415381  4.50 
7415385  325 

7415390  060 

7415393  100 

74113954  1.00 
7411399  1.40 

742 .45  1.80 

7415465  126 
7411467  1.20 

741 .90  110 
7425540  1.00 
7426541  1.00 

7416608  7.00 

7411610  25.00 
701_5612  25.00 

7426624  I.  
7426626  2.25 

7415628  225 
7415629  1.25 

7411640  200 

7421640-1  3.00 

t o 

PE 
readers 
only - 

..., n , 

1 LP -/o Off 

on 
all 
TTLS 
and 

C M O S 

4514  1.10 
4515  1.10 

043162E  100 

C431896  270 

0515132  2.30 
441515162  450 

72061CP  040 

71062  0.60 Boas  17 .50  81L596  1.40  M O D UL AT ORS ' 

4516  055  C03240E  ISO  
54E13712  2.00 71164  09,0 8741  15.00 811197  1.40 

811:597  100 6MHE  3.75 
4517  2.20 
4518  0.48 

0832800  3.00 

07002  6.00 

MC13100  1.50 

1413  0.75 

12071  044 

72 072  0.10 

8748  10.00 
1001601  12.00 

7M59980  14.50 

CRT 810598  70* 
8811120  550 

8MHz  450 

4519  032 
4520  0.60 

4531  1.15 

24C1408-8  3.00 
0400800  3.00 

04C0808  100 

MC1458  0.45 
MC M95  100 

8C1496  036 

11074  7.10 

T1081  8 35 

71,082  0.55 

1859995  1100 

620-8  1200 

C O NTR OLLER 9602  300 

96364  1.80 
SO U N D & 

VISI O N 
4522  080 

4526  030 

00308  3.00 

H41366  1.90 

MC3340P  2.00 

MC3401  0.70 

72083  0.75 
11084  1,00 

630-8  1200 

Z80  2.50 
M E M ORIES 

CRT5037  12.o° 

963740  1.80 

9.5 '  5-5°  1.80 
12  MHz  1200. 

4527  010 
4528  0.65 

IC13106  175 
ICL7611  095 

MC3404  0.65 

NIFIOCN  4.10 

72094  2.. 

71030C  1.20 

2804  2.90 
2806  5.50 CR76545  9.00 

EF9364  8.00 
5639  2 5°  CRYST ALS 

4529  100 
4531  0.75 

ICLI3038  400 

ICM7555  090 

M050240  900 

M1901  100 

U4759  3,20 
U42240  120 

28011  750  
EF9365  3/00 32368KHz  1.00 

1.6432MHz  225 
4532  0.65 103417556  1.44 ML922  4.00 

100  

UC558014  6.00 

U2N20014  0.75  

2114-3  1.00 
E69366  3200 

EF9367  36.00 DISC 2.00MHz  225 

4534  3.80 

4536  250  
4538  0.75 

1C7120  100 

1C7130  100  
LC7137  310 

MM62214  

NE529  220  
NE531  120  

1.90 

ULN20024  0.75  
011420034  0.75 
U1N20044  0.75 

S UPP ORT  

DEVICES 

4116-2  110 

416415  1.50 
41256-15  3.00 

E69369  1200 
806045  6.50 

MC68455P  6.50 

C O NTR OLLER 

ICs 

2.45760M/4711-1 
200 

2.45760MHz151 
4539  035 

4541  090 
4543  0.70 

4551  1.00  
4553  2.44 

2C7137  150 
1E347  1.20 

2E351  0.60 

2E353  090  
1E355  0 .90 

140544 
NE555  022 

NE556  0.60 

NE564  400  
NE565  1.20 

U1N2018  2.90 

U1142802  1.90 

01N2803  1.80  
0162804  1.90  

275 

2057  12.00 

3242  8 .00 
304 ,  450  

41464,15  3.00 

.1°115  3. 
5101.3  4.. 
61161P-15  2.80 
62256  1100 

,406647  550 

SF696364  100 
TM592213  1000 

7  10.00 

6643  8.00 

250 

2.5MHz  250 
3.276MHz  150 

3.5795MHz  1.00 

4.00MHz  150 

4555  0.36 
4556  0.50 
455,  240 

45 .  1.40  
4.6 1.40 

49 .  2.40 
4965  1.70 

4573  0.45 

LF3565  170  
LF357  1.00 
1E398  4.00 

2M  10C1,11  450  
183014  030 
LM307  0.45 

1,M308CN  an 

LM310  2.25 

NE566  1 0 00576.50 

NE567  1.25 

NE570  4.00 

9E571  3.00  
NE592  010  
NE5532P  150 
NE5533P  110 

11105534P  1.20 

U 575 

UPC59211  2.00 
UPC7156H  3.00 

*0011850  5.00 

66210  4.00  
062206  410 
662207  3.75 

682211  5.75 

6520  3. 00 

6522  350 
6522A  5.10 

6532  410 

65510  6.00 

6821  1.60 

68821  250 

6810  2.50 
INTERF ACE ICs 

ADC0808  10.00 

405612  20.00  
AM25510  3.50 
4825152521 

150 

8272  10.00 

F01771  20.00 
907791 20.00 

E01793  2000 

601797  22.00 
WD1770  24.00 
W01691  15.00 

W02143  12 00 

4.I94MHz  2.00 

4.43MHz  1.00 
4.9152MHz  250 

5.00MHz  1.50 

5.0643MHz  135 
6.00MHz  140 

6.144MHz  140 
7.00MHz  1.50 

742543  750 7425641  150 74 A1S SERIES 

7.148  0.90 
742549  1.00 

742551  024 
742554  0 24 

741155  0.24 

7425734  0 30 
7411744  0.35 
741175  0.45 

36 741576A  0 
741178  0.42 

7411834  an 
741185  035 

741186  0.35 

442550  048 
741192  0 35 

742593  0 . 
74119513  0.75 D58832 

7415642  250 

7411642-1  3.00 

7415643  250 

7425643-1  100 
7415644  3/0 
7411.5  200 

7411645.1  4.00 
7415668  0.90 

7425669  090 

7415670  1.70 
7405682  2.50 
7411683  100 

7411684  3.50 

7425687  350 
74 ,, ,,  3.. 

7411783  16.00 

744L500  0.45 

7441102  0.45 

7441104  0.50 
7441108  010 

7442510  0.45 

7442520  O.. 
7442532  0.45 

7442574  0.70 
7.25138  I.. 
74426139  110  

74425244  4.00 

74425245  4.75 

74420573  260 
74425574  4.50 

744115130  260 

4583  0.90 
45 .  0.48 
4585  0.60 

4724  110  
14411  710 

LM3I 1  0.60 

LM3I8  1.50 

I_M319  1.10 

163324  0.45  
1M3342  1.15 

NE5530AP  I.. 

OP-07EP  3.50 

P12024  100  

R04136  0.55 
60415 1 200  

2132216  575 

XR2249  1.20 

25404  1.00 
ZN414  0.80 

15419P  1.75 

68040  3.75 
681340  6.00 
6850  1.80 

68850  250 

6852  2.50 

PROMS A M25LS2538 
150 

AM261531  1.20 
AM261132  1.20 

AM7910DC  2100 

W02793  27.00 

WD2797  27.00 

7 I6MHz  1.75 
8.00MHz  150 
ainemn,  7.n  

10.00MHz  1.75 

10.50MHz  250 

14.3  710  

1.16  306 
14419  260 
14490  420 

14495  450 

145000  6.50 

145.  2.00 
22100  310 
22101  7.00 

LM335Z  1.30  

L0336  150  
1M339  0.40 
LM348  060 

LM358P  050 

1,8377  3.00 
LM380N-8  1.50 

LM380N  110 
1M383  3.25 

604195  1.50 

1304558  0.55 
550240  9.00 

SF696364  060 

51490  100 
51176013N  100 
5N76033N  5. 
5576115N  200 

5976489  COO 

264230  130 

Z54246  1.30 

Z11442568  150 
214426E8  100 

ZN42.#8  6.00 
ZN438E8 4.50 
23442968  2.21 

ZN447E  9.00 

2140481  710  

6854  6.50 

681354  100 

81 .  8.50 
8155  3.80 

8156  3.80 

8205  225 

8212  2.00  
8216  110 

28122  COO 

745188  1.80 

745287  225 
745288  1.30 

745387  2.25 
82523  1.50 
826123  1.50 

825129  1.75 

088131  6.00 

075304  450  
053691  450 

058830  1.40 
068831  150 

1. 

D58833  2.25 
DS8836  150 

058838  2.25 

CH AR ACTER      

GE NER AT ORS 

003251321C 
710 

R0325 132C 
7.00 

 10.70MHz  150 
11.00MHz  100 

12.00MHz  110 

14.0011H4  1.75 
14.31MHz  1.80 

14. z  2.50 756MH 

15.00MH4  2.00 
16.00MHz  2.00 
17.734MHz  1.50 

742596  0.90 4000 SERIES 

7425107  O. 

7425109  000 

7426112  045 

4000  020 

4001  024 
4002  025 

22102  7.00 

40014  0.48 

4. 59  1.20 

40057  036 
40098  040 
40100  110 

40101  1.26 

40102  130 
40103  200 

1M384  2.20 
LM386N-1  1.00 

LIC387  2.79 
1M391  1.80 

2M3925  1.10 

1M393  0/5 

LM394CH  400 

LM709  0.35 

5N76495  4.00 
S676660  120 
SP025641.2  7.00 

508515  7/0 

747120  120 

747130  1.40 
747204  1.50 
747205  090 

147222  530 
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(CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECT 

Useful fora wide range of 
test applications, this 
CMOS project can 
generate binary words 
from 2 to 76 bits, free 
running or triggered, with 
straight or return-to-zero 
output 

r-rhe word generator described in this 
1. article is an item of test equipment 
which generates a binary word of up to 
16 bits in length with the option of 
producing either a straight binary 
output, i.e. a sequence of logic ones and 
noughts or a return to zero (RTZ) 
output where the output returns to a 
logic 0 between consecutive logic ones. 
The word may be either continuously 
repeated (free running) or be triggered 
from an external signal. 
As with any piece of test equipment 

a balance must be struck between 
providing a multiplicity of control 
facilities and simplicity of operation. In 
this design a number of optional features 
are  suggested  which  increase  the 
flexibility of the equipment but also add 
to the number of controls to be 
accommodated on the front panel. 
The generator is constructed using 

4000 series CMOS logic throughout. 
Other logic ranges and technologies 
could be used if higher speed operation 
is required. 

APPLICATIONS 

Some possible applications for the 
word generator are indicated below The 
list is by no means exhaustive and later 
in the article methods of testing will be 
discussed in greater detail. 

xio DATA RATE 

loo 

WORD 
GENERATOR 
PART ONE BY JOE CHAMBERLAIN 

Binary words for test signals 

The generator may be used to test 
serial to parallel data converters by 
generating a word of the desired length, 
incrementing the serial word by a known 
amount and observing the change in the 
converter output. It is also useful for 
checking serial data acquisition systems 
where, for example, a number of remote 
stations signal to a central station over 
a common path. The generator can be 
used to simulate each of the stations in 
turn. 
Binary signals having a mark-space 

ratio ranging from 1:15 to 15:1 can be 
generated to test the performance of 
data modems. The generator 'Clock' 
output provides suitable synchronisation 
to observe  'eye' diagrams on an 
oscilloscope. 
A less obvious application is in 

providing a delayed trigger for an 
oscilloscope. If a trigger signal is applied 
to the External Trigger input of the 
generator, and the oscilloscope trigger 
input connected to the Data output, the 
oscilloscope will be triggered when the 
data output changes to logic 1 level. With 
only one bit set to a logic 1 the delay 
will be equal to the number of bits set 
to logic 0 before the bit set to logic 1. 
The duration of each bit is determined 
by the clock rate so a 'fine' control of 
delay can be obtained by adjusting the 
data rate Fine control. 

The  receive  section  of UARTs 
(Universal  asynchronous  receiver 
transmitter) can be tested by setting the 
word length to account for start, stop 
and parity bits in addition to the data 
word. The effect of changing any one or 
more  parameters  can  then  be 
established. The performance of DC 
restorer circuits to differing patterns of 
binary signals can also be checked. 

FACILITIES 

The basic facilities available are:— 
a) An internal variable frequency 
clock covering the data rates from 
20 bits/second to 20,000 bits/second 
in three ranges, either free running 
or triggered. 
b) A set of data selector controls 
which allow each bit in the 
generated word to be set to a logic 
1 or logic 0 level. 
c) A word length selector which 
permits the number of digits in the 
word to be set to between 2 and 16 
bits. 
d) Data mode controls: normal or 
invented, and binary or return to 
zero. 

The  output circuit will  sink a 
maximum current of 50mA in the logic 
0 state and source current from a 480 
ohms resistor. The amplitude of the 
output signal is continuously variable 
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WORD GENERATOR 

Fig.l. Block diagram of Word Generator 
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from two volts to ten volts. 
e) Access available to the internal 
clock and to a synchronising signal 
when repetitive waveforms are to 
be observed. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
A block diagram of the generator is 

shown in Fig.l. The internal clock 
generator drives a binary counter via the 
Clock Select switch. The binary counter, 
which counts on the negative clock 
edges, generates the switching signals 
required by the data selector multiplexer 
to read each data input in sequence. 

When the counter outputs are 0000 on 
the four output lines the data selector 
reads input 0. As the count increases to 
1111 the subsequent data inputs are each 
read in turn, output 15 corresponding to 
1111. The binary signal on the data inputs 
is controlled by the setting of the data 
control switches. 

The counter output also drives the 
word length selector. This is a 4-bit 
comparator which generates an output 
when the counter output corresponds to 
the setting of the four switches which 
form the word length selector. The 
output from the comparator remains at 
a logic 1 level for the duration of one 
clock period, after which it restores to 
logic 0 level. This signal is inverted by 
the sync output buffer and is available 
as a synchronising signal output. The 
trailing edge of the pulse is used as a 
reset signal for the counter, internal 
clock and trigger store. 

LTO. RETURN ZERO ..",....m 

OUTPUT LOGIC 
AND POLARITY 
SELECTOR 

DATA 
CONTROL 
SWITCHES 

DATA 
OUTPUT 

The data output from the data selector 
multiplexer is connected to the D input 
of a D̀'-Type flip flop which is clocked 
from the same signal which drives the 
binary counter, but it operates on the 
rising clock edge. This ensures that a 
clean signal is presented to the flip flop 
input and prevents race conditions 
occuring due to the switching time of 
the multiplexer. One effect of this is to 
delay the output by half a clock period 
in relation to the sync output. Clock 
output, typical data word, sync output 
and reset pulse waveforms are shown in 
Fig.2. 
The first output buffer gate is used to 

generate a return to zero output signal 
when the RTZ switch is closed. The 
second gate has its supply voltage 
controlled from a variable constant 
voltage source to provide a control of 
output level. 

CLOCK OUTPUT 
FROM IC9a 

DATA OUTPUT 
FROM IC10 b 

BIT NUMBER WORD 
LENGTH CONTROL 
SET 10 10° 

SYNC, OUTPUT FROM IC9b 

RESET PULSE 
DERIVED FROM 
SYNC SIGNAL 

IDJG318 

10 

0  o  o 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 

The detailed operation of the circuit 
is described with reference to the circuit 
diagram Fig.3. The internal clock is 
formed by integrated circuits IC1,2 and 
3. IC1 is an astable/monostable multi-
vibrator with very stable operating 
characteristics. The device is connected 
in an astable configuration and can be 
gated by application of a positive voltage 
to pin 5 so that for free running 
operation this pin is taken to the positive 
rail via a 10k resistor. The Q output is 
used to drive the first clock input of a 
dual binary coded decimal (BCD) 
counter IC2. The output of the first 
counter is connected to the input of the 
second to provide clock pulse rates 
divided by 10 and 100 respectively. The 
complementary output of IC1 and the 
outputs from the two BCD counters are 
connected to the data range switch S21. 
As the outputs from the BCD counter 
IC2 are not symmetrical the output from 
S21 is connected to the input of a D̀'-
Type flip flop IC3, connected as a divide 
by two stage to ensure an exact 50:50 
mark space ratio clock signal for the data 
multiplexer and output stages. 
The data selector IC5 is a 16-bit 
analogue multiplexer. Each of the data 
inputs is tied to the positive supply rail 
via a 6k8 resistor and connected to earth 
by a data switch. Thus if a switch is open 
the multiplexer will output a logic 1 
level, and if the switch is closed a logic 
0 level will be output. The multiplexer 
which acts as a rotary switch reads the 
data inputs from 0 to 15 in sequence 
under the control of the binary counter 
IC4. This counter is clocked either from 
the internal timing signal or from an 
externally derived clock. This option is 
selected by switch S22. 
The output from the multiplexer is 
connected to the D input of IC7b which 
is a D̀'-Type flip flop clocked from the 
same signal which drives IC4, but 
operating on the opposite clock edge. 
Normal and inverted data outputs are 
then available from the two outputs of 
the flip flop and are selected by switch 
S24. 

0  1  2  3 

1  0 0 0 0  I 

4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
ONE WORD 

E 

klg.2. Output wave forms for word length control set to 10. 
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WORD GENERATOR 
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1Ig.4. Trigger operation 

IC6 is a binary comparator which 
outputs a logic 1 level only when the 
binary magnitude of the four A inputs 
corresponds to the magnitude of the four 
B inputs. The binary signal applied to 
the B inputs is defined by the settings 
of S17 to S20, the word length selector 
switches. When these switches are closed 
the binary input signal is logic 0 and 
when open, logic 1. When the counter 
IC4  output  exceeds  the  binary 
magnitude set on the four switches the 
comparator output returns to logic 0. 
The comparator output is inverted by the 
sync output buffer IC9b and the trailing 
edge of the positive going pulse is 
differentiated by C2 and R37, so 
generating a pulse to reset the counters 
and trigger Store IC7a. Diode D3 is 
provided  to prevent  the  negative 
transition of the differentiated signal 
going below the 0 volt supply rail with 
the consequent danger of damage to the 
integrated circuits to which the pulse is 
applied. 

When operating in the triggered mode 
the clock IC1 is held inoperative by the 
logic 0 level applied to its control input 
from the D̀'-Type flip flop IC7a. This 
control signal changes to a logic 1 level 
when a positive transition is applied to 
the clock input pin 3. The clock then 
runs  until  the  comparator output 
changes from logic 1 to logic 0 when the 
reset restores the output of IC7a to logic 
0. 

The  waveforms  associated  with 
triggered operation are shown in Fig.4. 
The duration of the trigger pulse (t1) is 
not critical for circuit operation as only 
the falling edge of the signal is used. The 
duration of the word (t2) is determined 
by the word length and clock rate. 

INPUT CIRCUITS 
The trigger and external clock input 

circuits are identical in configuration and 
use  the  two  sections of a dual 
comparator, IC8, connected as level 
detectors. The level at which the 
detectors operate is determined by the 
biasing resistors R26 and R27, and R30 
and R31 respectively, and is set to 

approximately 2 volts. As the output 
from this comparator is an open 
transistor collector, pull up resistors R33 
and R34 have to be provided. The 
hysteresis of the level detectors is 
controlled by resistors R28 and R32. It 
should be noted that these circuits invert 
the input signals so that a negative 
transition is required on the trigger input 
to initiate word generation. 
Input protection is provided by zener 

diodes D1 and D2, which prevent signals 
of greater than +12 volts or —0.7 volts 
being applied to the comparators. 

OUTPUTS CIRCUITS 
Clock, Sync and Data outputs are 

derived from CMOS buffer driver gates 
IC9a, IC9b and IC10b, type 40107. These 
gates have open collector ouptuts and 
are capable of sinking a maximum 
current of 50mA. Output current is 
sourced from the collector pull up 
resistors R35, R38 and R42 respectively. 
Series resistors are installed in each 
output line to provide some degree of 
protection to the gates if low resistance 
voltage sources such as power supplies 
are accidentally connected to them. For 
maximum current sinking capacity the 
resistor value specified is 10 ohms, but 
if the unit is not required to sink much 
current (for example if it is only used to 
drive CMOS circuits) it is strongly 

Fig.6. 12 volt power supply 

recommended  that  the  value  be 
increased to 100 or even 1000 ohms. 
In some of the author's test equipment 

an output switch has been incorporated 
to switch the protection resistors as 
shown in Fig.5. 

F1g.5. Method of switching output 
resistance 

The data output level is controlled by 
variation of the supply voltage to the 
collector load resistor R42 by means of 
the emitter follower transistor TR1 
which functions as a constant voltage 
source. The clock output may be 
similarly controlled if desired. The Sync 
output however should be maintained.at 
the full 12 volts unless a further buffer 
stage is fitted as this output also provides 
the system reset. 

POWER SUPPLY 
A circuit diagram of the power supply 

is shown in Fig.6. The power supply is 
of conventional design and uses a series 
stabiliser type 7812, IC11, fed from a 
bridge rectifier D4 to provide a stable 
12 volt supply. To conform to current 
safety standards the mains transformer 
should be either double wound or 
incorporate an earthed screen between 
primary and secondary windings. Care 
should be taken to connect the earth of 
the mains supply and the transformer 
screen to the chassis as shown.The mains 
ON/OFF switch S26 must be capable of 
switching a 240 volt q.c. supply. 
An indication that the unit is operative 

is provided by the LED D5 connected 
across the power supply output in series 
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WORD GENERATOR 

CLOCK 
SELECT 
'EXT.' 

S  

ze 
zc 

AG 
AD  
AB 

AF 41  
AA 

AC   

AH   

AJ 
AK 

AQ   
AR   
AP  
AN*  
AL 4  

DJG315 

R30  

 OH R19 I-I 

-VE 

R . 4 

R42  

3 

1ig.7. PCB layout details 

+VE 

11 

BC 

BD 
BA 

BB 

with a 1k resistor R46. Capacitors C5 
and C6 are provided to ensure that the 
series regulator does not oscillate. The 
mains fuse Fl should be rated at 1 Amp 
and be of the surge resistant variety to 
cater for the initial current drawn by 
capacitor C4 at switch on. 

Before  switching on,  thoroughly 
examine the PCB for possible track 
shorts and poor solder joints. 

CONSTRUCTION 

The prototype unit was constructed 
on Veroboard, but a suggested printed 

circuit is shown in Fig.7. and is available 
through the PE PCB service. 

NEXT MONTH: Part Two will continue 
the constructional details, and describe 
the final alignment. 
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Dept BYH P.O. Box 21, 

upea allIplha alllachonk  Selsey, Chichester, 
West Sussex, P020 0TH. 

TRANSISTORS 
Pence 

BC107  15 
BC107A  15 
BC107B  15 
BC108  15 
BC108A  18 
BC108B  15 
BC108C  15 
BC109  18 
BC109B  18 
BC109C  18 
BC182  12 
BC182B  12 
BC183  12 
BC183B  12 
BC184  12 
BC212  12 
BC212B  12 
BC213  12 
BC213B  12 
BC214  12 
BC327  16 
BC337  16 
BC548  12 
BCY70  22 
BCY71  22 
BD131  60 
BD132  60 
BD135  34 
BD136  35 
BF258  60 
BFX85  40 
BFX88  40 
BFY50  37 
BFY51  37 
BFY52  39 
TIP31  42 
TIP31A  48 
TIP31B  56 
TIP31C  54 
TIP32A  42 
TIP32C  42 
TIP33A  100 
TIP41A  63 
TIP42A  55 
TIP3055  76 
TIP2955  76 
ZTX300  17 
ZTX500  17 
2N3053  60 
2N3054  160 
2N3707  12 
2N3703  12 
2N3705  12 
2N3771  140 
2N3904  15 
2N3906  15 

DIODES 

IN4001 
IN4002 
IN4003 
IN4004 
IN4448 

Pence 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 

Tel: 0243 607108 

TRIACS 

3 Amp 400V 
8 Amp 400V 

Pence 
75 
90 

OPTO 
ISOLATORS 
TIL111 
Transistor o/p 
TIL113 

Darlington o/p 
3021 

Triac driver 

LEDs 
T1 3/4  5mm 
Red 
Yellow 
Green 

Super bright 
T1 3/4 5mm 
Red 

ZENER 
DIODES 

BZY88C 500m W 
4V7 
10y 
12V 

BZX55C 500m W 
24V 

BZX85C 1.3 Watt 
4V7 
10y 
12V 
24V 

110 

120 

150 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 

LM317T 
+ 1.2V to 37V 

LM341P 
+ 5V 

LM7905 
— 5V 

BRIDGE 
RECTIFIERS 

W004 1.5A 
6005 6A 

18 
18 
18 

35 

10 
10 
10 

10 

20 
20 
20 
20 

150 

60 

70 

50 
so 

CAPACITORS 

ELECTROLYTIC 
47uF  25V 
100uF  25V 
470uF  25V 
1000uF  25V 

TANTALUM BEAD 
.1uF  35V 
.22uF  35V 
.47uF 
1uF 
2.2uF 
4.7uF 

35V 
35V 
35V 
35V 

CERAMIC DISC 
220pF  500V 
470pF  500V 
1000pF  100V 
2200pF  100V 
4700pF  100V 

741 
555 
556 
LM301 
NE5532 

Pence 
10 
12 
28 
36 

10 
10 
10 
10 
15 
20 

16 
6 
6 
6 
6 

RESISTORS 

Metal Film 5% 'A Watt 

100R 680R 1K  1K2 
2K2  4K7  5K6  6K8 
10K  12K  15K  22K 
27K  33K  39K  47K 
56K  68K  82K  100K 
120K 150K 180K 220K 
270K 330K 390K 470K 
560K 680K 820K 1M 

2p 

SKELETON 
PRESETS 

Horizontal 
Vertical 

LINEAR ICs 
Pence 
18 NE5534 
30 ZN414 
65 ZN416 
28 LM308 
120 TL081 

Pence 
19 
19 

80 
90 
160 
70 
50 

B.T. APPROVED TELEPHONES 
B.T. Statesman with last number redial 
Stone  £31.26 
Brown  £31.26 
Maroon  £31.26 
Grey  £31.26 

B.T. Viscount with last number redial 
Beige  £26.04 
Ice Grey  £26.04 
Red  £26.04 
White  £26.04 

B.T. cordless Freeway 70011 range Security coded, last 

number redial with base paging 
Ivory  £85.00 
Carriage on telephones and telephone accessories £1.50 
Add 15% VAT to total allow ten days for delivery. 

SUPER ALPHA GUARANTEE 
All components brand new and by top manufacturers to 
full specification. 

ORDERING: Cash, Postal-Order, Visa, orders despatched 
same day by first class post. Add 50p p&p to order then 
add 15% VAT. Telephone orders welcome with Visa, 
orders accepted by answer service outside office hours. 
Overseas orders add £2.00 no VAT. Price subject to 
alteration. 
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Designed for use with 
our lock mechanism 
(701 150) this kit will 
Operate from a 9V to 
15V supply drawing a 
standby current of only 

50uA. There are over 5000 possible 4-digit 
combinations and the sequence can be easily 
changed. To make things even more difficult for 
an unauthorised user an alarm can be sounded 
after 3 to 9 incorrect entries — selectable by 
means of a link. The alarm can sound for a few 
seconds to over 3 minutes during which time 
the keyboard is disabled preventing further 
entries. A latched or momentary output is 
available making the unit ideal for door locks, 
burglar alarms,  car immobilisers,  etc. A 
membrane keyboard or pushbutton switches 
may be used and a beep sounds when a key 
is depressed. Kit includes high quality PCB, all 
components, connectors, high power piezo 
buzzer and full assembly and user instructions. 

XK121  LOCK KIT   £15.95 
350 118  Set of keyboard Switches . £4.00 
KB12S  12-Way Membrane Keyboard   

 £9.98 
701 150  Electric Lock Mechanism . £16.50 

*OV *VIS  IS • 
C•01 0°14 °4 °tit 

cuo ose  e;teSn: 1°113°  

r 

for  CATALOG.Tet  first Orde 

50p* & 0._ 

ORDERS: RING (01) 567 8910 — 24 HAS. 

HIGH SECURITY LOCK KIT POWER STROBE KIT 

*a* 

ELECTRONIC GUARD 
DOG KIT 

One of the best deterrents to a burglar is a guard 
clog and this new kit provides the barking without 
the bite! The kit when assembled can be connected 
to a doorbell, pressure mat or any other intruder 
detector and will produce a random series of 
threatening barks making the would-be intruder 
think you have a guide dog and try his luck 
elsewhere. The kit is supplied complete with high 
quaky PCB, mains transformer, all components and 
instructions. The kit even includes a horn speaker 
which is essential to produce the loud sound 
required. The "dog" can be adjusted to produce 
barks ranging from a Terrier to an Alsatian and 
contains circuitry to produce a random series of 
barks giving a more realistic effect. Don't delay, fit 
one before you go on holiday and let our dog help 
you guard your home. 
XK125 Complete Mt of parts   £21.95 

VERSATILE REMOTE 
CONTROL KIT 

MK 18 Transmitter   
MK9 4-Way Keyboard   
MK10 16-Way Keyboard   
601 133 Box for Transmitter 

This kit includes 
all components 
(+ transformer) 
to make a sensi-
tive IA receiver 
with 16 logic out-
puts (0-15V) which with suitable interface cir-
cuitry (relays, triacs, etc — details supplied) 
can be used to switch up to 16 items of 
equipment on or off remotely. The outputs 
may be latched (to the last received code) 
or momentary (on during transmission) by 
specifying the decoder IC and a 15V stabil-
ised supply is available to power external 
circuits. 
Supply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA. 
Size (excluding transformer) Ox 4 x 2 cms. 
The companion transmitter is the MK18 
which operates from a 9V PP3 battery and 
gives a range of up to 60ft. Two keyboards 
are  available  MK9 (4-way)  and  MK10 
(16-way), depending on the number of out-
puts to be used. 
MK 12 IA Receiver (incl. transformer) 

214.85 
27.50 
E2.00 
£5.95 
E2.60 

Designed to produce 
a high intensity light 
pulse at a variable 
frequency of 1 to 
15Hz, this kg also 
includes circuitry to 
trigger the light frorn 
an external voltage 
source  leg.  a 
loudspeaker) via an 
opto isolator. 
Instructions are also supplied on modifying the unit 
for manual triggering, as a slave flash in photographic 
applications or as a warning beacon in security 
applications The kit includes a high quality pcb, 
components, connectors, 5Ws strobe tube and full 
assembly instructions. Supply: 240V ac. Size, 
75x50x45, 
XK124 Stroboscope Kit   £12.50 

8 WAY SEQUENCER KIT 
The DL8000K is an 8-way sequencer kit with 
built in opto-isolated sound to light input 
which  comes  complete  with  a pre-
programmed EPROM containing EIGHTY — 
YES 80! different sequences including stan-
dard flashing and chase routines. The KIT 
includes full instructions and all components 
(even the PCB connectors) and requires 
only a box and a control knob to complete. 
Other features include manual sequence 
speed adjustment, zero voltage switching, 
LED mimic lamps and sound to light LED 
and a 300W output per channel. 
And the best thing about it is the price: 

ONLY £28.50 

DISCO LIGHTING KITS 

DL 1000K  This  value-for-money  4-way 
chaser features by-directional sequence 
and dimming. 1kW per channel. . £17.50 

DLZ1000K — A lower cost uni-directional 
version of the above. Zero switching to 
reduce interference.   £9.85 
DLA/1 Optional opto input allowing audio 
'beat/light response    70p 
DL3000K —3-channel sound to light kit 
features zero voltage switching, automatic 
level control and built-in microphone. 1 kW 
per channel.    £14.25 

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE 
THERMOMETER KIT 

Based on the ICL 
7126  and  a 31/2  
digit  liquid 
crystal  display, 
this kit will form 
the  basis  of  a 
digitial multimeter (only a few additional 
resistors and switches are required — details 
supplied), or a sensitive digital thermometer 
(-50°C to +150*C) reading 0.1. The kit 
has a sensitivity of 200mV for a full-scale 
reading, automatic polarity and overload 
indi-cation. Typical battery life of 2 years 

(PP3).  £17.00 

n il ELECTRONICS 
13 BOSTON RD. 
LONDON W7 3SJ 
Tel: 01 567 8910 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add 75p + VAT. 

Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere £6.50. Send cheque/PO/ 
Barclaycard/Access No. with order. Giro No. 529314002, 

LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME 
GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY   

SEND 9" x 6" SAE & 50p FOR 
CATALOGUE OR CALL AT 
SHOP Mon-Fri 9-5 pm 
Saturday 10-4 pm 

VISA 

Tel 
0264 
50093 

MENTOR 

(Kg at 
420mm 

DC servos 

N AIAD 

Water hydraulic/ 
DC servo/ 
pneumatic 

500gm 

at 500mm 
with see 
through 
perspex 
cylinders 

UKs WIDEST RANGE of low 
cost robotic & FMS equipment. 

Cyberne lc 
G M Applications 

West Portway Ind. Est., Andover, Hants. SPIO 3PE 

NEPTUNE I, II 
2.5Kg at 
I 120mm 

SERPENT 1, II 
2Kg at 400 or 650mm 

Telex 
477019 
ASR.G 

DC servo/pneumatic 
SCARA 

EXPANDABLE R OB OTIC SYSTE MS 
The range includes a family of 6 robots using a variety of technologies 
including pneumatics, hydraulics and DC servo motors all under closed-

loop servo control and at prices from around E.500 to about £4500 
depending on the options chosen. 

PO WERFUL SOFT WARE. User-friendly, high-level language W ALLI 
controls up to 4 robots and their peripheral equipment 

SIMULTANEOUSLY from just one computer (BBC B, BBC B+, BBC Master, 
Apple Ile or IB M PC). W ALLI is FREE with every robot! 

N OT JUST R OB OTS. A miniature CNC mill with IS O standard 

programming, an indexing table, an expandable conveyor system and a 

variety of sensors and gauges connect together with the robots to create 
a mix-and-match system to suit your particular requirements and budget 

CNC 
micro 
mill 

X 200mm 
Y 100mm 
Z 100mm 

stepper/ball scre w 
drive 

INDEXING 

TABLE 

stepper drive 
4 steps/degree 

EXPANDABLE CONVEYOR SYSTE M 
Stepper drive. Belt length 0.5-5.0m 

WIDE RANGE OF GAUGES, SENSORS ETC. 
IN OUR FREE BROCHURE 

Exhibiting: Education Training '87 
7th-9th July, NEC 
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DESIGN FEATURE 

DIGITAL AND 
ANALOGUE 
SIGNAL 
PROCESSING 

THE SEARCH 
T suppose that in an ideal electronics 
1 world there would be no need for 
most types of signal processing, but in 
the real electronics world signals become 
polluted with noise of one sort or 
another, and some form of processing is 
needed to give an output that is 
reasonably faithful to the original. In the 
past this processing has mostly involved 
the manipulation of signals in their 
original analogue form, but more 
recently it has taken the form of digitiz-
ing the signal and then recovering the 
original signal (possibly after carrying 
out some digital manipulation). In this 
first article we will consider some of the 
standard forms of analogue signal pro-
cessing, and in the second part we will 
take a look at digital processing.The two 
types of signal processing are perhaps 
not as clearly divided as one might 
expect, and some digital processing is 
analogous (or should that be digitus?) 
to established analogue processing. 
Also, it is not uncommon for circuits to 
use a mixture of analogue and digital 
signal processing. 

NOISE ABATEMENT 

Most signal processing is concerned 
with the reduction of noise of one kind 
or another, and this is often in the form 
of the all too familiar background 'hiss' 
that is generated by any linear circuit. 
All components generate a certain 
amount of noise, mainly due to random 
electron movement due to thermal agita-
tion, and even the humble resistor can 
produce significant amounts of noise 
when really low signal levels are in-
volved. Using special low noise com-
ponents in low current circuits can 
minimise noise problems, but it will fail 
to abate them completely. 
The most fundamental form of noise 

reduction is to apply some form of filter-
ing to the output signal, and this is gener-
ally in the form of simple lowpass filter-
ing. This works quite effectively, as 
although background 'hiss' is made up 
from signals over the entire audio 
spectrum, it is generally the high 
frequencies that are strongest and most 

Noise reduction touches 
most people as an 
essential part of hi-fi 
sound reproduction, but 
the techniques involved 
appear at several stages 
in the record/replay 
process, and can also be 
used for creating sound 
effects 

PART ONE BY THE PROF 

FOR A CLEAN SIGNAL GOES ON 
noticeable to human hearing. The 
obvious drawback of this method is that 
it is not only the noise that is attenuated 
by the filtering, for some of the wanted 
signal is diminished as well. 
There is a way of avoiding this 
reduction in overall bandwidth, and this 
is to add complementary high frequency 
boost at the input of the system so that 
the lowpass filtering at the output does 
no more than compensate for this and 
give a frequency response that is flat 
overall. This is a common ploy which is 
used in both a.m. and f.m. broadcasting, 
as well as disc recording, etc. The treble 
boost is termed 'pre-emphasis', and the 
treble cut is called 'de-emphasis'. This 
system involves very little additional cost 
and complexity, but the increase in 
performance it provides is commen-
surate with this. Too much treble boost 
would result in signals with a strong high 
frequency content being clipped and 
severely distorted. Using only a moder-
ate amount of treble boost avoids this, 
but permits only a limited amount of 
treble cut to be used at the output of the 
system with a correspondingly small 
amount of noise reduction. 

DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

For larger amounts of noise reduction 
some form of dynamic system is 
required. In its most basic form this 
consists of a dynamic lowpass filter, as 
used in the Philips d.n.r. (dynamic noise 
reduction) system for example.'The filter 
provides strong lowpass filtering under 
quiescent conditions, with typically a 
12dB per octave roll-off above about 4 
or 5kHz. However, as the signal level 
increases, so does the cutoff frequency 
of the filter. With the input at its 
maximum level the cutoff frequency is 
pushed up to something like the upper 
limit of the audio range. 
This seems, on the face of it, unlikely 

to work well in practice, but surprisingly 
the shifting cutoff frequency of the filter 
is not apparent to the listener. Neither 
is the rise in background noise on 
medium and high level signals normally 
noticeable either, since the noise tends 

to be masked by the signal. This can not 
be guaranteed, since strong bass signals 
will not effectively mask high frequency 
'hiss', and there is a risk of the action 
of the circuit being clearly audible on 
awkward signals. This is usually counter-
acted by weighting the filter driver 
circuit so that it responds much more 
readily to high frequency signals than it 
does to low and medium frequency 
types. Strong low frequency signals then 
fail to lift the filtering significantly and 
are not accompanied by any noticeable 
increase in the noise level. 
This method of noise reduction is less 

than hi-fi since there is some loss of the 
wanted signal during periods of low 
signal level. It still works quite well 
though, in that the full audio bandwidth 
(or something close to it) is provided on 
high level signals, so that it does not 
impair the impact of loud and strident 
passages of music. It is certainly much 
more effective than straightforward 
lowpass filtering, and it has the advant-
age of being a single-ended system. 
Dynamic noise reduction will therefore 
operate properly with any signal, and 
not just with one that has been suitably 
encoded. Units of this type have been 
described in previous issues of PE, and 
the circuitry involved is not something 
that will be dealt with here. 

DYNAMIC DUOS 
A double-ended  noise  reduction 

system, where the signal is processed at 
the input and then subjected to comple-
mentary processing at the output, offers 
better performance than a single-ended 
type, with no loss of frequency response 
at any volume level. Pre-emphasis and 
de-emphasis is in fact a double-ended 
system, but for the reason explained 
previously, this passive system offers 
only  a limited  improvement  in 
performance. 
Dynamic double-ended systems can 

provide massive improvements in signal 
to noise ratio. One of the best known, 
and one of the simplest, is the Dolby B 
noise reduction system. On playback 
this is similar to a d.n.r. unit in that it 
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SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Fig.l. Typical Dolby B record/playback responses. 

provides lowpass filtering which is 
steadily lifted as the dynamic level 
increases. The frequency responses are 
totally different though, and the Dolby 
B system starts to introduce the filtering 
at a relatively low frequency of about 
500Hz. The roll-off rate is quite low 
though, and the maximum attenuation 
at high frequencies is only about 10dB. 
The lowpass filtering at the output is 
counteracted by dynamic highpass filter-
ing at the input which gives about 10dB 
of high frequency boost at low signal 
levels, decreasing to zero boost at the 
maximum signal level. Fig.1 shows 
typical Dolby B recording/playback 
responses at three levels. 

As there is no boost/cut at high 
dynamic levels, this system does not 
result in clipping if the signal contains 
strong high frequency components. It is 
used in addition to normal pre-emphasis/ 
de-emphasis, and gives a weighted 
improvement in the signal to noise ratio 
of about 10 or 12dB. This is not a very 
large improvement, but it gives a large 
enough boost to cassette tape perform-
ance to raise this medium to true hi-fl 
standards, and can also be used to good 
effect with reel to reel tape machines. 
In fact Dolby B can be used to good 
effect on other mediums which suffer 
from 'hiss' type noise problems, and I 
believe it has been used by some f.m. 
radio stations in the U.S.A. Although 
the noise reduction it provides may not 
be very large, it has the advantage of 
giving acceptable results when Dolby B 
encoded material is played back through 
equipment which does not have a suit-
able decoder (preferably with the treble 
control backed-off slightly). 

There is an integrated circuit which 
requires the addition of just a few 
discrete components in order to provide 
a fully working Dolby B encoder/ 
decoder, but this is only available to 
suitably licensed equipment manufac-
turers. Incidentally, there is a Dolby A 
system, but this is a professional noise 
reduction system. This is rather more 
sophisticated than Dolby B in that the 
audio signal is split into four bands which 
are processed separately. This has the 
advantage of providing noise reduction 
over the full audio range instead of just 
at high frequencies, and Dolby A corn-

bats any form of noise. It also means 
that the decoder will only lift the filtering 
in a particular band if there is a strong 
signal within that band, and this avoids 
having (say) a high frequency signal lift 
the low frequency filtering so that mains 
'hum' or other low frequency noise 
becomes audible. Remember, the mask-
ing effect is only effective if the noise 
and signal to mask it are in similar 
frequency ranges, and at high signal 
levels there is no significant reduction in 
the noise level. 

DOLBY C 

In pursuit of greater performance an 
improved Dolby noise reduction system 
for consumer hi-fl equipment was devel-
oped and (not surprisingly) this is called 
Dolby C. In essence it is very much the 
same as the B system, and the signal is 
fed to what are effectively ordinary 
Dolby B encoders and decoders. How-
ever, these are augmented by additional 
encoder and decoder stages which 
provide increased boost and cut at low 
signal levels. At maximum boost the 
response starts to rise below 100Hz, 
reaching the maximum (+10dB) boost 
of the Dolby B system at 300Hz, and 
achieving about 20dB of boost at around 
3kHz to 6kHz. The response then falls 
away somewhat, with the boost at the 
highest audio frequencies being no more 
than the +10dB of the Dolby B system. 
The complementary cut during play-
back gives an effective improvement in 
the signal to noise ratio of around 20dB, 
which is some 8dB to 10dB better than 
Dolby B. Reasonable compatibility is 
achieved with the Dolby B system, but 
the larger amount of boost used during 
recording gives poorer compatibility 
with systems that lack either form of 
decoder. 

CO MPANDERS 

So far we have only considered 
systems which process the signal using 
some form of frequency selective mech-
anism. This is not essential though, and 
a noise reduction system can operate 
over the entire audio band. This has the 
advantage of reducing any form of noise 
and not just high frequency 'hiss', and 
very large increases in the effective 
signal to noise ratio can be achieved. 
There is a disadvantage in processing the 
whole frequency range though, and this 
is fundamentally one of obtaining a fast 
enough response time. 

With a non-frequency selective system 
the encoder is really just an ordinary 
compressor circuit, which boosts low 
level signals, but provides less and less 
gain as the input level is raised. Only 
unity voltage gain is provided at the peak 
signal level. The decoder is a volume 
expander, which provides reduced gain 
at low input levels, but has steadily 
increasing gain as the input level is 
raised. Again, unity voltage gain is 
provided at the peak signal level. This is 
generally achieved using an arrange-
ment of the type outlined in Fig.2. 

The input signal is fed to an amplifier, 
and some of the output signal is further 
amplified and then fed to a rectifier and 
smoothing circuit. In this demanding 
application a precision fullwave rectifier 
really is needed. The output from the 
smoothing circuit is used to drive a v.c.r. 
(voltage controlled resistor) which is 
connected in the feedback loop of the 
input amplifier. As the input level rises, 
so does the control voltage, giving in-
creased feedback and reduced voltage 
gain from the input amplifier. On the 
output side of the noise generating 
process (which is not necessarily a tape 
recording system) there is a similar 
arrangement, but in this case a v.c.a. 
(voltage controlled amplifier) is used in 
the signal path, and fed with the control 
voltage. Increased input level therefore 
gives higher voltage gain, and produces 
the required volume expansion. 
Overall there is no change in any dyna-

mic level provided the characteristics of 
the compressor properly match those of 
the expander. In practice this matching 
is often achieved by having a voltage 
controlled amplifier which consists of an 
attenuator with a voltage controlled 
resistor as one element, feeding into a 

Fig.2. Block diagram for a compander system. 
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voltage amplifier. The voltage controlled 
resistor is the same type as used in the 
compressor, as are the rectifier and 
smoothing circuit. With the two circuits 
built using the same basic circuit blocks 
they tend to provide naturally well 
matched characteristics. 
The noise reduction is obtained due 
to the reduced gain of the expander 
when playing back low level signals.This 
reduces any system noise, but as with 
the frequency selective noise reduction 
systems, the unit has no effect on high 
level signals. It is therefore dependent 
on high level signals being able to 
properly mask any background noise. 
Systems which use this compression/ 
expansion technique are often referred 
to as 'companders' incidentally. 
With a system that only processes 

medium and (or) high frequencies there 
is no difficulty in using fast attack and 
decay times in the dynamic filter. To 
avoid generating significant amounts of 
distortion the gain must be varied during 
the course of several signal cycles, and 
must not simply jump rapidly from one 
level to another. At a medium frequency 
of (say) lkHz, several cycles only repre-
sents a few milliseconds, which permits 
suitably fast response times to be 
adopted. With the entire audio range 
being processed the minimum input 
frequency will be in the region of 20Hz, 
and several cycles at such a low 
frequency obviously represents a much 
longer time of around 250 to 500 
milliseconds. This can lead to problems 
with the system not responding fast 
enough to sudden and large changes in 
dynamic level, with signal clipping and 
other problems being produced as a 
result. Matters can be improved by using 
a rapid attack time with a slow decay 
time. This helps to avoid repeated and 
rapid changes in gain, while still enabling 
the unit to respond to sudden rises in 
dynamic level. It is not a complete 
solution though, since sudden falls in 
dynamic range will still leave the gain 
momentarily at the wrong level. This is 
heard as a brief burst of background 

noise, or 'breathing' effects as these 
sounds are graphically and quite accur-
ately termed. 
Another problem is that the system is 

ineffective when processing strong low 
frequency sounds, again leading to 
noticeable background 'hiss' in many 
cases, and producing a form of 'breath-
ing' effect. 

DBX 
Compander noise reduction systems 

have not achieved the same sort of 
success as frequency selective types, but 
there are systems which are based on 
this techique. The most popular of these 
are the DBX range of noise reduction 
units, and these are mostly based on a 
2:1 compression/expansion characteris-
tic. This simply means that any changes 
in dynamic level is halved by the com-
pressor, and then doubled back to its 
original level by the expander. For 
example, a 20dB rise in dynamic level 
would be compressed to a 10dB change. 
The attraction of compander systems is 
the large effective amount of noise re-
duction that they provide. With a 2:1 
expansion/compression  characteristic 
the effective signal to noise ratio is 
doubled. By this I do not mean a 6dB 
improvement, but with (say) a 50dB 
signal to noise ratio being turned into a 
100dB signal to noise ratio. In practice 
the improvement may not be as large as 
this because the compander might intro-
duce noise that would slightly degrade 
performance, as might any piece of 
equipment to which the output signal is 
fed. However, in terms of signal to noise 
ratio it is still possible to achieve the sort 
of ratio generally only associated with 
compact disc players and other high 
quality digital equipment. 
For the home constructor there is 

nothing difficult about building a 
compander system these days, and the 
NE570 or NE571 compander chip, plus 
a few discrete components are all that 
is needed. These two chips are basically 
the same, but the NE570 has a slightly 
higher specification with a typical 

untrimmed distortion level of 0.3% 
(0.05% trimmed) as opposed to the 
0.5% (0.1% trimmed) figure for the 
NE571. These devices are primarily 
intended for operation in telephone 
systems,  but their specification is 
adequate  for  high  quality  audio 
applications. 

Fig.4. Basic NE5701571 
expander circuit 

The basic compressor and expander 
circuits are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 
respectively. It is assumed here that one 
section of the device will be used as a 
compressor with the other section con-
figured as an expander. However, the 
device contains two identical sets of 
circuit blocks and it can actually be 
configured as two compressors or two 
expanders. Both circuits are based on 
the general arrangement outlined in 
Fig.2 and described previously. The dis-
crete components are mostly d.c. block-
ing and decoupling capacitors, with 
feedback resistors also being required in 
the case of the compressor circuit. C3 
and C11 are the smoothing capacitors, 
and it is these that determine the res-
ponse time of the system. Other values 
can be tried, but these two capacitors 
should both have the same value. A 
faster response time is certainly desir-
able, but a value of much less than 22 
is likely to generate significant amounts 
of distortion. In theory the expander 
should counteract any distortion pro-
duced by the compressor, but in reality 
the matching of the two circuits is un-
likely to be accurate enough for this to 
work really well. 
I have always found that NE570/571 

companders provide excellent results 
when used with such things as analogue 
and digital delay lines, and other noisy 
electronic circuits. I have never tried a 
set up of this type with a tape recorder, 
although there is no obvious reason why 
it should not give quite good results. An 
advantage of this type of system is that 
it is not input level depenedent, and the 
decoder should always expand the signal 
to the correct relative dynamic levels 
even if the output amplitude is substan-
tially different from the original input 
level. 

NOISE GATES 
It is probably true to say that most 

noise gates are in fact volume expanders 
rather than true noise gates. This type 
of equipment is most commonly used in 
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electronic music where problems with 
high  levels  of  background  noise 
(especially mains 'hum') are not exactly, 
unknown. It is a form of single-ended 
noise reduction unit, and with a true 
noise gate the signal passes through the 
unit unprocessed if it is above a certain 
threshold level, but is switched off (or 
at least attenuated by about 20dB or so) 
if it falls below this level. The idea is that 
the signal is switched off once it falls 
below a level that is sufficient to mask 
the background noise reasonably well. 
This is a rather crude form of noise re-
duction,  but  under  the  right 
circumstances it can be quite effective. 
A simple noise gate is not difficult to 

devise, but results may not be all that 
one would wish. The problem is mainly 
one of switching glitches producing 
unwanted 'click' sounds as the gate 
switches off, and more particularly when 
it switches on. Just how noticeable or 
not these switching glitches happen to 
be depends on the switching threshold 
level and the characteristics of the input 
signal. Up-market designs avoid them 
by using sophisticted switching circuits 
that have zero crossing detection. With 
this system the signal is only switched 
on or off as it passes through zero volts, 
as in Fig.5(b), and in this way there is 
no sudden jump from zero to a high volt-
age (or vice versa), as in the waveform 
of Fig.5(a). It is these sudden jumps in 
voltage level that generate the 'click' 
sounds with simpler circuits. 

Fig.5. Asynchronous switching as in (a) 
produces switching "clicks". The zero 
crossing switching of (b) avoids these. 

An expander can be designed to give 
a similar effect to a noise gate, and for 
this application it would ideally provide 
about 10dB to 20dB of expansion at low 
signal levels, with no changes in gain at 

higher levels. This gives an effect which 
is very similar to a noise gate, but with 
the signal being switched on and off 
somewhat less abruptly. This can help to 
disguise the effect of the noise gate so 
that it is less apparent to the listener, 
and can give less trouble with switching 
glitches than a simple noise gate, but the 
response to rapid changes in dynamic 
level is perhaps not quite as good as a 
true noise gate circuit. 
A volume expander with suitable 

characteristics can be used to breathe 
new life into older recordings. In the 
pre-digital days the dynamic range of 
recording mediums was often inadequ-
ate for the programme material, and the 
sound engineers had to combat this by 
using some form of compression on the 
signal. Otherwise quiet passages would 
disappear beneath the noise level. A 
volume expander can be used to coun-
teract this compression, but it is not 
possible to cancel it out precisely as the 
compresison  characteristic  is  an 
unknown quantity. Quite good results 
are usually obtained if the expansion 
characteristic introduces the expansion 
very gradually as the input level is 
increased, and the amount of expansion 
is limited to about 10dB or 12dB. This 
can give more dramatic results on loud 
passages, and it effectively improves the 
signal to noise ratio of the signal by an 
amount which is equal to the overall 
level of expansion provided by the 
system. 
The NE570/571 are suitable for use in 
an expander of this type, but the normal 
2:1 characteristic provides what is likely 
to be about 50dB too much expansion. 
This is overcome using the slightly 
modified circuit of Fig.6. This has 
obvious similarities with the expander 
circuit described earlier, but it uses both 
sections of the NE570/571 in order to 
give stereo operation. Also, R1/R3 have 
been added to the expanders in order to 
reduce the amount of expansion pro-
vided to the required 10dB or so. Making 
these components a little lower in value 
gives reduced expansion,- or making 
them higher in value boosts the amount 
of expansion. 
The  circuit  includes  distortion 
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trimming controls VR1 and VR2. With-
out distortion measuring equipment it 
might not be possible to adjust these 
really accurately, but one method which 
can be quite effective is to feed a high 
quality sinewave into the circuit, and 
then while monitoring the output by ear 
the appropriate preset for the channel 
being trimmed is adjusted for the most 
pure sounding output tone. Of course, 
you may simply prefer to omit the dis-
tortion trimming circuits and accept the 
slightly higher distortion. 

DELAY LINES 

In recent times analogue delay lines 
have been ousted from some applica-
tions by digital alternatives, but these 
are generally applications that require 
quite long delays (a few hundred milli-
seconds or more), and where shorter 
delays are required analogue types still 
represent  the  most  cost  effective 
solution. There are various types of 
analogue delay line, but by far the most 
popular these days are the so-called 
'bucket brigade' devices, or 'charge 
coupled devices' (c.c.d.$) as they are 
more properly known. These can supply 
delays from under a millisecond to a few 
hundred milliseconds at comparatively 
low cost, and with what is in most cases 
a fairly high standard of performance. 
Bucket brigade devices are based on 

a chain of charge storage capacitors, 
electronic switches, and buffer ampli-
fiers. Fig.7 shows the general scheme of 
things, albeit in rather over-simplified 
form. Of course, in a practical circuit 
the switches are electronic types based 
on MOS transistors and controlled by a 
clock oscillator, and are not mechanical 
switches. 
Initially, Si connects Cl across the 

input, and it charges to the input poten-
tial. Si is then switched to the opposite 
state (as does S2) so the charge voltage 
on Cl is passed on to C2. The buffer 
amplifier is essential in order to ensure 
that C2 is charged to the Cl potential. 
Without this stage the charge on one 
capacitor would flow into the other until 
they reached a state of equilibrium, 
which would not give satisfactory 
results. 
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lig.7. The basic system used in an analogue delay line. 

All the switches now change state 
again so that Cl is once more charged 
to the input potential, and the charge 
on C2 is passed on to C3 via a buffer 
amplifier. Then the switches change state 
once more, with Cl passing on its charge 
to C2 again, and C3 passing on its charge 
to C4, and then to the output via a buffer 
amplifier. The action of the circuit is 
therefore to pass input samples down the 
chain of capacitors and eventually to the 
output. This is analogous to buckets of 
water being passed along a human chain, 
and it is from this that the 'bucket 
brigade' name is derived. 
In Fig.7 only four stages are shown, 

but practical devices have a few hundred 
or even a few thousand stages. The odd 
numbered  switches  operate out-of-
phase with the even numbered switches, 
and c.c.d. delay lines therefore require 
a two phase clock signal. There is no 
obvious reason why the circuitry to 
generate the second clock phase should 
not be built into the delay line chip, but 
I have yet to come across one which has 
this feature. The delay time depends on 
the number of stages and the frequency 
of the clock signal used to control the 
switches. It is equal to the number of 
stages divided by twice the clock fre-
quency. One might expect the delay to 
be equal to the number of stages divided 
by the clock frequency (rather than 
double this frequency), but operation of 
the 'bucket brigade' system is such that 
a capacitor can not simultaneously 
receive and pass on a sample. This means 
that two stages are needed for each 

sample that the delay line can hold. Inci-
dentally, digital systems operate in a 
different way which does enable one 
sample per storage cell, and analogue 
systems consequently required twice as 
many stages for a given delay. 

For the system to operate properly the 
clock frequency must be at least double 
the maximum input frequency, and pre-
ferably three or more times this fre-
quency. Fairly obviously, at least a few 
samples per input cycle are needed if the 
output is to track the input signal fairly 
accurately. If the clock frequency is in-
adequate a severe form of distortion 
called àliasing' distortion results. Also 
fairly obviously, the output signal is a 
stepped waveform produced as the out-

put jumps from one sample level to 
another, and holds at each new level 
until its fresh sample is output. In fact 
the output waveform is a series of pulses, 
as shown in Fig.8(a), since there is a lack 
of output while the final capacitor is 
switched to receive the sample voltage 
from the penultimate stage. This signal 
can be fed through a high slope lowpass 
filter to integrate the pulses and give a 
proper audio output, but a large amount 
of filtering is needed in order to achieve 
satisfactory results. It is more usual for 
an extra stage to be included at the end 
of the delay line, and this is used to fill 
in the gaps and give a stepped output of 
the type shown in Fig.8(b). This places 
less stringent demands on the output 
filter, but it is still necessary in many 
cases to have a high slope (36dB per 
octave or more) type at the output of 
the circuit. Often a similar filter is 
needed at the input in order to restrict 
the bandwidth of the input signal and 
keep aliasing distortion down to an 
acceptable level. 
The TDA1097 is a fairly typical c.c.d 

delay line chip, and the basic circuit for 
this device is shown in Fig.9. At the input 
there is a potential divider circuit which 
biases the input of the device, and VR1 
is adjusted to give optimum large signal 

Fig.8. (a) Output from the final stage of the delay line, and (b) the stepped wave 
obtained by mixing the output from the last two stages. 
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Fig.9. Basic TDA1097 delay line circuit. 
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handling capability. This circuit also 
provides a bias voltage for another input 
of the TDA1097. At the output VR2 acts. 
as a passive mixer which combines the 
outputs of stages 1536 and 1537. Note 
that the latter simply fills in the gaps in 
the output signal and that there are only 
1536 delaying stages. VR2 is adjusted for 
minimum clock breakthrough. R5 is just 
a load resistor for the output stages. Of 
course, input and output filters are 
needed, and the cutoff frequency of 
these must be tailored to suit the 
particular application of the device. 
Delay line chips are often rather fussy 

about the characteristic of the clock 
signal, and in the case of the TDA1097 
the two phases must accurately comple-
ment one another. This is achieved in 
this circuit using a simple CMOS astable 
circuit driving a set/reset flip/flop. Both 
circuits are formed from the gates of a 
CMOS quad two input NAND device. 
The specified values give a clock 
frequency of about 30kHz. This is 
sufficient for a bandwidth of 10kHz or 
so and gives a delay of approximately 
26ms. 

APPLICATIONS 

Delay lines have numerous applica-
tions including musical effects, voice 
activated switches, and pulse blankers. 
Pulse blankers are used in radio 
receivers and various other types of 

equipment. They have in the past been 
used in record players systems to give 
'click' elimination, as in the Garrard 
MRM101 unit of some years ago for 
example. This is in essence very similar 
to the 'error correction' circuits in 
compact  disc  players,  and  click 
eliminators are far more effective 
against  bad  scratches  than  are 
conventional scratch filters. They do not 
restrict the audio bandwidth of the 
system either. 

IN OUT DELAY  ANALOGUE  "HOLD 
LINE  GATE  U  CIRCUIT 

HIGHPASS• 
TRIGGER  MONOSTABLE 

F ILTER 

Ng .10. Basic arrangement for a pulse 
blanker. 

The block diagram of Fig.10 shows the 
basic requirement for pulse blanking. 
The delayed signal is fed to an analogue 
gate, and then to the output via a 'hold 
circuit'. The non-delayed signal is fed to 
a highpass filter which strips off the main 
signal to leave the noise pulses, and the 
latter are used to operate a trigger circuit 
which in turn activates a monostable 
multivibrator. The latter operates the 
gate and cuts off the signal for a long 
enough time to encompass each noise 

spike, so that they are prevented from 
reaching the output. The delay line 
ensures that the gate cuts off just before 
the beginning of each noise spike 
reaches it, so that they are fully blanked. 
The 'hold' circuit maintains the output 
voltage level during the blanking periods 
so that the circuit does not itself gener-
ate noise pulses. In an application where 
a fairly long blanking period is used 
(such  as a click  eliminator)  this 
arrangement might produce a slight 
audible glitch which sounds rather like 
a tape drop-out, but is still a great 
improvement on the 'clicks' and 'pops' 
of a damaged record. With a more 
sophisticated  gating  and  'hold' 
arrangement  using  zero  crossing 
detection or some similar process the 
performance can be further improved. 

A drawback of 'bucket brigade' 
devices which prevents them from being 
used in some potential applications is 
their inability to take in a signal and store 
it for playback some time later. Digital 
circuits are more suitable for this type 
of thing, and as we shall see next month, 
permit types of processing which are 
totally impractical with analogue tech-
niques. 

Part two of Digital and Analogue Signal 
Processing will be in the PE August issue, 
on sale July 3rd. 

LINSLEY-HOOD 
SYNCHRODYNE AM RECEIVER 

Very high quality kit lot this recent design tea med in 'Wireless World" Ad 
vanced construction system, approved by the Author, uses 3 double sided 
PCBs in a stacked layout for total stability, ease of construction and 
minimal wiring. This module will form the AM section of an ultra high goal 
ay AM , FM switched bandwidth tuner to match OUI 300 series amplifiers. 
Power supply and tuning gang will be included with the FM section. 
£450 JLH Synchrodyne Kit Special Price.  .  .  f59.95 

VFL600 VERTICAL FRONT LOADING 
CASSETTE MECHANISM 

This latest addition to our range fulfils the need for a reasonably priced 
front loading cassette mechanism This unit comes complete with stereo 
R P and erase heads having standard mountings so that they may be - 
exchanged for others in our range of heads if required. The mechanism also 
has a 3 digit counter, chrome operating keys, mechanical auto stop and a 
removeable decorative cassette door with central window and key func 
cons marked below. Cassette doorcanier has a hydraulically damped 'soft 
elect' feature Motor is internally governed and only needs a 12v DC supply 
with an average current of 80mA Overall size 160min wide including 
counter. 100mm high and 85rnrn deep including motor and keys. A robust 
and thoroughly useful deck for many purposes 
VFL600 Vertical Front Loading Cassette Deck.  £24.30 

CAR RADIO FM IF AND STEREO 
DECODER 

Miniature PCB with 10,7MHz ceramic filters. 2-transformer ratio detector, 
AX010 noise suppression IC and TCA4500A advanced stereo decoder IC. 
Only needs front end to make FM tuner or car radio. Complete with circuit. 
Incredible value at Only   £1.99 

LINSLEY HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER 
KITS 

Ulti,r high quality, Most. output, Hi Fi amplifier kits by this famous 
designer. Two models of identical appearance are available, one giving 
35 watts per channel output, the other 45. Careful design has made these 
amplifiers capable of superb sound quality The delicacy and transparency 
of the tone quality enables them to outperform, on a side by side com 
parison, the majority of commercial amplifiers available today. Building is 
very easy as almost all components are fitted on easily removed printed or 
curt boards. Subsequent setting up needs only a simple multimeter to ob 
fain the full specified performance Both kits come with very comprehen 
sive building instructions 
5300 35 35 Watt Complete Kit  £98.79 
£30045 45 Wan Complete Ku  r £102.36 
Reprints of Original Articles  E1.05 no Vat 

LINSLEY-H000 CASSETTE RECORDER 
CIRCUITS 

Complete record and replay circuits for very high quality low noise stereo 
cassette recorder. Circuits are optimised for our HS16 Super Quality 
Sendust Alloy Head. Switched bias and equalisation to cater for chrome 
and ferric tapes Very easy to assemble on plug in PCBs Complete with full 
instructions. 
Complete Stereo Record/ Play Kit  .  £33.70 
VU Meters to suit .  £2.30 each. 
Reprints of original Articles  75p. no vat. 

STUART TAPE RECORDER CIRCUITS 
Complete stereo record, replay and bias system for reel to reel recorders. 
These circuits will give studio quality with a good tape deck. Separate sec 
cons for record and replay give optimum performance and allow a third 
head monitoring system to be used where the deck has this fitted. Stan 
dard 250rnV input and output levels. 
Full details are in our lists. 
Reprint of Original Articles. .  Fr 30 no 

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT 
CASSETTE HEADS 

  = 

Do your tapes lack treble? A worn head could be the problem. Fitting one 
of our replacement heads could restore performance better than new, 
Standard mountings make fitting easy and our TC1 Test Cassette helps you 
set the azimuth spot on We are the actual importers which means you get 
the benefit of lower prices for prime parts. Compare us with other suppliers 
and see, The following is a list of our most popular heads, all are suitable 
for use on Dolby machines and are ex-stock. 

HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head. This iithe standard head fitted as original 
equipment on most decks   £7.66 
HS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head. The best head we can find. Longer 

response   
Permalloy. higher output than Ferrite, fantastic frequency 

e   E14.86 
HO551-4-Track Head for auto.reverse or quadrophonic use. Full specifi 
cation record 'and playback head   £14.60 
5M166 Standard Mounting 2/2 Erase head. Compatible with above or 
HCI551 4 Track head   £5.90 
H524 Standard Erase Head. Semi double gap, high efficiency  . £2.25 
H561 Metal Tape Erase Head. Full double gap   f7.35 
HX100 Special Offer Stereo R/P Heads   £2.49 
HRP373 Sendust Alloy Stereo Combination Head   £313.60 
HRP373 Technical specification    15p 
HS9510 2/4 Stereo DC Erase Head    E6.70 
HC1751E 4/4 Erase compatible with H0551  £39.70 

HART TRIPLE-PURPOSE TEST 
CASSETTE TC1 

One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU level, head azimuth 
and tape speed. Invaluable when fitting new heads Only £4.66 plus VAT 
and 50p postage 

Tape Head De magnetiser. Handy size mains operated unit prevents 
build up of residual head magnetisation causing noise on playback £4.54 
Curved Pole Type for inaccessible head    £4.85 

send for your free copy of our LASTS Oveiseas please send 2 IRCs to covei 
surface Post or 5 IRCs for Airmail. 
Please add part cost of post, packing and insurance as follows: 

INLAND 
Orders up to £10 
Orders £10 to £49 
Orders over £50 

50p 
El 

E1.50 

OVERSEAS 
Please send sufficient to cover 
Surface or Air Post as 
required. 

Personal callers are always very welcome but please 
note that we are closed all day Saturday 

24 Hour Sales Line  PLEASE ADD VAT 
(0691) 652894  TO ALL PRICES 
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£1 BAKERS DOZEN PACKS 
Price per pack is £ 1 .00.• Order 12 you 
may choose another free. Items 
marked (sh) are not new but 
guaranteed ok. 

1.  5 - 13 amp nng main junction boxes 
2.  5 - 13 amp ring main spur boxes 
4.  5- surface mounting switches 5A 250V 
5.  3 - electrical switches, white flush mounting 
7.  4 - in flex line switches with neons 
9.  2 - mains transformers with 66 14 secondaries 
10. 2 - mains transformers with 126 ;A secondaries 
11. 1 - extension speaker cabinet for 6;" speaker 
13. 12- glass reed switches 
17. 2 - ultrasonic transmitter receivers with circuit 
19. 2 - light dependent resistors 
25. 4 - wafer switches -fly 2 way, 4p 3 way, 2p 6 way, 2p5 way, 1p 

12 way small one hold fixing and good length -1 spindle your choice 
28. 1 - 6 digit counter mains voltage 
30. 2 - Nicad battery chargers 
31. 1- key switch with key 
33. 2 - aerosol cans of 10 Dry Lubricant 
34. 96 - 1 metre lengths colour-coded connecting wee 
39 1 - long and medium wave tuner kit 
41. 8- rocker switch 10 amp mains SPST 
45. 1 - 24 hour time switch mains operated (s.h.) 
49. 10 - neon valves - make good night lights 
50. 2- 126 DC or 246 AC, 3 CO relays 
51. 1 - 126 .2 CO miniature relay very sensitive 
52. 1 - 1264 CO miniature relay 
54. 10- rows of 32 gold plated IC sockets (total 320 sockets) 
55. 1 - locking mechanism with 2 keys 
56. 1 - miniature uniselector with circuit for electric jigsaw puzzle 
60. 5 - ferrite rods 4" as 5/16" diameter aerials 
61. 4 - ferrite slab aerials with L & M wave coils 
63. 1 - Mullard thyristor trigger module 
66. 1 - magnetic brake - stops rotation instantly 
67. 1 - low pressure 3 level switch can be mouth operated 
69. 2 - 25 waft pots 8 ohm 
70. 2-25 watt pots 1000 ohm 
71. 4 - wire wound pots - 18, 33,50 and 100 ohm your choice 
77. 1 - time reminder adjustable 1-60 mins clockwork 
85. 1 - mains shaded pole motor i" stack - shah 
89. 1 - mains motor with gear box 1 rev per 24 hours 
91. 2- mains motors with gear box 16 rpm 
96. 1 - thermostat for fridge 
98. 1 - motorised stud switch (5 h.( 
101. 1 - 2i hours delay switch 
103. 1 - mains power supply unit - 66 DC 
104. 1 - mains power supply unit - 4;V DC 
107. 1 - 5" speaker size radio cabinet with handle 
112. 1 - heating pad 200 watts mains 
114. 1 - 1W amplifier Mullard 1172 
115. 1 - wall mounting thermostat 246 
118. 1 - teak effect extension 5" speaker cabinet 
129. 2- p.c boards with 2 amp full wave and 17 other recs 
121. 4 - push push switches for table lamps etc. 
122. 10 - mtrs twin screened flex white p.v.c. outer 
124. 25 - clear plastic lenses 1,i diameter 
127. 4 - pilot bulb lamp metal cup on type 
128. 10 - very fine drills for pcbs etc. 
129. 4 - extra thin screw drivers for instruments 
132. 2 - plastic boxes with windows, ideal for interrupted beam switch 
134. 10 - model aircraft motor - require no on/off switch, just spin to 

start 
137. 1 _6 1 " 4 ohm 10 watt speaker 
142. 10 - 4 BA spanners 1 end open, other end closed 
145. 2 -4 reed relay kits 36 coil normally open or c/o if magnets added 
146. 20 - pilot bulbs 6.56.34 Philips 
154. 1 - 126 drip proof relay - ideal for car jobs 
155. 3 - varicap push button tuners with knobs 
169. 4 - short wave air spaced trimmers 2-30f 
172. 10- 126 6W bulbs Philips m.e.s. 
178. 3 - oblong amber indicators with lilliputs 126 
180. 6 - round amber indicators with neons 2406 
181. 100 - p.v c. grommets  hole size 
182. 1 - short wave tuning condenser 50 pf with ;" spindle 
188. 1 - plastic box sloping metal front, 16 x 95mm average depth 

45mm 
193. 6 - 5 amp 3 pin flush sockets brown 
195. 5 - B.C. lampholders brown bakelde threaded entry 
196. 1 - in flex simmerstat for electric blanket soldering iron otc 
197. 2 - thermostats, spindle setting - adjustable range for ovens etc. 
199. 1 - roams operated solenoid with plunger 1" travel 
200. 1 - 10 digit switch pad for telephones etc. 
201. 8 - computer keyboard switches with knobs, pcb or vein mounting 
206. 20 - mtres 80 ohm, standard type co-ax off white 
211. 1 - electric clock mains driven, always right time - not cased 
216. 1 - stereo pre-amp Mullard EP9001 
232. 2- 126 solenoids, small with plunger 
2313. 1 - mains transformer 96 1 amp secondary C core construction 
241. 1 - car door speaker (very flat) 6 j" 15 ohm made for Radiomobile 
241. 2- speakers 6" x 4" 4 ohm Swart made for Radiomobile 
243. 2- speakers 6" x 4" 16 ohm 5 watt made for Radiomoble 
244. 1 - mains motor with gear-box very small, toothed output 1 rpm 
245. 4 - standard site pots, j meg with dp switch 
249. 1 - 13A switched socket on double plate with fused spur 
266. 2 - mains transformers 96 ;A secondary 
267. 1 - mains transformers 15V-14 secondary p.c.b. mounting 
291: 1  ten turns 3 watt pot  spindle 100 ohm-
296. 3  car cigar lighter socket plugs 
300. 1  mains solenoid with plunger compact type 
301. 10  ceramic magnets Mallard 1" x 3/8 as 5/16 
303 1  12 pole 3 way ceramic wave charge switch 
305. 1  tubular dynamic microphone with desk rest 
308. 1  IV turret tuner (black & white TN.) 
310. 2  oven thermostats 
313. 5  sub miniature micro switches 
314. 1  12" 8 watt min fluorescent tube white 
316. 1  round pin kettle plug with moulded on lead 

411. 1 - 11/2A magnetic trip saves repairing fuses 
453. 2 - 21/4 " 600hm miniature speaker or microphone 
454. 2 - VA" 80hm miniature speaker or microphone 
457. 2- small plastic cases, could hold desk mic, small extension 

speaker etc. 
463. 1 - mains relay 2 do 8A contacts with plastic dust cover 
464. 2 - tubes Holts plastic filler/sticker 
465. 3- 5A 3 pin rubber/nylon plug tops 
466. 4- common cathode, .7 segment displays .5" 
473. 1 - 5" speaker with built in tweeter, 4ohm, Radio mobile 

VENNER TIME SWITCH 
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one 
on and one off per 24 hrs repeats daily 
automatically correcting for the 
lengthening or shortening day. An 
expensive time switch but you can have it 
for only £2.95 without case, metal case 
-£2.95, adaptor kit to convert this into 
a normal 24hr. time switch but with the 
added advantage of up to 12 on/offs per 
24hrs. This makes an ideal controller for 

Ex-Electricity Saint  the immersion heater. Price of adaptor kit 
Gaineeteee 12 Needle.  is £2.30. 

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT 

Complete kit of parts of a three channel sound to light unit 
controlling over 2000 warts of lighting. Use this at horne if you 
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is 
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for 
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output are 
by 1" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide 
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of 
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form. 

12 volt MOTOR BY SMITHS  - 
Made for use in cars, etc these are very 
powerful and easily reversible. Sae 
3}" long by 3" dia. They have a good 
length of I" spindle - 
1/10hp£3.45 
1/8 hp £5.75. 1/6 hp £7.50 

25A ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER 
Learn in your sleep. Have radio playing and kettle 
boiling as you wake - switch on lights to ward 
off intruders - have a warm house to come home 
to. You can do all these and more. By a famous 
maker with 25 amp on/off switch. A beautiful 
unit at £2.50 

THIS MONTH'S SNIP 
3" floppy disk drive unit plug in and with all electronics. Japanese 
made, brand new. We supply data showing how this can housed 
with the BBC, Spectrum, Amstrad and other popular computers. 
Special price £27.50 Data only £2 refundable if you purchase the 
drive   

12V Battery Operated Siren or you can work this off a 2V 
transformer). Makes a shocking noise, will frighten away any 
intruder. Japanese made one 50p each, 2 for £1, ref BD106. 
American, storage soiled but unused and guaranteed perfect, only 
20p each, 5 for £1, ref 0D221. 
Wonderful Breakdown Value - Hand Held Stereo Unit Contains 
two beautiful miniature moving coil loud speakers. These could 

also be used as micropohones, also contains many other useful 
parts including mini stereo amp, transistors, condensors, rocker 
switches etc etc. To use this as a personal amplifier simply add a 
stethoset only El, ref BD29. 
Spit Motor Powerful mains operated induction motor with 
gearbox attached. Shaft has square hole which gives very easy 
coupling and quick release if required. Shaft speed 5rpm. Price 
£5, ref 5P54. 
Geared Motor. Very powerful. Has 2 inch stack. Fitted gearbox 
gives final speed of 60 r.p.m. Should be suitable with more gearing 
to operate garage door etc. Mains operated. £4.00 + £1 postage. 

Ref: 4P15 
Nickel Cadnium Rechargeable Battery. D size. High 4 amp power 

capacity £2 each. Ref: 23141 
20V -0 - 20V IA Mains Transformer Upright mounting. Primary 
thermal cutout to interupt the supply if transformer overheats. 
Price £2, ref 2P138. 
4 Books for El. Book 1 describes the Mullard Unilex amplifier and 
gives details of a suitable cabinet. Book 2 describes several useful 
pieces of test equipment which could be quite easily con,structed. 
Book 3 is electronic projects. Book 4 describes short wave receivers 
which can be easily constructed and is intended for mainly 
beginners. Our ref BD400. 
Transformer in Waterproof Metal Case 24V 5A output. Ideal for 
garden lighting or to operate pond pump etc. Case has cable 
glands for mains in and low voltage output leads. Price £5 plus 
Cl post, ref 5P88. 
Mains Relay With transparent plastic cover. Could be pcb or clip 
mounted, has single 8-10A Go contact. Real bargain 2 for Cl, ref 
80486. 
Panel Meters Engraved vu, approximately VA" square. Luminate 
these from behind and you will have a really super looking panel. 

Real bargain 2 for f1, ref 0D366. 

POWERFUL IONISER. 
Generates approx. 10 times more IONS than the ETI and 
similar circuits. Will refresh your home, office, shop, work 
room etc. Makes you feel better and work harder - a 
complete mains operated kit, case included. 050 + £2 
P&P. 

TELEPHONE BITS  . 
Master socket has surge arrestor - ringing condenser etc) end 
takes B.T. plug   £3.95 
Extension socket   £2.95 
Dual adaptors (2 from one socket)   £3.95 
Cord terminating with B.T. plug 3 metres  £2.95 . 
Kit for converting old entry terminal box to new (CT. master socket. 
complete with 4 core cable, cable clips and 2 BT extension 
sockets  £11.50 
100 mtrs 4 core telephone cable   £8.50 

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL 
Dept PE, 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, 

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5QT 
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders under 
£20 add ft service charge. Monthly account oprders accepted from 
schools and public companies. Access & 8/card orders accepted. 
Brighton 0273 734648 or 203500. 

£2 POUNDERS* 
2P2  mounting thermostat, high precision with mercury notch and 

thermometer 
2P3 -Variable and reversible 8-12v peas for model control 
2P4 -24 volt pro with separate channels for stereo 
2P8 -100W mains to 1156 alto-transformer with voltage tappings 
2P8 -Mans motor with gear box and variable speed selector Senes wound so 

suitable for further speed control 
2P9 -Time and set switch. Boxed, glass horded and with knobs. Controls iv to 

15 amps. Ideal to program electric heaters 
2P10 -12 vat 5 arm mans transformer 
2P12 -Disk or Tape precision motor - has balanced rotor and is reversible 230v 

mans operated 1500 rpm 
2P14 -Mug Stop kit - when thrown ends piercing squawk 
2P15 -Interrupted Beam kit for burglar alarms, counters, etc. 
2P11 -2 rev pr minute mans driven motor, deal to operate mirror ball 
2P18 -Liquid/gas shut off valve mans solenoid mended 
2P19 -Disco switch-motor drives tar more 10 arnp change over micro switches 

supplied ready for mans operation 
2P20 -20 metres extension lead, 2 core - ideal most Black and Decker garden 

tools etc. 
2P21 -10 wart ampldier, Willard module reference 1173 
2P22 -Motor driven switdi 20 secs war off after push 
2P28 -Counter resettable mans operated 3 digit 
2P27 -Goodmans Speaker 8 inch road 8ohm 12 watt 
2P28 -0011 Pump - always useful couples to any make portable will 
2P31 -4 metres 98 wax interconnected wire easy to drip 
2P32 -Hot Wire Snip meter - 4} round surface mounting 0-10A - old but 

working and definitely a bit of history 
2P34 -Solenoid Air Valve mains operated 
2P38 -200 R.P.M. Geared Mans Motor 1" stack quite powerful, definitely large 

enough to drive a rotating aerial or a tumbler for polishing stones etc. 
2P43 -Smell type blower or extractor fan, motor inset so very compact, 2306 
2P48 -Our famous dnll control kit complete and with prepared case. 
2P49 -Fire Alarm break glass switch in heavy cast case 
2P51 -Stem amplifier, 3w per channel 
2P55 -Mans motor, extra powerful has 1 j- each and good length of spindle 
2P62 -1 pair Goodmans 15 ohm speakers for Unites 
2P64 -1 five bladed fan 6}" with mains motor 
2P86 -1 2Kw tangential Mater 115v easily convertible for 2306 
2P61 -1 12v-0-12v 2 amp mains transformer 
21,68 -1 15v-0-15v 2 amp mains transformer 
2P139 -1 250v-0-250v BO mA & 863v 54 mans transformer  5Dp post 
2P70 -1 E.M I. tape motor two speed and reversible 
2P72 -1 115v Muffin fan 4" x 4" approx. (s.h.) 
2P82 -9v-0-9v 2 arnp mains transformer 
2P84 -Modem board with press keys for telephone redialler 
2P85 -20v-0-20v A Mains transformer 
2P88 -Sangamo 24 hr time switch 20 arty (se.) 
2P89 -120 mm time switch with knob 
2P90 -90 min time switch with edgewise engraved controller 
2P94 -Telephone handset for EE home telephone circuit 
2P97  transformer 24V 24 upnght mounting 
2P98 -20m 4 core telephone cable, white outer 
2P99 -500 hardened pin type staples for telephone cable 
2P101 -155 mains transformer 4A upright mounting 
2P105 -capillary hoe thermostat lumen temperature with c/o switch 
2P107 -membrane keyboard, telephone type 
2P108 -mans motor with gear box going 110rpm 
2P109 -5" wide black adhesive eve tape 33m, add El post if not collecting 
2P1231 - 25A rotary switch, surface mounting, cover engraved, 
high, medium, low, off 
2P1281 - 5A noise filter mains for computer or amplifier 
2P1341 • 9V 500mA psu, plugs into 13A socket 
2P1381 - mains transformer 20V-0-20V 1A 

OVER 400 GIFTS 
YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM 

There is a total of over 400 packs in 
our Baker's dozen range and you 
become entitled to a free gift with each 
dozen pounds you spend on these 
packs. 
A classified list of these packs and our latest 

"News Letter" will be enclosed with your goods, and 

you will automatically receive our next news letters. 

£5 POUNDERS*  1 
5P1.  12 volt submersible pump complete with step and switch, anl 

ideal caravan unit. 
5P2.  Sound to light kit complete in case suitable for up to 750 

watts. 
5P6.  12V alarm bell with heavy 6" gong, suitable for outside if 

protected from direct rainfall. Ex GPO but in perfect order. 
5P12. Equipment cooling fan - mini snail type mains operated. 
5P13. Ping pong ball blower - or for any job that requires a powerful 

stream of air - ex computer Collect or add E2 post 

5P15 -1Iniselector 4 pole, 25 way 50 volt cod 
5P18 -motor driven water pump as fitted to many washing machines 
5P20 -2 kits, matchbox size, surveilance transmitter and regular 

size FM receiver 
5P23 -minieture (appr. 21" wide) tangential blow heater, 1-2kw 
5P24 - hp motor, ex computer, 2301/, mains operation 1450rpm If not collect 

add f3 post 
5P25 -special effects lighting switch. Up to 8 channels of lamps can be on of di 

for varying time periods 
5P27 -cartridge player 126, has high quality stereo emplifer 

5P34 -246 54 toroidal mains transformer 
5P35 -modem board from telephone auto dueler, complete web keypad and all 

ICs 
5P37 .24 hour time switch. 2 onioffs and clockwork reserve, on 

Elec. Board loading up to 50A. Add £3 post & packing. 
5P41 -5" extractor fan, very quiet runner (sill, OM/ 12 rirths. 
5P45 -pack of 6 cooker clock svetiches 
5P48 -telephone extensor, bell in black case, ex-GPO 
5P52 -mains traulormer 206 10A upright mounting, add £2 post 
5P54 -mans motor with par boy, anal Speed 5rpm 
5P58 -Amstrad stereo tuner FM and LM and AM 
5P60 -DC PAuffin type fen 18 to 276, only 3W 
5P61 -doll pump mounted on hone, =plea to mans motor 
5P62 -2i kw langentol blow heater, add £150 post if not collecting 
5P72 1 - turntable, base size appr. 171/2 )(91/2 , suitable for VDU or 

similar 
5P81 1 - stepping motor, 48 steps 7.5°, 10-14V, bi-directional 
, 5P86 1 - 200W mains transformer with 2 100 1A secondaries 
5P88 1 - 24V 5A mains transformer in waterproof case 

LIGHT CHASER KIT motor driven switch 
bank with connection diagram, used in 
connection with 4 sets of xmas lights 
makes a very eye catching display for 
home, shop or disco, only £5 ref 5P56. 
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COMPUTER FEATURE 

INTERRUPTING THE BEEB 
BY DAVID BERRY 

... with a rotation-direction-position sensor, for example 

The author explains the virtues of implementing interrupt-driven software through the VIA port, with hard 
conditioning of the position-sensor signals. Some alternative methods are touched on along the way 

w hen it comes to hanging sensors 
onto the BBC micro the designers 

have provided a Timber of options. 
There is a four channel A/D converter, 
one port of a VIA with control lines, a 
1MHz bus (which can most usefully 
address a second VIA) and a number of 
odd lines such as the "fire buttons" and 
light pen strobe. Unless you are really 
scratching, the most obvious interfaces 
to use will be the ADC or the user port 
of the VIA, depending on whether you 
have an analogue or digital application. 
In this article I shall describe how I hung 
a rotation-direction-position sensor onto 
the VIA and wrote interrupt driven 
software to process the incoming signals. 
The user port is the "B" side of the 

user/printer VIA, the "A" side being 
buffered and used to drive the printer. 
CA1 and CA2 are also used by the 
system but the two CB lines are not. The 
VIA base address is Sheila &60 (i.e. 
&FE60). Anyone not familiar with 6522 
VIAs should refer to the BBC Advanced 
User Guide (Bray, Dickens & Holmes), 
or  to  6502  Assembly  Language 
Processing (Leventhal). 

VECTORS 

On the software side, interrupt 
requests (IRQs) are vectored through 
two memory locations conveniently 
making interrupts available to us, the 
users. The priority vector is held in 
&204/5 and is the address of the system 
interrupt handler. Unless your program 
requires a priority over all the systems 
interrupts because of speed or hierarchy, 
it is best to stay well clear of this vector. 
Having said that, one time when you 
must use this vector is when trapping a 
system interrupt such as the 50Hz clock 
because the system interrupt handler, 
after dealing with the interrupt, clears 
it rather than passing it on to the 
secondary vector. 
The secondary vector is held in &206/7 
and is provided specifically for the user. 
The system routine jumps through this 
vector on exit so that the system always 
has priority. If the current interrupt is 
not one which the system has to deal 
with, it is passed on through the system 
interrupt handler untouched and so is 
available on exit, and hence can be dealt 
with by a user routine vectored to by the 
secondary vector. 

Whichever vector is used the user 
interrupt handler should be written as a 
patch: the normal flow is diverted via 
the vector to the routine then on to the 
original vector content (address). This 
ensures correct resetting of the various 
interrupting devices. 

POLLING 

But why use interrupts at all? Well, 
the alternative to interrupting is polling 
where the program goes back and looks 
at the input devices on a regular basis, 
such as each time an innermost loop is 
completed.The problem with that is that 
if the inputs are coming in faster than 
the loop cycles then some will be missed. 
Sometimes this doesn't matter; for 
example when you use the ADC you 
often only need to know its level at 
various stages in the program — you don't 
need to be flagged every time its level 
changes. 
But where inputs are expected to 

occur only occasionally with long gaps 
between, a polling system can become 
a high time-overhead. Where inputs 
arrive in rapid succession, in random 
order, where they have priority or where 
the polling overhead is unacceptable, 
then interrupts should be used. 
Actually the 6502 forces us to use a 

combination of interrupt and poll. This 
is because the processor only has one 
available interrupt request line (IRQ) so 
it alone cannot tell the processor which 
device is doing the interrupting — only 
that  some  device  somewhere  is 
interrupting. The user program then has 
to poll all the possible devices to find 
out which one it was. 
From the software point of view 

writing interrupt systems is a little harder 
than writing polling routines, and the 
possibility of building in deeply devious 
bugs is far greater. My advice is keep 
the routines short and tremendously 
simple. 

HARDWARE 

Time to look at a little hardware. Fig.1 
shows a simple arrangement of a sensor 
supplied  with  current  from  the 
computer's supply and feeding its signal 
into the CB1 pin of the user VIA. I have 
drawn the sensor as a Hall effect device 
such as an RS 307-446, but it could 
equally well be optical or indeed a simple 
switch. The only constraint is that it must 
run on 5 volts and interface the single 
TI'L load represented by the VIA pin. 
Schmitt devices are best because they 
cannot "dither" between the two states, 
but it depends on your application. Each 
time the magnet approaches the Hall 
effect device its output changes state; 
removing the magnet changes it back 
again. 

SOFT WARE 

The listing is of a program that covers 
both this simple case and the more 
complex case that I shall describe next. 
If you have no interest in the second 
case then you type the listing in omitting 
the indented lines. For the sake of clear 
understanding I shall refer to the entire 
listing as program 2 and the listing 
without the indented lines as program 
1; that way we might all stay sane! 

Program 1 is a program which will 
detect high to low transitions on the CB1 
pin via the interrupt facility of the 6522 
VIA. Note how complex it is for such a 
simple task. The VIA is configured to 
flag  incoming pulses on  CB1  as 
interrupts. Here I should point out that 
the choice of CB1 was arbitrary and that 
any of the other interrupting lines could 
have been used instead, or as well — if 
you have more sensors. (Lines 1340 to 
1410, but note that line 1390 has to be 
entered as ORA &88 — sorry, its the 
one obligatory gliche in my grand 
scheme!) 

The low priority vector IRQ2VEC in 
&206 / &207 is changed to point to our 
service routine (Lines 1430 to 1510). 
Note also that in order to prevent 
interrupts occurring while this vector is 
being changed the entire interrupt 
system is disabled (by SEI) and later re-
enabled (by CLI). Can you work out 
what the effect would be if this were not 
done? 
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INTERRUPTING THE BEEB 

Both RS components are Sweet Spot devices , TM: Honeywell Optoelectronics 

Finally the service routine itself is 
written as concisely as possible and does 
nothing more than increment a multi-
byte counter (Lines 400 to 1080). The 
reason for this is that interrupt routines 
have to fit timewise between incoming 
interrupts from all sources otherwise 
they will themselves be interrupted. This 
is possible (it's referred to as re-
entrancy) but it's difficult to keep track 
of exactly what is happening, and 
difficulties we can do without! 
In any case there is no need for an 

extensive routine. Once our system is 
running the counter will tick away nicely 
thank you, incrementing each time the 
magnet approaches the sensor. Basic, or 
any other language or code, can then 
access the counter and any further 
processing can be done there. 

SERVICE RULES 
There are rules to follow if your 

interrupt service routine is going to be 
successful. One is given above: make it 
short and fast. Another is that the 
processor registers should be stored at 
the start and recovered at the end of the 
routine. The reason for this may seem a 
little obscure. Remember though that 
an interrupt may occur while the routine 
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is running; if the routine is re-entrant 
then both it and previous interrupts will 
be handled correctly and all that saving 
and retrieval is necessary to ensure that 
following interrupts do not corrupt 
previous ones. 

This simple sensor can be used for a 
number of things including rotation and 
translation of just about anything. I use 
both Hall effect and optical sensors in 
my burglar alarm (an excellent use for 
old Atoms) to detect doors and gates 
opening and movement of a fence under 
a man's weight. 
One quick point to add here is that 

because the operating system uses 
interrupts, and because the interrupt 
vectors have been changed by our 
program, stopping the program running 
may involve a cold start (CTRL + BRK) 
to reset the vectors. 
The 6522 VIA will allow up to six 
incoming pulses to be passed on as 
processor  interrupts.  These  are 
controlled by two registers, the interrupt 
enable register (IER) and the interrupt 
flag register (IFR - called IXR in the 
program for obvious reasons). The first 
allows the programmer to decide which 
interrupts he will use and the second is 
valid for reading when an interrupt has 

r 
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e.g.4077 

01 ) 

e.g.4071 

Fig.3. A and B are sensors to Fig.2. 

CK 

KR 

occured. At that time its bit pattern will 
indicate which VIA facility or line has 
flagged the interrupt. 

INTERRUPTION 
The facilities and lines which can 

generate an interrupt are: CA2, CA1, 
Shift Register, CB2, CB1 Timer 2 and 
Timer 1. Clearing an interrupt is often 
accomplished by writing back to the IFR 
the value just read from it. The two 
books mentioned earlier both have 
excellent chapters covering this whole 
topic. 
The second sensor is more complex. 

Here two narrow beam Schmitt output 
optical sensors detect slots in a rotating 
disc illuminated by narrow beam LEDS. 
Two sensors are used 90 degrees out of 
phase because then the number of slots 
need only be half that required by one 
sensor for the same resolution, and 
because this configuration can detect 
direction of rotation. The circuits are 
shown in Fig.2. 
At this stage, because of the increasing 

loads, a separate 5V supply is necessary. 
I also isolated the inputs from the 
computer with opto-isolators; of which 
more anon. 
The two output signals are fed into 

the VIA. The direction line goes into a 
normal port input pin since I do not need 
to know instantly if the direction changes 
(so I do not need an interrupt) and the 
pulse (clock) line goes to PB6 which is 
the Timer 2 decrement line. Each time 
a negative pulse is detected on pin PB6, 
Timer 2 decrements and when it reaches 
zero an interrupt is flagged. This is a 
facility provided by the VIA. 

TRADE-OFF 

An interesting point to consider is the 
trade-off  between  hardware  and 
software. In this case I conditioned the 
signals from the two optical sensors 
using hardware — the XOR to double the 

C lock 

J-K: 4027 

 0 

Direction 

 0 
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pulse rate and the j-k flip-flop to give 
me direction. But I could equally well 
have fed the raw sensor outputs into the.. 
VIA and written software to act as XOR 
or flip-flop. Why didn't I? 
Well, the trade-off is between the cost 

of hardware plus the cost-time to get it 
going against the cost-time of writing 
and de-bugging the (more complex) 
software. Into the equation also goes the 
number of port interrupting lines used: 
one for the hard solution and two for 
the soft. 
So why did I choose to do things that 

way?  I suppose  it was  simple 
convenience; the hardware solution let 
me use the PB6/timer 2 which greatly 
helped the other aspects of the work and 
used an interrupt facility that may not 
otherwise have been used, thus freeing 
some other line. But both solutions are 
equally valid. 

LONG LIST 

Program 2, if you remember, is the 
entire listing including the indented lines 
and the change to line 1390. Program 2 
will handle the direction/position sensor. 
The program is fundamentally the same 
as program 1 with just a couple of points 
to note: Timer 2 is configured to repeat. 
Each time it interrupts the counter value 
is reloaded and the countdown begins 
again. An alternative is to configure the 
counter as a one shot device. The other 
point is that Basic handles the direction 
indication by polling the VIA (lines 260 
to 280). 
One thing the Advanced User Guide 

tells us is to avoid using OSBYTE and 
OSWORD calls when using interrupts 
because some of these routines use 
interrupts themselves and/or take a large 
amount of cycle time. Hence the direct 
addressing used in the programs, which 
will only cause problems if attempted 
across the tube. 

IN ISOLATION 

The final circuit diagrams show how 
to opto-isolate the sensor supplies from 
the computer, and how to provide a fixed 
minimum pulse width from a short 
incoming pulse. 
Many people do not bother to isolate 

sensor supplies from the computer; I 
always do. Though I have never heard 
of a computer being destroyed by 
supplies being mixed, I feel much safer 
when I know the two are firmly (or 
optically!) separated. 
The 555 is provided to ensure that a 

fixed pulse width, long enough to be 
read by the computer, is generated by 
sensor. This bit of hardware is only 
needed when the sensor is producing 
very short impulses of the order of one 
microsecond; the 555 can extend this to 
(say) 10 microseconds to give the VIA a 
chance to read them. Note though that 
a high frequency chain of pulses may 
cause the 555 to be continuously tripped; 
this is where I leave it to you   

45v 
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PCR%=8,FEEC 
IXR%=4FEED 
IER%=4FEEE 
T2LX=4FE68 
T2HX=4FEES 
ACR%=&FEEB 

PBX= &FE60 
DDREI%=&FE62 

!470=0 
7475=0 
?474=10 
!1-76=0 
?DDRB%=0 

PROCIROSER 
PROCVIASET 

CLS 
REPEAT 
COUNTS%= (( ?4704 41004-7471)*41004.?&72) 
PRINT TAB(0,0);"Counts = ";COUNTS% 
PBE%= (( ?&7644.1 00+?/(77)*&100+?8,76)* 
PRINT TAB(0,1);"PBE = ";PBE% 
PRINT TAB(0 ,2);"Direction =  
DIR%=?PB% AND 420 
IF DIR%=420 THEN PRINT  ELSE 

UNTIL FALSE 

DEF P ROC I ROSER 

410 PHA 
420 TXA 
430 PHA 
440 TVA 
450 PHA 
4E0 
470 LDA IXR% 
4E0 
490 AND #488 
500 CMP #488 
510 BED cbtwo 
520 
530  LDA IXR% 
540 
550  AND #4A0 
5E0  CMP CIAO 
570  BED Pbsix 
580 
590 JMP exit 
600 

DIM IRDEP% 4100 
FOR OZ%=0 TO 3 STEP 3 
P%=IRDEP% 

OPT OZ% 
LISTING PART ONE 

LDA &FC  CONTINUED OVER PAGE 

610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
780 
790 
800 

.cbtwo 
STA IXR% 

LDA 473 
CLC 
ADC #401 
STA 0.73 
LDA 472 
ADC #400 
STA 472 
LDA 471 
ADC #400 
STA 471 
LDA 470 
ADC #400 
STA 470 

JMP exit 

.Pbsix 

*&100+?473 

4.100+?1.79 

PRINT "44-)" 

810  LDA 474 
820  STA T2L% 
830  LDA 475 
840  STA T2H% 
850 
860  LDA 479 
870  CLC 
8E0  ADC #401 
890  STA 479 
900  LDA 478 
910  ADC #400 
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920  STA 478 
930  LOP 477 
940  ADC 4400 
950  STA &77 

960  LOA 476 
970  ADC 4a00 
980  STA 476 
990 
1000  .exit 
1010 PLA 
1020 TAY 
1030 PLA 
1040 TAX 
1050 PLA 
1060 STA W C 
1070 
1080 PIP (oidv) 
1090 
1100 .oidv 
1110 EQUW 0 
1120 
1130 .4. 
1140 
1150 
11E0 
1170 
1180 DEF PROCVIASET 
1190 
1200 DIM VIAEP% 440 
1210 FOR OZ%=0 TO 3 
1220 P%=V1AEP% 
1230 
1240 + 
1250 OPT OZ% 

1260 
1270 SEI 
1280 

STEP 3 

1290  L P ACR% 
1300  ORA 44420 

1310  AND 44FD 
1320  STA ACR% 
1330 
1340 LDP PCR% 
1350 AND 4143F 
1360 STA PCR% 
1370 
1380 LOA IER% 
1390  ORA 41&A8 
1400 STA IER% 
1410 STA 1XR% 
1420 
1430 LOP 11206 
1440 STA oldv 
1450 LDP 4207 
1460 STA oidv + 1 
1470 
1480 LOP *IRQEP% MOD 256 
1490 STA 14206 
1500 LOP 411ROEP% DIV 
1510 STA 4207 
1520 
1530  LOP 474 
1540  STA T2L% 
1550  LOP 475 
1560  STA T2H% 
1570 
1580 CLI 
1590 RTS 
1600 
1610 4-
1620 
1630 NEXT 
1640 CALL VIAEP% 
1650 ENDPROC 

LISTING PART TWO 

256 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
TELEQUIPMENT D75. Dual Trace 50MHz. Delay 
Sweep. With Manual  525 
TELEQUIPMENT 061. Dual Trace 10MHz With 
Manual   £150 
TELEQUIPMENT D43. Dual Trace 15MHz With 
Manual   £100 
TELEQUIPMENTS54A. Single Trace 10MHz Solid 
State. With Manual   £110 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE VDU150. Dual Trace 
35MHz. Delay Sweep. Solid State Po nable 8 x 10cm 
Display with Mandril   NOW ONLY £180 each 
Optional Front Protection Cover containing 2 
Probes & Viewing Hood   £10 
SOLARTRON OSCILLOSCOPE CD1400. Dual Beam 
15MHz with Manual  ONLY £85 each 
AVOVALVETESTERCT160.Suitcase sty le. 22 Bases. 
(P&P) £7  £ONLY25 each 

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 
RACAL RAI7L. 500KHz-30 MHz. VVith Manual. 
  only £150 each    
EDDYSTONE 730/4.480KHz-30MHz. With Manual 
  only £110 each 

B + K Precision CRT Restorer/Analyser Model 467, 
Supplied with 2 bases and Manual (P&P E7) 

only £125 each 
LABGEAR Colour Bar Generator KG1. 8 Test 
patterns (P&P £41   only £40 each 

ISOLATING TRANSFORMER 
240VOut- 500VA E15 (P&P E5); 100VA £6 p&p £2 
24VOut-500VA£6 (P&P)E5; 200VA £41P&P)E4 

MULTIMETERS 
AVO 9 Mk4 (Identical to Avo8 Mk4 but scaled 
differently). Completewith Batteries & Leads  
 £55 
AVO 8 Mk2. Complete with Batteries & Leads 

Above items in GOOD WORKING ORDER - 
appearance not Al hence the price. 
AVO TEST SET No 1 (Military version of AVO 8) 
Complete with Batteries, Leads &Carrying Case 
 £65    
AVO Model 7X. Complete with Batteries, Leads & 
Carrying Case  £40 
AVO type TEST LEADS REd & Black with 2 Croc 
Clips & 2 Prods (P&P £21  5  
ANALOGUE POCKET MULTIMETERS. PHILIPS/ 
TAYLOR/AVO etc. Complete with Batteries & Leads 
 from £10 
AVO TRANSISTER TESTER T1'169. Handheld GO/ 
NOGO for In-situ Testing. Complete with Batteries, 
leads & instructions (P&P £31   £12 

DISK DRIVE PSU. 240V IN; 5V 1.6A & 12V 1.5A 
Out. Size: W125mm. H75mm. 0180mm. Cased Un-
used. (P&P £21  only £10 
QWERTY KEYBOARD (as in LYNX MICRO). Push 
to make. Cased (P&P £21   only 13 
DISK DRIVE We full height. 80 track double sided. 

density.With Manual. Used (P&PE5) Double £45 each 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 605. Dual Trace 60MHz. 
Delay Sweep. Component Tester  583 
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 203.6. Dual Trace 20MHz. 
Component Tester with 2 probes   £314 

All Other Models Available 

BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS (P&P £41 
Meteor 100-100MHz  £99 
Meteor 600-600MHz   £126 
Meteor 1000-1GHz   £175 
BLACK  STAR  JUPITOR  500  FUNCTION 
-GENERATOR. Sine/Square/Triangle. 01Hz 500KHz 
(P&P f4)   £110 

STEPPING MOTORS 
TYPE 1. 200 Steps per rev. 4 Phase (5 wire). 12/24V. 
Torque 25oz inch/will run on 5V with reduced 
torque)  Eg each  
TYPE 2. 6/12 Steps per rev. 3 Phase. 12/24V (will 
work on 5V)  £2 each 
5 off  £7.50 
TYPE 3. NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS. 24 Steps per 
rev.4 wire 5V 3.3Amps 0-250 rpm 0-200 PPs _,_ 
 £6 each  
TYPE 4. 200 Steps per rev. 120V 13 wire) Torque 
25 oz inch  £A each 
TYPE 7. WARNER 24 Steps per rev. 3 Phase 
16 wire). 28V Holding Torque 45 oz inch . £5 each 

HUNG CHANG DMM 70303½ digit. Hand held 28 
ranges including 10 Amp AC/DC 0.1%. Complete 
with Battery & Leads. (P&P £41  £39.50 
AS ABOVE. DMM6010. 0.25%  £23.50 

OSCILLOSCOPES PROBES. Switched x 1; x 10 
(P&P £2)   Eli 

Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee. 
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or 

ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to 
Callers welcome 9 a.m. to 5.30 

Manuals supplied if possible. 
Teleph one for Lists. Please check availability before 
be added to Total of Goods & Carriage. 
p.m. Mon-Fri (until 8 p.m. Thurs) 

.- STEWART OF Ail\ READING  VISA 

110 VVYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL 
Telephone: 0734 68041 

PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE 
Programs for BBC computers with disc drive. FREE updating service on all software. 

DIAGRAM 
Still the only drawing program available for the BBC micro which gives you the ability to draw really large 
diagrams and scroll them smoothly around the screen stopping to edit them at any time if required. 
Pineapples unique method of storing the diagram information on disc means that the size of diagrams is 
limited only by the free space on disc, and not the amount of computer memory you have available. (A blank 
80 track disc will allow up to 39 mode 0 screens of diagram). 
The superb print routines supplied with the program enable large areas of the diagram to be printed in a 
single print run in a number of different sizes and rotated through 90 deg. if required. Full use can also be 
made of printers which have a wider than normal carriage available. 
The program is fully compatible with the Marconi Tracker ball described below. 

PLEASE STATE 40 or 80 TRACK DISC & WHETHER STANDARD BBC or MASTER VERSION IS REQUIRED 
PRICE £25.00 + VAT 

DIAGRAM UTILITIES 
A suite of six utility programs which add additional features to the 'Diagram drawing program. The utilities 
include the saving and loading of areas of diagram to and from disc. The ability to display the whole of your 
large diagram on the screen at one time (in either 4*4 or 8*8 screen format). The addition of borders and 
screen indents to diagrams, and the ability to shift a whole diagram in any direction. 

PRICE £10.00 + VAT 

PCB 
This new release from Pineapple is a printed circuit board draughting aid which is aimed at producing 
complex double sided PCB's very rapidly using a standard BBC micro and any FX compatible dot-matrix 
printer. 
The program is supplied on EPROM and will run with any 32k BBC micro (including Master series). Also 

supplied is a disc containing a sample PCB layout to demonstrate the programs features. 
By using an EPROM for the program code the maximum amount of RAM isavailable for storing component 

location and ASCII identification files etc. (Up to 500 components and 503 ASCII component descriptions 
may be stored for a given layout). These is no limit to the number of tracks for a given PCB, although the 
maximum size of board is restricted 10 8" • 5.6". 
Using a mode 1 screen, tracks on the top side Of the board are shown in red, while those on the underside 

are blue. Each side of the board may be shown individually or superimposed. A component placement screen 
allows component outlines to be drawn for silk screen purposes and component numbers entered on this 
screen may be displayed during track routing to aid identification of roundels. 
The print routines allow separate printouts of each side of the PCB in a very accurate expanded definition 
1:1 or 2:1 scale, enabling direct contact printing to be used on resist covered copper clad board. 
This program has too many superb features to describe adequately here, so please write or 'phone for more 
information and sample prinouts. 

PRICE £85.00 + VAT 

MARCONI TRACKER BALL 
This high quality device comes with it's own Icon Artmaster drawing program and utilities to enable it to be 
used in place of keyboard keys, joysticks, or with your own programs. 
For Model B & Be (with icon Artmaster) £60.00 + VAT  Bare Trackerball (no software)  £49.00 e VAT 
For Maater Series (with Pointer ROM)  £60.00 + VAT  Pointer ROM available separately £12.50 + VAT 

P&P on Trackerballs  £1.75 

TRACKERBALL ADAPTORS 
Converter leads to enable the Trackerball loran mouse software and the mouse to run trackerball software 
(inc. DIAGRAM). Please state which way round when ordering. 

PRICE £8.00 + VAT 

ADFS Utilities ROM 
ADU is a new product which will prove invaluable to all users of the ADFS. (Including Winchester owners). 

The ADU Rom allows direct access to utilities which previously required the use of the ADFS utilities disc. 
Many novel features are included in the commands allowing such facilities as the copying of all the files on a DFS 
disc onto ADFS in a single pass and Backing up between discs of different size (including Winchesters). 
There is also a very powerful sector editor with automatic correction of CRC bytes and a menu routine with over 
30 possible operations on ADFS discs. 
Please write or 'phone for more details. 

PRICE £29.00 + VAT 

MITEYSPICE 
Anew addition to our range of engineering software. Miteyspice is a very powerful DC and AC analogue circuit 
simulator package with graphic display for any model BBC computer. 

As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of program, non-linear effects, small signal, noise 
measurements and sweeps may be perlormed. Component values may be swept, allowing component tolerances to 
be investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transistor modelling is incorporated using a 20 
parameter Ebers Moll description. The program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 49 page manual. 
Please write or 'phone for more information. 

PRICE £119 + VAT P&P FREE 

A L L CDIRIDIEIR S S arsi -r B Y Hc-runr4 <Dv pcss-r 

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex 1G3 9NL.  Tel: 01-599 1476rAl 
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REVIEW FEATURE 

Flight Electronics' new 
68000 development 
system is a serious tool 
which can be used both 
for learning about the 
68000 ,LIP and for 
developing practical 
applications. 

UNTIL recently there were numerous 
microprocessor development and 

teaching systems available, but currently 
there seems to be a very limited choice 
indeed. The reasons for this are 
debatable, but the general down-turn in 
the  microcomputer  business  and 
competition from home-computers at 
throw-away prices almost certainly have 
something to do with it. Certainly most 
microprocessor development systems 
were left looking rather expensive when 
compared with many home computers, 
but they are really aimed at totally 
different markets, and development 
systems are never likely to achieve the 
mass sales of home computers, making 
production costs that much higher. 
Development systems are intended to 
familiarise the user with the hardware, 
interfacing techniques, and program-
ming in a low level language. In other 
words, the aim is to take you through to 
the stage where you can design your own 
hardware and software for control appli-
cations rather than teaching you to 
become an expert programmer in 
BASIC, or at using an applications 
program such as a word processor. 
This  sort  of  hardware  and 

programming skill is presumably the 
kind of ability that would appeal to many 
Practical Electronics readers, and the 
Flight 68K development system should 
therefore be of considerable interest. As 
its name implies, it is a system based on 
the Motorola 68000, which as most 
readers will be aware, is a very powerful 
16 bit microprocessor having 32 bit 
internal registers and the ability to 
directly address up to 16M of memory. 
Basing  the  system  on  such  a 
sophisticated microprocessor adds to the 
interest value of the unit, although it is 
debatable  whether  many  control 
applications require such processing 
power. 

HARDWARE 

The Flight 68K unit is an uncased 
printed circuit board which measures 
about 220 x 155 millimetres. It requires 
a separate power supply (a mains 
adaptor provided as part of the system) 
and a computer or other form of 
terminal which is used to control the unit 
via an RS232C port. There is a second 

FLIGHT 68K 
REVIEW 

BY ROBERT PENFOLD 

A NEW DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
BASED ON THE MOTOROLA 68000 

serial port for use with a printer or other 
peripheral device. The unit is fitted with 
three further sockets which are a G64 
expansion port, a 40 way connector 
which gives access to the input/output 
lines of a PIA/Timer device, and a 10 
way connector which enables the 
auxiliary lines of the DUART (dual 
serial interface) chip to be used. 

The board is dominated by the huge 
64 pin 68000 microprocessor which 
operates at a clock speed of 8MHZ. 
There are six holders for 8k RAM/ROM/ 
EPROM/EEPROM devices, and these 
must be 8 bit devices used in pairs. As 
supplied, two sockets are occupied with 
the monitor EPROMS, two are fitted 
with 6264 CMOS RAMS, and two are 
left free for expansion purposes. The 
other two devices of note are a 68681 
DUART, and a 68230 parallel interface/ 
timer. The unit is fitted with a reset 
switch, but apart from this it must be 
controlled via an external terminal unit, 
or by an on-board program in ROM 
chips of some description. 
There are obviously several routes by 

which the unit can be connected to the 
outside world in order to control some-
thing and (or) read in data from external 
sensors. However, the main route is via 
the 68230 parallel interface/timer. This 
has similarities with the more familiar 

6522 VIA chip as utilized in the BBC 
and VIC-20 computers amongst others, 
but it is a larger (48 pin) device, which 
apart from the usual 8 bit I/O ports plus 
handshake lines also has a multipurpose 
8 bit port. The timer is a 24 bit type 
which can operate in a variety of modes. 
There is insufficient space available here 
for a detailed description of this device 
(the data sheet is actually an 80 page 
book), but this device clearly gives the 
unit considerable potential, which is 
augmented by the inclusion of the other 
expansion ports. 
The board is a very high quality 

double-sided through-plated type which 
is  populated  with  high  caliber 
components  from  well  known 
manufacturers. The whole unit is very 
tough and beautifully made, and should 
last a very long time even if it is not 
treated with the respect it deserves. 

COMMUNICATION 

Communication  with  the  board 
requires a suitable terminal, which will 
usually be a microcomputer running a 
suitable terminal emulation program. 
The microcomputer must have an RS232 
or compatible port, capable of running 
at one of the Baud rates supported by 
the board. 
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The  terminal program must be 
capable of sending control codes to tbe, 
board (i.e. ASCII values below 32), and 
some emulation programs designed for 
use with modems filter out these codes 
(except CR and LF), and so may not be 
usable if you want to make full use of 
the board. The terminal must be capable 
of displaying at least 40 columns. 
Once everything is connected and 

switched on, and the terminal is active, 
the board must be allowed to adjust its 
baud rate to that used by the terminal. 
This it does automatically, and you must 
send a series of CRs to enable this. You 
will then see the signing-on message on 
the terminal screen. 

THE MONITOR 

You enter the monitor automatically 
when communication with the board is 
established. The signing-on message is 
followed by an F> prompt. There are 32 
two-letter commands which may be 
entered at this prompt. Useful initial 
ones are TC which toggles between an 
80 column and a 40 column display 
format, and HE (help) which lists all the 
commands and what they do. 
The monitor has all the usual facilities 
to inspect and change memory locations, 
inspect and change registers etc. There 
are memory block move, copy and verify 
instructions,  register  display,  and 
disassembly instructions. You can single-
step or run programs, and there is an 
instruction  to initialise  the  68000 
registers. Up to four breakpoints can be 
set within programs. There is a continue 
command which can be used after a 
break, but this cancels the breakpoint 
for future runs. 
You can connect a printer direct to the 
port B of the board, and there are 
commands to enable and disable it. The 
enable command first checks to see if a 
printer is connected and active, so the 
monitor should not hang up because of 
a full printer buffer and no printer taking 
the data. In fact, the monitor has all the 
facilities you would expect to find. 
It also has special facilities for 

programming EEPROMS. There are 
two sockets on the board for adding 
extra memory (you need two chips — for 
the high and low bytes of the memory 
words), and these can be used for 
EEPROMS. There are two of these 
commands. One is used to transfer data 
from outside into 5V EEPROMS, or to 
move the data within them. The other is 
used to move data from outside into 32-
byte page write inverted data poll 5V 
EEPROMS. 
If EEPROMS (or externally-pro-

grammed EPROMS) in the auxiliary 
memory sockets are used to contain 
application programs, the board can be 
used to run these programs without the 
terminal being present, so the board can 
be used as a stand-alone computer for 
control applications. 

The monitor also has an assembler. 
As usual with monitors, this is one of 
the on-line direct type. This means each 
line of source code is assembled imme-
diately as soon as it is entered. This is 
satisfactory for short routines, or for 
entering published programs, but is less 
satisfactory for developing longer pro-
grams as this type of assembler cannot 
by its nature provide any assistance with 
calculating the addresses and offsets for 
forward branches. For this you need a 
two or three pass assembler. 
Flight Electronics can supply a cross-

assembler for the BBC Microcomputer, 
but this was not included with the review 
board. Cross-assemblers for the 68000 
series are also available for the IBM PC 
and compatibles, and many other 
computers, so there should be little 
difficulty in finding a suitable one. 
The  monitor  assembler  accepts 
standard Motorola mnemonics, and also 
a number of pseudo operations, for 
example to enter ASCII strings and data 
bytes. 
If the printer is enabled during 

assembler entry only the assembler 
output is sent to the printer, to give a 
clean listing of the code. The input and 
any error messages appear only on the 
terminal. 
Object files in Motorola 'S' format can 

be loaded in two ways, either from the 
terminal, or from a host computer 
connected to port B on the board. 
The  manufacturers  have  largely 
succeeded in making the monitor 'user 
friendly', and it gives clear prompts for 
the next line to be entered where 
necessary. However, when entering 
values and addresses in Hex format, if 
a key other than the Hex digits, carriage 
return or delete is pressed, the entry is 
immediately discarded and you must 
begin again. 

DOCUMENTATION 
It would probably be something of an 

understatement to say that the unit is 
provided with comprehensive documen-
tation. The main manual is around 250 
pages long, and it includes an intro-
duction to the system, getting started 
(connecting the unit to a terminal, 
printer,  etc.),  system  description, 
monitor commands, and monitor system 
calls. There are further sections on 
addressing modes, a full description of 
the 68000 instruction set, operation of 
the main chips, details of the G64 
interface, and even a circuit description. 
There is a smaller book which gives 

the monitor program source listing, and 
then there are full data sheets (books?) 
for the 68000 MPU, 68681 DUART, and 
68230 PI/T chips. There is also a pro-
grammer's reference card which is a 
convenient source for basic details of the 
68000. Finally, there is a large colour 
chart which shows what's what on the 
printed circuit board and gives basic 

details on the system. The latter may 
seem a bit trivial, but it is very useful 
indeed when you are first trying to get 
to grips with the unit, and it is a nice 
touch. 
Everything you are ever likely to want 

to know about the system is included in 
the documentation, and unlike some 
systems I have encountered, there is no 
need to obtain data sheets and additional 
books before you can make full use of it. 

CONCLUSION 

The Flight 68K unit is a well made and 
well thought out product that is excellent 
for learning about microprocessors at 
the chip and assembly language level. It 
does this better than any system I have 
previously come across. It would have 
been useful to have some form of simple 
output monitoring device available 
when initially trying out some of the test 
routines for the unit, but a switch/lamp 
board is apparently available as an 
optional extra, and it would probably be 
well worthwhile obtaining this add-on 
with the unit. 
Many tutorial/development systems 

are really only suitable for learning 
purposes, and would be of little practical 
value in real control applications. The 
Flight 68k unit is not in this category, 
and could be used in earnest without too 
much difficulty once the user has 
mastered the system. The speed and 
power of the 8MHZ 68000 is such that 
the unit is capable of comfortably 
handling any likely applications. Against 
this there is the cost of the system to 
take into account, and it is inevitably 
more expensive than 8 bit alternatives. 
For someone looking for a unit of this 
type and who has a suitable terminal 
unit, or computer that can operate 
as the terminal unit, this unit is 
undoubtedly a worthwhile proposition 
at £395. 

El 

Contact:  Flight  Electronics  Ltd., 
Ascupart Street, Southampton, SO! 1LU 
Tel: 0703 227721. 
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HOW TO USE THESE TRACKS 
FIRST MAKE 
TRANSPARENT COPY 
(We regret that we cannot supply 

transparent  copies  of  PCB  track 
layouts.) 

STUDIO COPY METHOD 

Ask local photographic studio to 
produce high contrast 1 to 1 positive 
transparency. 

HO ME PHOTOGRAPHY 
METHOD 

Using  even,  bright  illumination, 
photograph track onto fine grain black 
and white negative film. Develop film 
for high contrast.  Photographically 
enlarge image up to lifesize, and print 
onto high contrast lithographic cut film, 
such as Agfa Copyline HDU 3P Type 2. 
Develop in Agfa Litex G9OT litho 
developer, or similar. 

PHOTOCOPY METHOD 

Ask local photocopy shop to make a 
good contrast copy onto acetate film. 

(Some copiers are better than others — 
shop around.)Then touch up tracks with 
dense black ink, or photographic opaque 
ink. 

ISODRAFT METHOD 

Have a normal photocopy made, 
ensuring good dense black image. Spray 
ISOdraft Transparentiser onto copy in 
accordance with supplied instructions. 
ISOdraft is available from Cannon & 
Wrin, 68 High Street, Chislehurst, Kent. 
Tel: 01-476 0935. 

PAINSTAKING METHODS 

Draw image by hand onto clear film 
or drafting film using dense black ink. 
Draw direct onto copper surface of PCB 
fibreglass, using etch-resist inking pen. 
Use etch resist PCB tracks and pads, 
taping direct to copper surface, or onto 
drafting film. 

NEXT PRINT ONTO PCB 
Place positive transparency onto 

photosensitised copper clad fibre glass, 

cover with glass to ensure full contact. 
Expose to Ultraviolet light for several 
minutes (experiment to find correct time 
— depends on UV intensity). 
Develop PCB in Sodium Hydroxide 

(available from chemists) until clean 
track image is seen, wash in warm 
running water. Etch in hot Ferric 
Chloride, frequently withdrawing PCB 
to allow exposure to air. Wash PCB in 
running water, dry, and drill holes, 
normally using a lmm drill bit. 
(PCB materials and chemicals are 

available from several sources — study 
advertisements.) 

* CAUTION — ENSURE THAT UV 
LIGHT DOES NOT SHINE INTO YOUR 
EYES.  PROTECT  HANDS  WITH 
RUBBER GLOVES WHEN USING 
CHEMICALS. 

ALTERNATIVE METHOD 
Buy your PCB ready made through 

the PE PCB SERVICE, most are us gia 
available — see page 60. 

1 
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printed  circuit  boards  are  available 

through the PE PCB Service. 

SAMOn  MOSFET AMPLIFIERS 
UNBEATABLE PRICES!!! 

SLAVE MODEL 

AP100100WRMS   £69 
AP 200 200W RMS   EBB 

2 INPUT GENERAL PURPOSE 

MODEL 

AP 100S 
AP 200S 

E79 
199 

P.A. MODEL 

* 6 INPUTS 
* 3 CHANNELS 
* ECHO IN/OUT 

* TREBLE/BASS EACH CHANNEL * INDIVIDUAL VOLUMES 
* MASTER PRESENCE 

Write or phone for a FREE BROCHURE on 
these incredible amplifiers 

PE. HYPERCHASER 

AP 100M  f99 
AP 200M £119 

f84.95 
14 CHANNEL PSEUDO INTE WGENT 
LA W UNIT 
* 16 Programmes  * Manual Flash Buttons 
* Manual/Auto Programme* Strobe Ouputs 
1* Individual Dimming  * Sound To Light 

Not just a light unit but a sophisticated 81 comprehensive effects unit A full kit of parts including 
P.C.B., Facia, Case, etc. Reprint of article on request 

11111111 

.  44 , 

W I Ilia  k 

PE STAR DESK  £209 

8 + 4 CHANNEL US W MOONS DESK 
* 8 Channel Twin Preset Mixer  * Strobe Outputs 
* 4 Independent Channels  *4/8 Channel Sequences 
* 8 Programmes  * Manual Flash Buttons 
* IKIN Output/Channel can be boosted to 2KW/Chl 
* Timed Crossfade  * Soft/Hard Sequence 

A truly magnrficem unit ideal for clubs, groups, drama, etc A full lut of parts Inc PCB, Facia, Case, 
etc Reprint of arocle on request 

Acre, 

Aft 
CROYDON DISCO CENTRE 
327 Whitehorse Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2H8 
(01) S84 S007 9 m-5pm. Mon-Sat. (Closed Wed.) 

Post & Packing £4 per item. Please allow 14 days for delivery 

...IN ONE GREAT KIT! 
The K5000 Metal Detector Kit combines the 
challenge of DIY Electronics asse mbly with the 

reward and excitement of discovering Britain's buried 
past. 

THE KIT — simplified assembly techniques require little 
technical knowledge and no complex electronic test 
equipment. All stages of assembly covered in a detailed 36 
page manual. 
THE DETECTOR — features Analytical Discrimination 
& Ground Exclusion, backed by the proven pedigree of 
C-Scope, Europe's leading detector manufacturer. 

Ask at your local Hobby/Electronics shop or contact:— 

© 0  C-Scope Road, e I nte Arnatsinotnoarld ntLtKde.,DeA 3 ti2. PE w 2L  N.  

Telephone: 0233 29181. 
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6 
TIRAINI GSYSTEM 

• SUPERB DOCUMENTATION  — COMPLETE  WITH  USERS  MANUAL  
• 68000 — LATEST  16-BIT  TECHNOLOGY  
SOURCE LISTING AND 3 TECHNICAL MANUALS 

• COMPLETE PACKAGE — START LEARNING IMMEDIATELY 

• BUILT-IN ASSEMBLER • POWERFUL DEBUGGING FACILITIES 
• POWERFUL INPUT/OUTPUT 

• 2 x RS 232  • 24  I/0  LINES  • G64 EXPANSI ON BUS • 24  BIT  COUNTER/TIMER 
• EXPANSION MEMORY SOCKETS • ACCEPTS EPROMS, EEPROMS OR RAM TO 128KB 
Flight Electronics Limited lead the field in microprocessor 

training systems. The NEW FLIGHT-68K. . . designed and built in 
the U.K., has been designed spe_cifig:_illy for education. 
The hardware is designed to be easily understood, yet is 

comprehensive enough for many advanced control applications. 
The board features a full specification 68000, versatile memory 
system, 68681 dual UART linked to two full specification RS232 
ports, 68230 Parallel Interface/Timer plus a G64 bus connector 
which enables a wide range of low cost interface boards to be 

The firmware is simplicity itself to use. All commands are self 

explanatory and will prompt the  user  for  information  where  

utilised. 

required, which means that users will be able to start learning 

about the 68000 in a matter of minutes! 
A set of 53 monitor commands offer full program 

generation, debugging and system control facilities enabling 
the FLIGHT-68K to be used in a 'stand-alone configuration 
using a terminal as the system console. For more advanced 
applications, the FLIGHT-68K may be used as a target for 

Also available  from  Flight  Electronics  is a powerful 
68000 object code  files.  

macro  cross-assembler for use with the  BBC  computer, ena bling a 

full 68000  development  system  to be  realised  at very  little  extra  cost!  
The documentation  provided  with  the  system  is a model  of clarity  ON1Y + P&P & VAT  and comprehensiveness, prov iding concise,  easily  accessible  

information on  all  aspects  of the  68000  and  the  FLIGHT-68K. 
Much of the manual  is written in a tutorial  format,  with  a wealth of practical example  programs.   

FLIGHT ELECTRONICS LTD, . 
technical manuals for the 68000 and peripheral I.C.s. 
supply, User Manual, Monitor Source Listing and the original 
Each system is supplied complete with protective case, power 

389 

Flight Electronics Ltd. Flight House, Ascupart St., Southampton SO1 1LU.Telex:477 TELEPHONE NOW FOR FULL DETAILS!  

FLI GHT G. (0703) 227721 - 6 LINES 
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECT 

SC PIE 
STORE 

BY ROBERT PENFOLD 

King Canute couldn't stop the waves, but the Scope Store can 

UNTIL recently a digital storage oscil-
loscope was an item of test 

equipment that was beyond the reach of 
all but the better funded professional 
electronics laboratories. I suppose that 
this is still the case where a wide 
bandwidth instrument is involved, but 
the situation has greatly improved if ,a 
low frequency storage oscilloscope for 
audio frequency use is all that is 
required. Many users are only interested 
in audio applications, and there are then 
a few relatively low cost ready-made 
designs to choose from, as well as low 
cost home constructor add-ons. There 
are in fact two distinct types of low 
frequency digital storage oscilloscope; 
those instruments which are based on a 
home or personal computer, and those 
which are based on traditional oscillo-
scope techniques. The technique for 
storing and replaying the data is really 
much the same in both cases, and the 
main technical difference is whether the 
trace is produced in the tradition 
oscilloscope single sweep method, or 
using the scanning technique of a 
computer display. 
The best route to take depends very 
much on what equipment you happen 
to have already, and technically there is 
little difference between the displayed 
results of the two systems. In practice 
the oscilloscope method often provides 
what appears to be a superior display 
quality, but this is almost certainly due 
mainly to the smaller screen size rather 
than any greatly superior resolution.The 
unit described here is an add-on storage 
unit for an oscilloscope, and this method 
was chosen largely because it was felt to 
be more convenient to have an add-on 
unit for a piece of existing test equip-
ment, rather than to import a computer 
system  into  the  workshop.  This 
exclusively hardware method also avoids 
the need for loading software each time 
the system is used. It is also a system 
which has received comparatively little 
coverage in the technical press, and 
which deserves more attention. A home 
constructed digital storage unit can cost 
only  a fraction as much as the 
oscilloscope with which it is used, but 
can  disproportionately  increase  its 
usefulness. 

STORAGE BASICS 

Obviously much waveform analysis 
can be undertaken using an ordinary 

oscilloscope without any real difficulty. 
Problems arise primarily when viewing 
non-repetitive waveforms, or repetitive 
but infrequent events. With an event 
which is a one-off and brief, all that the 
oscilloscope provides is (literally) a 
fleeting glimpse of the waveform. This 
may be sufficient to give meaningful 
information, but it does not permit 
detailed examination of the waveform 
and will often be of little or no practical 
value. With a brief and infrequently 
repeated event the situation is much the 
same. Things are slightly better with the 
waveform being flashed on the screen 
(say) every second or so, but without 
some form of storage mechanism this 
still gives a trace that is very dim and 
difficult to see. 
Some oscilloscopes overcome the 

problem with the aid of a long 
persistence phosphor, or a special tube 
which causes the trace to hold on for a 
reasonable length of time. The digital 
approach is a purely electronic one in 
which the analogue input signal is 
sampled at regular intervals and stored 
in random access memory as a series of 
digital numbers which correspond to the 
sampled signal voltages. These values 
are then fed to a digital to analogue 
converter and sent to the oscilloscope as 
an  analogue  signal  which  closely 
resembles the original input signal. 
However, whereas the input signal might 
have been a one-off or infrequent event, 
the signal stored in RAM can be played 

An all-hardware add-on 
digital storage unit for 
existing oscilloscopes, 
useful for audio 
frequencies, with a 
sampling rate in excess of 
700,000 

back into the oscilloscope many times 
per second. Thus the oscilloscope gives 
a bright and flicker-free image as it is 
displaying a repetitive waveform with a 
sweep frequency of 25 Hertz or more, 
and detailed examination of the signal 
is possible. It is even possible to amplify 
a small part of the waveform to permit 
a really detailed examination, although 
if this is done the resolution of the system 
is not necessarily adequate to show any 
more detail. The sampling rate must be 
much higher than the maximum input 
frequency if a reasonably faithful 
representation of the waveform is to be 
stored in RAM, and it is this factor that 
limits the performance of low cost 
systems. Inexpensive digital to analogue 
and analogue to digital converters are 
not capable of operating at a sample rate 
of much more than about 100000 per 
second. Also, very high sampling rates 
would require a very large amount of 
RAM to store even brief snatches of 
signal. 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

Although a scope store unit sounds 
very simple in theory, in a practical 
system everything must be carefully 
regulated by a control logic circuit if the 
system is to give usable results. The 
system must have separate store and 
playback modes so that a complete set 
of data can first be stored in RAM and 
then repeatedly sent to the oscilloscope. 
The store mode must be designed so that 
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Fig.!. The scope store block diagram 

t operates for precisely one complete 
RAM storage cycle, and some means of 
triggering is required. Manual triggering 
will suffice in some cases, but in most it 
is essential to have some form of 
automatically triggered sweep. In this 
case manual triggering and automatic 
triggering when the signal exceeds a 
certain (positive or negative) threshold 
voltage are provided. Fig.1 shows the 
general make-up of the unit in block 
diagram form. 
At the input of the unit there is a 

voltage amplifier/buffer stage and a 
volume control style gain control. This 
is followed by a second amplifier which 
incorporates a preset Y shift control. 
These stages give the unit a maximum 
sensitivity of about 115 millivolts peak 
to peak into 100k to fully drive the unit. 
It is important that the input signal 
should fully drive or almost fully drive 
the analogue to digital converter (ADC) 
stage, as the vertical resolution of the 
system will otherwise, in effect, be 
greatly reduced. This would give a rather 
poor representation of the input signal 
on playback. The analogue to digital 
converter is a successive approximation 
type which is guaranteed to operate at 
something over 110000 samples per 
second, but which can in most cases be 
used at a substantially higher rate. In 
practice the full speed of the converter 
can not be used as a certain amount of 
time is taken up when the converted 
values are stored in RAM. However, 
even around 100000 samples per second 
is adequate  for  audio  frequency 
digitizing and the unit can achieve at 
least this sort of rate. 
The two input amplifiers are standard 

d.c.  coupled  operational  amplifier 
designs which require a negative supply 
rail. The analogue to digital converter 
also requires a negative supply for the 
'tail' resistor in its comparator stage.The 
unit is designed to operate from a single 
+5 volt supply rail. Many modern 
oscilloscopes, such as the author's 

Crotech 3132, have various supply 
outputs for accessories, including a +5 
volt type. These can generally supply 
currents of up to about 1 amp, which is 
around twenty times the current require-
ment of this unit. A few oscilloscopes 
can provide a negative supply rail, but 
the scope store incorporates a negative 
supply generator so that it can be 
powered from instruments that do not 
have such a facility. If the unit is used 
with an oscilloscope that does not have 
a suitable power supply output, then it 
must either be fitted with a 5 volt 
regulated mains power supply, or it can 
be powered from four nickel cadmium 
cells wired in series. 
On the output side of the unit a digital 

to analogue converter reconstitutes the 
analogue signal from the digital informa-
tion and it feeds the output socket via a 
lowpass filter. The output signal is a 
stepped waveform, since the signal 
jumps almost instantly from one sample 
level to the next, and it does not vary 
continuously like the analogue input 
signal. The lowpass filter attenuates 
signals above the upper limit of the audio 
range, and this tends to smooth out the 
steps to some degree so that the output 
signal is a slightly more accurate 
representation of the original. With a 
resolution of 2048 by 256 the unit gives 
no obvious sign of stepping on the 
average oscilloscope display anyway. The 
input signal must have its bandwidth 
limited to a fraction of the sampling 
frequency, but normally it will have no 
significant content outside the audio 
range anyway. However, a certain 
amount of lowpass filtering is built into 
the input amplifiers. 
The input samples must be stored in 
RAM, and a 16K static RAM organised 
as 2K by 8 bits is used for this purpose. 
This has its address bus provided by a 
multi-stage binary counter, and the latter 
is driven by a clock oscillator via the 
control logic circuit. 
If we consider the action of the unit 

in the store mode first, the control logic 
circuit can either be triggered by 
operating a push button switch, or 
automatically by a trigger circuit which 
detects when the output of the second 
amplifier stage exceeds a certain level. 
The circuit will be triggered by either a 
positive or a negative signal peak above 
the threshold level. Once activated, the 
control logic circuit enables clock pulses 
to be fed through to the binary counter. 
It provides a divider action though, and 
several clock pulses are needed per 
increment of the counter. The control 
logic circuit provides control pulses to 
other parts of the circuit on clock cycles 
when it is not incrementing the counter. 
Taking the operation of the unit on 

one complete store cycle, the first clock 
cycle results in a s̀tart conversion pulse' 
being sent to the analogue to digital 
converter. On the next pulse the output 
of the RAM is enabled and the digital 
to analogue converter is activated, but 
this is not of any real importance in the 
store mode. Nothing happens on the 
next clock cycle which is merely included 
as a null cycle to give the analogue to 
digital converter more time to complete 
the current conversion. On the next 
cycle the outputs of the analogue to 
digital converter are activated, and the 
RAM is set to the 'read' mode. The 8 
bit value from the converter is therefore 
stored at the current memory address. 
The next clock pulse increments the 
binary counter and takes the RAM onto 
the next address, and on the following 
clock cycle the whole process is taken 
back to the beginning with a new start 
conversion pulse being produced. 
This action continues until every 

RAM location has been fed with an 
input sample value. An output of the 
binary counter then goes high, and this 
sets the control logic circuit back to its 
original stand-by state. 
The action of the circuit is very similar 

in the playback mode, and it differs in 
only two respects. The most important 
one is that the pulses which formerly 
enabled the outputs of the analogue to 
digital converter and set the RAM to 
the 'read' mode are blocked. The con-
tents of the RAM are therefore pro-
tected and are not overwritten. The 
RAM outputs and the digital to 
analogue converter are activated during 
each set of clock cycles, and this reads 
the RAM contents to the output as a 
reconstituted analogue signal. On the 
face of it there is a flaw here in that the 
output signal is only provided by the unit 
for one clock cycle in each set of five. 
However,  the  digital  to analogue 
converter has a built-in eight bit data 
latch, and it therefore provides a 
continuous output without any need to 
resort to an external latch or sample and 
hold circuit. 
The second respect in which the 
playback mode is different is that the 
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SCOPE STORE 

circuit is allowed to run continuously 
rather than for just 2048 sets of clock 
cycles. This gives a continous output 
signal to the oscilloscope, but it will not 
necessarily be able to synchronise to this 
signal properly. This depends on the 
precise nature of the output signal, but 
in most cases correct synchronisation 
will be difficult, especially if only part 
of the data stream is to be examined. 
This can be overcome by using an output 
of the binary counter to provide a signal 
for the external synchronisation or 
triggered  sweep  input  of  the 
oscilloscope. 

CONVERTERS 
Fig.2 shows the circuit diagram for the 

input, converter, output, RAM, counter, 
and negative supply rail generator 
stages. The input amplifier has IC1 as a 
non-inverting amplifier with a voltage 
gain of eleven times, and IC2 is the 
second amplifier stage. This has a 
voltage gain of about two times, and it 
incorporates Y shift control VR2. VR1 is 
the variable input attenuator, and Si 
provides switched a.c./d.c. coupling by 
short circuiting d.c. blocking capacitor 
Cl when set to the d.c. mode. 
IC2  is the analogue to digital 

converter chip, and this is a Ferranti 
ZN449E device. This is an 8 bit 
successive approximation type which has 
a built-in voltage reference source and 
clock oscillator. The voltage reference is 
a high quality 2.55 volt type which 
requires discrete load resistor R5 and 
decoupling capacitor C3. The only 
discrete component used in the clock 
oscillator is timing capacitor C4. With 
the  specified  value  the  operating 
frequency is about 1MHz, which is the 
maximum at which the ZN449E is 
guaranteed to operate. With 9 clock 
cycles required per conversion this gives 
a maximum guaranteed conversion rate 
of around  110000 conversions per 
second. With most ZN449Es it is possible 
to use a much smaller timing capacitor 
value though, and in some cases the 
device will work with the capacitor 
omitted and only the self capacitance of 
the component used as the timing 
capacitance. Some devices will work 
properly at a clock frequency of around 
2MHz. 
The ZN449E is one of three devices 

in the ZN447/8/9E series. Any of these 
components  will  actually  operate 
perfectly well in this circuit, and the only 
difference  between  them  is their 
guaranteed level of accuracy. The 
ZN449E is the least accurate of these 
devices, but it is perfectly adequate for 
the present application. Using one of the 
other devices is unlikely to give any 
noticeable improvement in results, but 
they are much more expensive than the 
ZN449E. 
The digital to analogue converter uses 

another Ferranti device; this time a 

ZN428E R/2R type. This again has an 
,integral 2.55 volt reference source with 
a discrete load resistor (R6) and 
decoupling capacitor (C5). The voltage 
gain through the converters is therefore 
unity. The output filter is a conventional 
third order (18dB) per octave type based 
on IC5 and having a cutoff frequency at 
about 20kHZ. 

Fig.3. Details of the printed circuit board 

IC7 is the RAM chip, and this is the 
well known 6116 CMOS static type. S2a 
cuts off the negative pulses to the 'read' 
input of IC7 and the output enable input 
of IC3 when the unit is in the playback 
mode, and R10 then holds these inputs 
in the high state. The binary counter is 
a 4040BE CMOS 12 stage ripple counter. 
In this instance only 11 stages are needed 
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and the twelfth one is ignored. 
The negative supply rail is generated 

by IC6 which is an ICL7660 switching 
type supply converter. This gives a 
loaded output of about —4.5 volts, which 
is more than adequate for present 
purposes. 

CONTROL LOGIC 

Fig.4 shows the circuit diagram for the 
control logic and trigger stages. The 
clock oscillator is a standard 555 astable 
circuit based on IC9, but the use of the 
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Fig.4. 
The circuit d
iagram for th
e control log
ic and trigge
r stages 

low power TLC555 is recommended 
instead of the standard device. The 
TLC555 has a lower current consump-
tion, does not 'crowbar' the supply rails 
on each cycle, and has better high 
frequency performance. VR3 controls 
the clock frequency, and gives some 
control over the sampling rate (and 
hence also the sampling time). There is 
only a limited range of useful sample 
frequencies though, since an excessive 
rate will give the analogue to digital 
converter an inadequate time to com-
plete each conversion, and a low rate 
will be inadequate to accommodate the 
full audio bandwidth. 
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IC10 is at the heart of the control logic 
circuit, and this is a CMOS 4017BE one 
of ten decoder. Output '0' is inverted by 
IC1lb and used to provide the 'start 
conversion' pulses, output '1' is inverted 
by IClla and provides the enable pulses 
to the digital to analogue converter and 
the RAM, and output '2' is left unused. 
IC11c inverts output '3' to give the 
negative enable pulses to the analogue 
to digital converter, while output '4' 
supplies clock pulses to the binary 
counter. Output '5' connects to IC10's 
reset input, so that the device is reset 
back to '0' when this output goes high. 
This effectively eliminates the unwanted 
cycles during which outputs '5' to '9' 
would otherwise go high for one clock 
cycle. 
Two gates of IC12 are connected to 

operate as a simple set/reset flip/flop. 
This controls the 'inhibit' input of IC10, 
and with S2 set to the playback mode 
the output of the flip/flop is forced low 
so that IC10 is permanently enabled. In 
the store mode its output is normally 
high, blocking operation of the circuit. 
The output of the bistable can be trig-
gered to the low state by operating the 
manual trigger control, S3. The circuit 
then goes through one complete storage 
cycle, at which point the counter circuit 
provides a positive transition which is 
shaped into a brief positive pulse by C12, 
D1, and D2, and used to reset the 
bistable and inhibit IC10. 
In the automatic triggering mode IC11 

operates as a window discriminator 
which switches on TR1 and triggers the 
bistable if the output from the second 
amplifier stage goes outside certain 
limits. VR4 is the trigger sensitivity 
control, and this should be set for 
minimum sensitivity (maximum resist-
ance) when the automatic triggering 
facility is not required. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Most of the components fit onto the 

printed circuit board, as detailed in 
Fig.3. Several of the integrated circuits 
are MOS types, and I would advise using 
integrated circuit holders for all of them, 
MOS or otherwise. The MOS integrated 
circuits are IC5 to IC12, and the standard 
anti-static handling precautions should 
be observed when dealing with these. 
There are a large number of link wires 
to fit and it is probably best to start with 
these and the integrated circuit holders, 
and to then add the resistors and other 
small components. Fit pins to the board 
at the positions where connections to 
off-board components will eventually be 
made. Construction in the main is quite 
simple, but with any fairly intricate 
printed circuit board it is necessary to 
exercise due care to avoid accidental 
short circuits between tracks or pads. Be 
especially careful where tracks are taken 
between the pads of integrated circuits. 
A metal instrument case measuring 

about 200 by 140 by 70 millimetres makes 

Fig.5. The input wiring. Any long non-earth leads must be screened 

an ideal housing for this project. The 
exact layout is not particularly critical — 
I mounted all the controls on the front 
panel and 'fitted all the sockets on the 
rear panel. Included in the sockets are 
two 4 millimetre types to permit 
connection from the power sockets of 
the oscilloscope to supply rails of the 
scope store unit. However, the input and 
output sockets can be any type which fit 
in well with the equipment you are using. 
The printed circuit board is mounted on 
the base panel of the case using 6BA 
fixings which must include spacers to 
hold the connections on the underside 
of the board well clear of the metal case. 
The point to point style wiring is then 
added, and this is generally quite 
straightforward, but Cl is mounted 
direct on S1 (Fig.5) and any lengthy 
wiring at the input must be screened in 
order to avoid excessive stray pick up of 
noise. 

IN USE 
Obviously a suitable screened lead is 

needed to couple the output from SK2 

to the Y input of the oscilloscope, and 
the usual screened type test leads are 
used to couple the input signal to SK1. 
Another screened lead fitted with the 
appropriate plugs is needed to connect 
the synchronisation signal from SIC3 to 
the 'sync' or 'trigger' input of the 
oscilloscope.  With  a dual  trace 
instrument it can often be easier to 
obtain  proper  synchronisation  by 
coupling the output of SK3 to the Y2 
input, setting the scope to synchronise 
to this channel, and then adjusting the 
Y2 shift control so that the synchronisa-
tion pulses are placed off-screen. 
Although the synchronisation signal is 
taken from pin 14 of IC8, with some 
oscilloscopes it might be found that more 
reliable operation can be obtained by 
taking the signal from pin 15 or pin 1 
instead. It is certainly worthwhile trying 
these alternatives if any difficulty in 
obtaining  good  synchronisation  is 
experienced. If the unit is powered from 
the oscilloscope a suitable power cable 
will obviously be needed, and due care 
must be taken to ensure that the supply 
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SCOPE STORE 

1 
COMPONENTS . . . 

RESISTORS 

R1,R3,R4  22k (3 off) 
R2,R10,R17, 
R18,R19  2k2 (5 off) 

R5,R6  390(2 off) 
R7,R8  6k8(2 off) 
R9  68k 
R11,R14,R15 lk (3 off) 
R12,R20  4k7(2 off) 
R13,R16  10k (2 off) 
R21  10M(10%) 
All V4w 5% carbon film or better, 
unless marked. 

POTENTIOMETERS 

VR1  100k lin 
VR2  2k2 sub-min hor 

preset 
VR3,VR4  47k lin (2 off) 

CAPACITORS 

Cl 
C2 
C3,C5 
C4 
C6 
C7,C13 

1µ polyester layer 
330p ceramic plate 
2µ.2 63V(2 off) 
82p ceramic plate 
2n2 polyester layer 
in polyester layer 
(2 off) 

C8  10µ 25Vradial elect 
C9,C10  100p ceramic plate 

(2 off) 
Cl2  10n polyester layer 
C14  100n ceramic 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

Id  1 LF351 
IC2 
IC3 
IC4 
IC5 
IC6 
IC7 
IC8 

LF441 
ZN449E 
ZN428E 
CA3140E 
ICL7660 
6116 
4040B E 

IC9  TLC555 
IC10  4017BE 
IC11,IC12  4001BE (2 off) 
IC13  LM358 
D1,D2,D3,D4 1N4148 (4 off) 
TR1  BC327 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Si  s.p.s.t. subtmin toggle 
S2  d.p.d.t. sub-min toggle 
S3  Push to make release 

to break 
SK1,S1(2,SK3 3.5mm jack sockets 

(3 off) 

Printed circuit board, case about 202 x 
138 x 70mm, 8 pin DIL IC holder (6 
off), 14 pin DIL IC holder (2 off), 16 
pin DIL IC holder (3 off), 18 pin DIL 
IC holder, 24 pin DIL IC holder, control 
knob (3 off), 4mm socket (2 off), pins, 
wire, connecting cables, etc. 

The PCB is available through the PE PCB 
Service. A kit of parts is available from 
Magenta — see advert. 

IA\ IA\ A r\ IA\ 
\ \ 1\1 \ \ \ 
V V v V V  V 

A sinewave test signal which shows no 
obvious signs of 'stepping' 

A few ms of speech showing the 
characteristic non-symetry 

is connected to the unit with the correct 
polarity. The only adjustment needed 
before the unit is ready for use is to set 
VR2 to give 1.25 volts at pin 6 of IC2. 
When initially trying out the unit it is 

probably best to start with a simple test 
signal such as a sinewave of a few 
hundred Hertz in frequency, provided 
by an audio signal generator or a 
function generator. Use a fairly low 
sampling rate initially (VR3 set for 
nearly maximum resistance) and set the 
mode switch to 'store'. With VR1 set to 
give a signal level to the analogue 
converter that is something approaching 
the 2.55 volts peak to peak maximum, 
advancing the trigger sensitivity control 
should result in the unit repeatedly 
triggering and providing an output to the 
oscilloscope. Backing off VR4 should 
stop the triggering, and a burst of output 
should then be sent to the oscilloscope 
each time S3 is operated, confirming that 
it is triggering the unit properly. 
Switching S2 to the playback mode 
should result in the last burst of signal 
to be recorded being repeatedly sent to 
the oscilloscope. If the signal is sent to 
the oscilloscope with VR3 at the same 
setting that was used for recording, the 
time scale of the oscilloscope will be 
accurate and measurements of pulse 
duration etc. can be made. Where time 
measurements are not to be made it is 
often beneficial to output the signal to 
the oscilloscope with VR3 set for the 
highest possible rate (set at minimum 
resistance) as this will give a completely 
flicker-free display. 
If the unit is operated in the store 

mode with VR3 set for a sampling rate 

that is too high, this will be very obvious 
as the output waveform will show clear 
signs of 'stepping', or in an extreme case 
it will just consist of a few output pulses. 
As explained previously, it is well worth 
trying various values for C4 in an 
attempt to find the lowest value that 
gives satisfactory results. This optimises 
the conversion speed, and should enable 
VR3 to be used at its highest setting in 
the store mode. Even without tweaking 
the value of C4 it should be possible to 
use the unit with VR3 set almost at the 
maximum sampling rate. VR3 enables 
the sampling rate to be set at between 
approximately  20000  and  120000 
samples per second, which in terms of 
sampling time represents between about 
100ms and 17ms respectively. This is a 
useful range for audio purposes. For 
some types of testing, such as displaying 
envelope shapes, it could be desirable 
to use a much longer sampling time.This 
does not always work well with a unit 
such as this, as the sampling rate 
becomes too low and the envelope shape 
may not be displayed very clearly or 
accurately. If you wish to try out the unit 
for this type of testing it is merely 
necessary to make VR3 higher in value 
(about 1M) so that it encompasses much 
lower sampling rates. 
The input impedance and sensitivity 

of the unit can be increased by altering 
some of the component values, but I 
would advise against this. There would 
be a severe risk of noise being picked 
up from the logic circuitry and ruining 
results. If high input impedance and 
sensitivity are required it is probably best 
to use an external preamplifier.  11/1 
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Berwick (ELECTRONICS) LTD. 

60 Woodgrange Road, 

London E7 OQH. 

Telephone: 01-519 2438 

BARGAIN PACKS  Price 
Inc VAT 

BEI  5 Ass Rocker Switches push fit  2.00 
BE2  5 Ass Micro Switches  2.00 
BE3  12 Ass Slide Switches  2.00 
BE4  25 Ass Din/Coak Chassis Skts  2.00 
BE5  16 Ass Heat Sinks  2.00 
BE6  5 Ass Volume Controls  2.00 
BE7  100 Ass Elecirolytic Caps. Axial  2.00 
BE8  100 Ass Electrolytic Caps. Radial  2.00 
BE9  60 Ass Feet Box/Cabinet  2.00 
BE10  25 Ass Control Knobs  2.00 
BE11  100 Ass. Resistors  2.00 

,  ABS BOXES BLACK OR WHITE 

BMBI  77056x37mm with lid  1.20 
BMB2  95071x35mm with lid  1.30 
BMB3  115x95x37mm with lid  1.55 
BMEM  2070122077mm with lid  4.05 
BMB5  • I 45x95x55mm with lid  2.15 
BMB6  222x152x60mm with lid  2.90 

ALUMINIUM BOXES 

BAB7  23/4 "x5)/4"01 1/2 " with lid 
BAGS  4"04"01 1/2 " with lid 
BAGS  4"x23/4 01½" with lid 
BAB10  4"55)/4"x1 1/2 " with lid 

TOOLS 

KRT100  Multi Tester 8 Ranges 
57W  5PCS Min. Cutter/Plier set 
5741  5PCS MM S/Driver set, metal handle 

MC642  6PCS MM S/Driver set, plastic handle 
AD12  12V Min PCB Power Drill 8-1.2mm 
S1815  240v 15w Soldering Iron 
S1340  240v 25w Soldering Iron 
S13110  Solder Iron Stand with Sponge 
ST503A  Helping Hands (Soldering Assistor) 
KDT80  Pick Up Tool (Small Component use) 
H.28  Small Craft Knife (Snap Off Blade) 

H.80  Large Craft Knife (Snap Off Blade) 
MV311  Mini Vice (Suction Base) Metal/Plastic 
MD316  Mini Hand Drill Brass/Plastic 
JC7510  4PCS S/Steel Tweezer Set 

1.10 
1.35 
1.10 
1A5 

5.75 
7.40 
1.17 
0.77 
5.32 
2.87 
2.81 
2.26 
1.99 
1.79 
0.40 
0.81 
1.00 
1.15 
3.70 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES/CHARGER 

NRAA  NI CAD Reachargeable Battery AA Size 
NI CAD Rechargeable Battery C Size 
NI CAD Rechargeable Battery D Size 

PP3B  NI CAD Rechargeable Battery PP3 Size 
398  NI CAD Universal Charger for above 

Price 
Inc VAT 
1.02 
1.99 
2.10 
5.79 
6.50 

POWER SUPPLIES 
8B LUX  3-12V DC Unregulated 
REG12  6-12V DC Regulated 

Price 
Inc VAT 

2.67 
5.32 

• 
POWER SUPPLJES 
P53A  13.8V DC Stabilized 3A 

(For C.B. Use) 

Inc VAT 

18.00 

ACCESS/VISA CARD ORDER 

£10.00 MINIMUM VALUE 

POSTAGE & PACKING 
PLEASE ADD 
FOR ONE ITEM £1.00 
FOR TWO OR MORE £1.50 

PERSONAL CALLERS 
WELCOME 
SHOP HOURS 
MON-SAT 9am-6pm 

Thc Archer Z80 MC 
The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board 
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users. 
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports, 
counter-timers, power-fail interrupt, watchdog timer, 
EPROM & battery backed RAM. 

* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case, 
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O & 
memory extension cards. 

from £.185 + VAT. 

Thc bowman 68000 613C 
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board 
computer for advanced high speed applications. 
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial 
ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter-
timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an 
optional zero wait state half megabyte D-RAM. 

* Extended width versions with on board power supply 
and case. 

from £295 + VAT. 

Sherwood Data Sytern6 Ltd 
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067 
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PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.  PR O MPT DELIVERIES * FRIEN DLY 

SERVICE  LARGE S.A.E. 28p STA MP FOR  CURRENT LISI cm) POWER  AMPLIFIER  MODULES 
OMP P • WER AMPLIFIER M DULE Now enjoy a 
world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four models 
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e.. Industry. Leisure, 
Instrumental and Hi-Fi. etc. When comparing prices. NOTE all models include Toroidal 
power Supply. Integral heat sink. Glass fibre P.C.B., and Drive circuits to power compatible 
Vu meter. Open and short circuit proof.  Supplied rbady built and tested. 

O MP100 Mk II Bi-Polar Output power 110 
watts R. M.S. into 4 oh ms, Frequency Res-
ponse 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01 %, 
S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for Max. output 

500mV at 10K. Size 355 X 115 X 65 m m. 
PRICE f33.99 + £3.00 P&P. 

ci mpi MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 
watts R. M.S. into 4 oh ms, Frequency Res-

ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Da mping Factor 
80, Sle w Rate 45V/uS, T.H.D. Typical 
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 

-125dB, Size 300 X 123 X 60m m. PRICE 
PRICE f39.99  £3.00 P&P. 

O MP/ MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 
watts R. M.S  into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Da mping Factor 
250, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D. Typical 
0.001 %, Input Sensitivity 500 mV, S.N.R. 
-130dB. Size 300 X 150 X 100m m. PRICE 
PRICE £62.99 + f3.50 P&P. 

O MP/ MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 
watts R. M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Da mping Factor 
350, Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D. Typical 

IP 0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 
-130dB, Size 330)< 147 X 102m m. PRICE 

PRICE £79.99  £4.50 P&P. 

NOTE: Mos- Fets are supplied as standard (100KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 500mV) If required 
P A version 150KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV) Order - Standard or PA 

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A 
very accurate visual display employing 11 L.F.D. diodes (7 green, 4 
red) plus an additional on/off indicator Sophisticated logic control 
circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic 
case, with tinted acrylic front Size 84 • 27 x 45mm. 
PRICE £8.60 + 50p P&P. 

BURGLAR ALARM 
Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified. 
Thandar's famous 'Minder' Burglar Alarm System. 
Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units. 
complete  with  interconnection  cable.  FULLY 
GUARANTEED. 
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range 
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control. 
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test 
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay. 
Indoor alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 
104dB output. 
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB 
output. Housed in a tamper-proof heavy duty metal 
case. 
Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re-
chargeable batteries which provide full protection 
during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt 
AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic 
buttons etc. Complete with instructions 

SAVE fl3ts.00 Usual Price £228.85 
BKE's PRI CE £89.99 + £4.00 P&P 

0
1'  Why buy a cra!pction of self•assembly boards, 

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS 

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R.M.S. 
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie 
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans. Large 
S.A.E. (28p) for free details. 
POWER RANGE 
8" 50 WATT R.M.S. 
20 oz magnet 1V," ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Res Freq 40Hz Freq Resp to 
6KHz Sens 92d8 PRICEE10 99Available with black grille £11 99 P&P £1 50 ea 
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco 
50 oz magnet 2" ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon Die-cast chassis White cone Res 
Freq 
25Hz Freq •Resp to 4KHz Sens 95d8 PRICE £28.60 • £300 P&P ea. 

McKENZIE 
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C12850P Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco. 
2" ally voice coil. Ally centre dome. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 6.5KHz. Sens. 98dB. 
PRICE £29 99 + £3.00 P&P ea. 
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285TC P.A./Disco 2" ally voice coil. Twin cone. 
Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 14KHz. PRICE £31.49 + £3.00 P&P ea. 
15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Bass Guitar/Disco. 
3" ally voice coil. Die-cast chassis. Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. PRICE £57.87 + £4.00 P&P ea. 
10" 60 WATT R.M.S. 1060GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A. 
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 75Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7.5KHz. Sens. 99dB. PRICE £19.99 + £2.00 P&P. 
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco. 
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE £44.76 + £3.00 P&P. 
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass. 
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE E62.41 + £4.00 P&P. 
15" 400 WATT R.M.S. C15400 High Power Bass. 
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 102dB. PRICE £89.52 + f4.00 P&P. 

WEM 
5"70 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc. 
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 52Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £22.00 + €1.50 P&P. ea. 
8" 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc. 
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 48Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £32.00 + £1.50 P&P ea. 
10" 300 WATT H.M.S. Disco/Sound re-enforcement etc. 
1;" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE €36.00 + £2.00 P&P ea. 
12" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re-enforcement etc. 
1;" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz, Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 94dB. PRICE £47.00 + £3.00 P&P ea. 

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Cone) 
5" 60 WATT R +M.S. Hi-Fii Multiple Array Disco etc. 
1" voice coil Res Freq 63Hz Frog Resp to 20KHz Sens 86c113 PRICE £999 • (1 00 P&P ea 
6  60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Muhiple Array Disco etc.  - 
I" voice coil Res Fret( 56Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz. Sens 89dB PRICE flO 99. f 1 50 P&P ea 
8" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc. 

voice coil Res Freq 38Hz Reg Resp to 20KHz Sens 89dB PRICE (1299 , £1 50 P&P ea 
10 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco etc. 
11/4 " voice coil Res Freq 35Hz Freq Resp to 15KHz. Sens 89dB PRICE £1649 -i- £2.00 P&P 

IDEAL for Work-

shops, Factories, 
Offices, Home, 
etc. Supplied 
ready built. 

The very best in quality and value. Made specially to suit todays 
need for compactness with high sound output levels Finished in 
hard wearing black vynidp with protective corners, grille and carry 
handle All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz - 20KHz. Size 20"X 
15"  12" Watts R.M.S. per cabinet. Sensitivity 1W: 1mtr. dB. 

O M P 12-1 00 W atts 100dB. Price f149.99 
per pair. 

O M P 12-200 W atts 102dB. Pricer 199.99 
per pair.  Delivery: Securicor £ 8 00 per pa, 

19  STEREO RACK AMPS Ws 

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo 
amps. Used the World over in clubs, pubs, 
discos etc. With twin Vu meters, twin 
toroidal power supplies. XLR connections. 
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ratings 
R M.S. into 4oh ms). Input Sensitivity 775mV 

MF200 (100 + 1001W. £169.00  Securicor 
MF400 (200 + 200) W. £228.85  Delivery 
MF600 (300 + 300)W. £322.00  £1 0.00 

1 K -W ATT 

LI DE DIMMER 
* Control loads up 
to 1Kw 
* Compact Size 
ity," X 1" X 2y,-
* Easy snap in fix-
ing through panel/ 
cabinet cut out 
* Insulated plastic 
case 
* Full wave con-
trol using 8 amp 
triac 
* Confor ms to 

BS800 
* Suitable for both resist-
ance and inductive loads In-
numerable applications in 
industry, the home, and 
disco's, theatres etc 

B5R P295 ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE 
* Electronic speed control 45 & 33 , , r pm • Plus' 
Minus variable pitch control * Belt driven * Alu-
minium platter with strobed rim* Cue lever * Anti-
skate (bias device)* Adjustable counter balance * 
Manual arm * Standard '6" cartrige fixings * 
Supplied complete with cut out template • D.C. 
Operation 9-14v D.C.  65mA 

Price £36.99 - £3.00 P&P. 

ADC 04 mag cartridge for above Price £4.99 ea. P&P 50n. 

PIEZO ELECTRIC T WEETERS  M OTOROLA 
Join the Piezo revolution The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an 
improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordina.), dynamic tweezers As a 
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts 
Imoresf 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TVVEETER. 

TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective wire 
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized 1-11-fi 
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 40p P&P. 
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3./j7 super horn. For general 
purpose speakers. disco and P.A. systems etc. Price 
£5.99 each -t 40p P&P. 
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" x 5" wide dispersion 
horn. For quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc 
Price f6.99 each t 40p P&P. 
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" X 6" wide dispersion 
horn. Upper frequency response retained extending 
down to mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality 
Hi-fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 each 
40p P&P. 

TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 3%" horn tweeter with 
attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor 
systems etc. Price £5.99 each  40p P&P. 
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mount • 
mg plate, level control and cabinet input lack socket 
85  85 mm Price £3.99 - 40p P&P 

PAOJTIII 
HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass 
fibre printed circuit board and high quality 
-co mponents co mplete with instructions. 

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive 
microphone. Range 103/300 metres. 57  v 46 x 14mm (9 volt) 
Price: £8.62 .,- 75p P&P. 
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled 
professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12mm 
(12 volt) Price: £1 4 .4 9 75p P&P. 
SINGLE  CHANNEL  RADIO  CONTROLLED  TRANSMITTER/ 
RECEIVER 27MHz. Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation. 
Receiver output operates relay with 2amp/240 volt contacts. Ideal for 
many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22mm 19/12 volt). Price: 
(17.82 Transmitter 80 x 50 in  15mm (9/12 volt). Price: f11 .29 
P&P + 75p each. S.A.E. for complete list. 

3 watt FAA 
Transmitter 

M O W POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 minimum. OFFICIAL 

\ NSA 
ORDERS WELCOME, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVERNMENT 
BODIES, ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER 
VISA/ACCESS/C.0.0 ACCEPTED 

STEREO  DISCO MIXER 
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L. & 
R. graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment 
LED. Vu Meters. Many outstanding features 
5 Inputs with individual faders providing a 
useful combination of the following:-
3 Turntables (Meg). 3 Mics, 4 Line plus Mic 
with talk over switch. Headphone Monitor 
Pan Pot. L. & R. Master Output controls. Out-
put 775mV. Size 360  280 x 90mm. 

Price £134.99 - £3 00 P&P 

otitAl • 

B. K. ELECTRONICS ,E 
UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, 

ESSEX, SS2 6TR  TEL. 0702-527572 
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INTEREST FEATURE 

Computers are very 
ingenious — but not 
terribly clever. Which 
may be just as well, if 
we're going to get along 
with them around the 
house. 

T have a butler that speaks poetry. 
1 Lives in the house with me, though 
I can never tell just where he is. We talk 
through the house phone — an intercom 
arrangement in every room that picks 
up my voice and broadcasts his. It lets 
us keep in touch without having to chase 
around the place. He is a useful chap, 
but I have to be direct with him. He 
doesn't understand if I get too chummy 
or talkative. He likes his orders to be 
clear and his replies are the same. 
But still, he answers the door for me. 

Lets me know who it is before allowing 
anyone in so I can pretend to be out if 
I want to. There are some people he lets 
straight in. He recognises the voices of 
my friends and just calls me to say they're 
coming. Others he keeps well away and 
if I'm out, he's always there to give and 
take the message. 
It's the same for the telephone. He 

answers it and if I'm around, lets me 
know who it is. Allows me to decide 
whether I want to take the call. There 
are even a few he makes himself, mostly 
to other servants. And another thing, he 
knows, or can find out, all the phone 
numbers I need. I just tell him who I 
want to call and he does the dialling, 
even introduces me and checks the 
person is in before handing over. After 
all, I don't want to find myself talking 
to the other fellow's butler, do I? It is 
nice not to have to bother with numbers 
any more. 
As I say, he is a useful chap. Always 

keeps me up to date with messages left 
for me when I don't want to be disturbed 
or while I'm away. Reminds me to get 
things done. Keeps my diary in order 
and  knows  everyone's  birthday. 
Sometimes I have to phone him myself 
to check on things; what is what's-his-
name's address, am I free next Thursday 
for cocktails? That kind of thing. It's just 
as well he knows my voice, there's no 
telling what secrets he could give away. 
Still, he has strict instructions about 
what he can and cannot discuss with 
other people. He tells me if anyone 
qustions him about anything, gas bills or 
politics. 
He  doesn't  actually  do  any 

housework. I think he believes manual 
labour beneath him. I can't say I blame 
him. I might too I if had no real body. 
Fortunately everything he deals with is 
remotely operated. None-the-less he 

AUTO BUTLER 
BY RICHARD MISHRA 

Very good, Sir. Shall I log off? 

does keep things under control — heating 
and lighting for instance. He'll turn off 
the lights in any empty room unless I 
tell him not to. Keeps the place at a 
pleasant temperature, but only in the 
rooms I'm likely to use. These days I 
rarely have to tell him which ones to 
prepare. He's a good learner — picked 
up a lot about my habits. I suppose he 
remembers what I've told him in the past 
and keeps on the look out to see if I'm 
doing the same sort of things again. 
He wakes me up by whistling like a 

dawn chorus and drawing the curtains. 
The kettle is always boiling, the 
temperature of the shower water just 
right. To say he whistles is not quite fair. 
It's actually a recording. In fact, he has 
a large number of them and they're not 
just of bird song. 
When I first took him on, I spent some 

time giving him my entire music 
collection to store. Of course I kept the 
record sleeves and notes. He plays it 
back through the Hi-Fi and shows the 
videos that we have acquired to go with 
them. Of course I can play any of the 
collection in any order by just asking for 
the music by name, but there's more to 
it than that. I can do things like hum a 
half remembered passage. My butler will 
probably recognise it and give me a list 
of tunes that it could come from. I don't 
have to worry about damaging the 
records because I don't have to touch 
any of the system. Besides which records 
aren't used, all the music is stored, and 
added to, electronically. He helps me 
edit together my own videos using 
broadcast material. That's quite fun, 
especially as he can take care of most of 
_ the laborious bits. 
He usually has a list made up for me 

every time I go shopping, mostly dull 
essentials from the supermarket. He 
could order them directly and have them 
delivered, but to be honest, I quite like 
the chance to see what's there for myself. 
His lists do mean that I never run out 
of the basic things, but he does like to 
be told whenever I use something up. 
That's no problem, all I have to do is 
mention it out loud as I throw the 
empties away. He hears and adds it to 
the list. 
The other day I told him that we 
needed to save some money. He had a 
look at the fuel bills, how much things 
were costing to run. In the end we 

decided to stop using the dish washer. I 
used to load it up and he would turn it 
on in the dead of night, when electricity 
is cheap. Even so, his analysis showed 
it was still quite an expensive way of 
doing things. Now I do it by hand. Just 
because you have a servant, there's no 
reason to be wasteful. In fact things run 
much more economically with him to 
keep them under proper control. 
With his organisation, life runs more 
smoothly too. I tell him about the 
television programme that I want to 
watch and he reminds me just before it 
comes on. Even records it for me if I'm 
away. If I want to know what's showing 
at the cinema, he can find out. He can 
find out a lot more, just by getting in 
touch with a colleague of his in the 
library. Sometimes, if things are too 
uncertain, I have to do the interrogation 
myself, but he can look up railway time 
table or find the population of Paris 
should I need to know. 
If I come across something interesting 

in a magazine I'm reading, I mention it 
to him:  he puts the appropriate 
information into his indexed file. It 
means that I can find the article again, 
even though I might have forgotten 
where I'd read it. I tell him what it was 
about and he lets me know where to find 
it. 
I don't think he ever sleeps. Once 

some chap tried to get into the house at 
night. My butler noticed someone was 
moving too near the house for comfort 
and swtiched on the floodlights over the 
movements. The burglar went away. He 
told me about it the next day over 
breakfast. When I showed it to them, 
the police were quite interested in the 
snap shot that was taken automatically 
— a criminal with a surprised look on his 
face. 
He is good at keeping things under 

control.  Not  just  the  household 
appliances, but the budget too. He pays 
the bills directly, making sure that his 
calculations of what we've used matches 
up to them. In fact I can leave most of 
the official stuff to him. Tax returns and 
the like only need to be checked and 
signed by me. Of course, I keep him 
informed about what I earn and spend. 
He automatically keeps track of changes 
in the various regulations and makes 
sure I get the best deal. In fact he can 
reach of lots of 'Experts' for me. He 
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AUTO BUTLER 

knows when the car is due for service 
and can even find information on how 
to fix it.  ..4 
He reminds me when to plant the tulip 

bulbs and, now that I've done the 
appropriate bit of plumbing, he waters 
the indoor plant for me. He even knows 
when I don't want to be disturbed and 
by whom — because I tell him. 
Still you do need to know how to treat 

him. For example if I'm having a party, 
the box room with the two cabinets and 
the VDU terminal stays firmly locked. 
And as I say, I can't be too free with my 
confidences with him, he doesn't really 
understand. After all, he is only a 
servant, not like a real person. 
But even with all the monitoring and 

taking notes he does, he is at his most 
useful, at his cleverest, when dealing 
with other people. He comes across as 
firm, polite and aloof. It's not because 
he is, he simply has to work within the 
limits of his comprehension: he can't let 
himself get too involved in conversation. 
But it is good not to have to rush to 
answer the phone or door, even nicer 
not to have to worry about bills and 
official forms. 

The thing is, when he has nothing 
much to do, when he's not taking 
dictation or reading my handwriting 
from the writing bureau where I do my 
letters, or checking that my bedroom is 
warm enough for when I go to bed, or 
looking up another interesting recipe 
using fish-fingers, he just thinks. All the 
actions involved in running a house 
come together with all the words that 
he's come across, new and old, as he 
tries to piece together a description of 
his world — my house. 
In his musing with words to try to find 

some patterns, he sometimes has some 
problems. When this happens he asks 
me, and his question can be quite poetic: 
'Can I compare thee to a summer's day?' 

MACHINE INTELLIGENT 
SERVANT 

Within ten years servants like this 
could be real. A lot of the technology 
already exist. As machines become 
increasingly clever and 'friendly', we 

have to find the right way to relate to 
them.  This  is one  approach.  It 
encompasses the limitations of Machine 
Intelligence and also puts into context 
the view that they may surpass us. 
Unlike mankind, the sole purpose of 
their creation would be to serve. Without 
us, the machines' existence would be 
pointless. 
We can see what a dramatic change 

would be brought about by a small 
increase  in  the  'intelligence'  of 
machines. The age of servitude is not 
dead, it is just waiting for machines to 
become smart enough. Then we could 
all benefit from having servants, without 
forcing any person into the indignity of 
being servile. 
Compared to people, the machines 

will still be restricted to a small range of 
tasks. More importantly, they will only 
act under strict instruction. Though 
these instructions may be in human 
language rather than some sort of code, 
the resulting actions will still be just as 
clearly laid out. 
Physically, they will still be limited. It 

is hard to make machines sufficiently 
agile to cope with the full range of 

work place or home. This will also mean 
that they will no longer be mysterious 
objects to fear, but familiar things for 
which to develop a contempt. In short, 
we can treat them in exactly the same 
way as the wealthy of earlier generations 
treated their servants, the advantage 
being that everyone in our society will 
have access to them. No actual people 
would be faced with the humiliation of 
servitude. 

EMERGING INDEPENDENCE 

With  this  attitude,  intelligent 
machines can be allowed to take control 
of the products of technology, be they 
cars or the factories in which cars are 
made. At the moment technology is 
often as much a source of anxiety and 
harm as it is of help. 
Using telephones, we are given the 

ability to communicate with people 
throughout the world almost instantly. 
But we can waste a long time trying to 
find telephone numbers, waiting for 
people to be near the phone so we can 
reach them and being called by people 
we don't want to hear from. We can travel 
to places around the world in hours, and 

normal animal actions without making 
them very bulky or complicated. 
Their limitation will be clear to 
everyone, not just specialists, because 
the machines will be accessible to 
everyone. 
'Machine  intelligent  servants'  is 

probably too imaginative a way of 
phrasing it, but these devices will 
provide a way for people to deal with 
machines, household or otherwise, and 
other people with much less effort. We 
can address the machines we use as we 
would  servants,  through  speech 
operated control devices, but their 
comprehension will be limited to only 
what is required for their particular 
functions. They will only be able to 
understand simple, direct commands 
and their answers will be similarly 
straight forward. Their speech will leave 
you in no doubt that they are quite 
'simple minded'. 
Because they can hear and talk, they 

will be useful in virtually any situation, 

we can spend the same amount of time 
in traffic jams that we could avoid if we 
knew about them. The pattern is 
repeated throughout technological life. 
Technology is useful, but usually it falls 
short of being pleasant to use. There is 
no doubt that help is needed. 

It will  be  the  first  step  in 
reacclimatising  mankind  to  our 
technological environment. As such it 
will require a revolution in itself. Not 
least we will have to get used to the idea 
that industry does not exist for the sake 
of industry, but for people. The wealth 
generated by machines cannot blindly 
be put back into making more machines, 
as happens now: people must be able to 
use the wealth. 

If this happens, technology will have 
grown up sufficiently to start looking 
after itself and so start being really 
useful. People will be given the room to 
step back and deal with being human. 
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REGULAR FEATURE 

ANY space-craft en route for the outer 
planets must necessarily pass 

through the asteroid belt. More than 
3500 asteroids have now been observed 
sufficiently well to have been given 
permanent numbers; it is surprising that 
of these, only three have been 'lost' 
(apart from one, Adalbera, which never 
existed at all). The missing asteroids are 
719 Albert, 724 Hapag and 878 Mildred. 
The loss of Albert is particularly 
unfortunate, as it was one of the early 
'Earth-grazers', but we have to admit 
that its recovery after more than forty 
years will be largely a matter of luck! 
There have been surprising revela-

tions about one of the best-known and 
most beautiful double %tars in the sky, 
Albireo or Beta Cygni. It consists of a 
3rd-magnitude  golden-yellow  star 

SPACEWATCH 
BY DR PATRICK MOORE OBE 

OUR REGULAR LOOK AT ASTRONOMY 
Pluto is the most remote of our sun's planets, but is it 
really a true planet, or is it one of a swarm of remote 
asteroids? 

together with a 5th-magnitude blue 
secondary; the separation is 35 seconds 
of arc, so that the pair can be split with 
a very small telescope. It has always 
been assumed that the two are physically 
associated,  but it has now been 
suggested that they are not, so that the 
blue star lies 'in the background'. If this 
proves to be correct, then certainly 
Albireo will deserve to be regarded as 
the most remarkable 'optical double' in 
the entire sky. 
A new quasar-galaxy association has 

also been announced, by G. Djorgovski 
and his colleagues in the United States. 
They claim that the quasar PKS 
1614+051 is associated with a very faint 
galaxy, of magnitude 24. The two lie in 
Hercules, and have an enormous red 
shift amounting to 3.215. The galaxy 

itself seems to have a fairly active 
nucleus, and may be a Seyfert system, 
though it is so dim that it is very hard 
to study. 
Pluto and Charon. Pluto and its 

companion Charon, in the outer part of 
the Solar System, make up a remarkable 
pair. Pluto was discovered by Clyde 
Tombaugh in 1930, but it is only within 
the last ten years that the separate 
existence of Charon has been proved. 
By a happy chance, we are now in the 
midst of a period of mutual eclipses and 
occultations of the two, and these are 
being intensively studied, notably by 
Dale Cruikshank and his colleagues at 
the high-altitude observatory on Mauna 
Kea. 
Originally Pluto was believed to be 

rather larger than the Earth, but 

The Sky This Month 
OF the bright planets, only Saturn is well placed during 

this June. Mars is out of view altogether; Venus is 
visible in the dawn sky, but is low down — and since the 
phase is over 98 per cent., no markings on it will be 
expected to be seen; Mercury is technically an evening 
object, but will be hard to see even during the first part 
of the month; Jupiter is coming into view as it moves 
against the stars of Pisces in the east before sunrise, but 
does not reach opposition until mid-October. This leaves 
us with Saturn, which is at opposition in 9 June, when 
its magnitude will be exactly 0 — brighter than any star 
visible from Britain apart from Sirius (which is, of 
course, too near the Sun to be seen at present) and 
Arcturus. 
Saturn remains in Ophiuchus, which is not officially 

counted among the Zodiacal constellations, but does 
intrude into the Zodiac between Scorpius and Sagittarius. 
The declination of Saturn this month is about —211/2 
degrees, so that from Britain it is inconveniently low; 
look for it rather above and to the east of Antares, the 
red supergiant in Scorpius (Saturn is a magnitude the 
brighter of the two). The rings are wide open, so that 
even in a small telescope Saturn is a magnificent sight. 
Of Saturn's satellites, Titan is an easy object; there are 

reports that it has even been glimpsed with powerful 
binoculars. Voyager results show that it has a dense 
atmosphere made up chiefly of nitrogen, but its surface 
is hidden by clouds, and as yet we have no real idea of 
what the surface conditions are like. Iapetus, Saturn's 
outermost large satellite (though smaller than our Moon) 
is an oddity; one hemisphere is highly reflective, while 
the other is dark. Since Iapetus, like all major satellites, 
has a captured or synchronous rotation, and so keeps 
the same face turned toward its primary all the time, it 
is always much brighter when west of Saturn, and 
showing us its bright face, than when to the east of Saturn. 
During June it is eastward of the planet, and the 
magnitude will be below 11; by early August, when it 

reaches westward elongation, it will be bright enough to 
be seen with a very modest telescope. At its best, its 
magnitude can exceed 9. 
The reason for this curious state of affairs is not known. 

Since Iapetus has a mean density not much greater than 
that of water, it is presumably made up of rock and ice, 
so that the dark region is superficial —probably produced 
from inside the satellite's globe. 
Of the outer planets, Uranus (in the Ophiuchus-

Sagittarius region) reaches opposition on 16 June, 
magnitude 5.8; Neptune, in Sagittarius, is at opposition 
on 28 June, magnitude 77; Pluto, in Virgo, passed 
opposition on 29 April, magnitude 14. The Voyager 2 
probe, now in 'cruise mode' between the orbits of Uranus 
and Neptune, continues to function well. Instruments on 
it were recently used to study the supernova in the Large 
Cloud  of Magellan,  described  in last month's 
Spacewatch, but otherwise Voyager 2 will simply continue 
on its way toward a rendevouz with Neptune in August 
1989. 
The evening skies are less brilliant than those of winter; 

Orion has disappeared, and Leo sets in mid-evening. 
However, we do at least have the so-called 'Summer 
Triangle', made up of three brilliant stars; Vega in Lyra, 
Altair in Aquila and Deneb in Cygnus. It is interesting 
to compare Vega with Arcturus in Bootes (the 
Herdsman), which can be found by following round the 
'tail' of the Great Bear. The two are almost equal in 
brilliancy, but differ in colour; the blueness of Vega 
contrasts sharply with the lovely light orange of Arcturus. 
Much of the southern aspect is occupied by the large, 

faint constellation of Ophiuchus (the Serpent-bearer), 
Serpens (the Serpent) and Hercules. Below them, over 
the southern horizon, lies the red Antares, not far from 
Saturn. Antares, like Altair, is flanked to either side by 
a fainter star, but there can be no danger of confusion, 
because Altair is white and is much higher in the sky. 
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successive estimates have reduced its 
diameter — it was even said that if things 
continued at such a rate, Pluto would 
eventually vanish altogether! The latest 
values give Pluto a diameter of 1500 
miles (2420 km), while that of Charon 
is about 730 miles (1180 km). This means 
that the two are not so very unequal, 
and the system should rank as a double 
planet — or, more plausibly, a double 
asteroid — rather than as a planet and a 
satellite. 
More surprisingly still, the combined 

mass of the two amounts to only about 
one-fifth that of our Moon. Pluto is 
certainly smaller than Triton, the senior 

satellite of Neptune, and not a great deal 
larger than Ceres, the largest and mas-
sive member of the asteroid swarm. So 
what is its true nature? The idea that it 
may have been a former satellite of 
Neptune does not seem likely, but there 
is at least a chance that Pluto is the 
brightest member of a whole swarm of 
asteroidal-bodies moving in the outer 
Solar System. 
Preliminary results show, too, that 

there is a definite difference between 
Pluto and Charon. While Pluto seems to 
be coated with a layer of methane ice, 
Charon's surface indicates water ice. If 
this is confirmed, we have yet another 

mystery on our hands. 
It is most unfortunate that there seems 

no hope of finding out much more in the 
near future, particularly as the mutual 
eclipses of Pluto and Charon will end 
this year and will not recur for over a 
century. No planned probes will go 
anywhere near — and so by the end of 
the century it is likely that of all the main 
members of the Solar System, only Pluto 
and  its  companion  will  remain 
unexplored by probes launched from 
Earth. 

Astronomy Now 
Number. 2  July-August 1987 

In this issue: 
THE WILLIAM 
HERSCHEL TELESCOPE 
by Prof. Alec Boksenberg 
and Dr. Paul Murdin 

THE VOLCANOES OF 
MARS 
by Dr. Peter Cattermole 

LUNAR 
SPECTROGRAPHY AT 
HERSTMONCEUX 
by Gerald North 

NOCTILUCENT 
CLOUDS 
by Neil Bone 

NOW ON SALE at all 

PE BAZAAR 
Sabatronics  5020A  swept  function 
generator with Elektor sweeper. £45 
Nombrex C/R bridge £22. Reverb unit 
£24. R. W. Hearn, 10 Speedwell Close, 
Pakefield Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR33 
7DU, Tel 0502 66026. 
Sell all my components cheap, I.Cs, 
Panel Meters, Books, etc. SAE for 
details please. D. Collins, 11 Stafford 
Close, London, NW6 5TW. 
DBX 118 dyamnic range enhancer 
(compressor-expander),  £20.  Tandy 

plus a host of regular 
features, including: 

The Night Sky this Quarter 
Comet News 
Society New 
Book Reviews 

Newcomer's Guide this 
issue covers 
"The Moving Moon" 

News Notes will feature 
extensive coverage of the 
Supermova in the Large 
Cloud of Magellan, 
illustrated by the latest 
photographs. 

good newsagents Price £1.25 

TRS80 green screen monitor, £30. 
P. Hickinson, 45 Netheredge Road, 
Sheffield, South Yorks, S7 1RW. Tel 0742 
581917. 
Frequency counter, Black star, 100MHz, 
used  once  only,  complete  with 
instruction manual, original packing, 
£45. J. Nolan 16 The Warren, Cromer, 
Norfolk, NR27 OAR. Tel: 0263 512108. 
235 PE Mags 67-87. Offers to: B.S. 
Hewson, 35 Knox Road, Forest Gate, 
E7. Tel. 01 555 3796. 
The Jupiter Ace User Domain resource 
centre — Hardware and Software projects 

FREE of charge. Contact: Ian Jones, 21 
Dene Street, Pallion, Sunderland, Tyne 
and Wear. 
Cupboard clearout. Quality components 
and MISC items now available. No junk! 
Tel. 0782 637259. 
Wanted TV tube type A67-510X, buy or 
exchange for Ex. Govt Geiger Counter. 
Tel. 0347 810354. 
For sale 5v 20A Power supply unit. Full 
spec. ex Equipment switched mode 
P.S.U. approx size 14" x 31/2 " x 41/2 ", £25 
R. Armstrong, 6 Litchfield Street, 
Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 9EE. 
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DISK DRIVES • COMPONENTS • CONNECTORS • ELECTRO-MECHANICAL, PCB AND CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
V/1 5,4 

More Transistors, Thyristors, Triers, Diodes, 
74s, Switch Mode PSUs etc. etc. All at  p rIll 
competitive prices. Details on request.    

ACCESS or VISA welcome. Just phone your 
order through, we do the rest. 24hr a nswerphone. 

7415374 
741000 
741502 
741003 
741004 
741008 
741009 
741010 
7410107 
7410109 
741011 
7410112 
7410113 
741.0114 
7410122 
7410123 
741.5125 
7410126 
741512 
7410132 
741.5133 
7415136 
7415137 
7415138 
7415139 
741013 
741.014 
7410145 
7410147 
7410148 
741515 
741.5151 
7410153 
7410155 
7410156 
7410157 
7410158 
741.0160 
7410161 
7415162 
7410183 
7415164 
741.5165 
741.5166 
7415168 
741.5169 
7415170 
7410173 
7410174 

Electro Mech Industries Limited 
Unit 2, Wessex Industrial Estate, Station Lane, Witney, Oxfordshire. Telephone (0993 ) 75827  or 76605 TF: .17.86351_4772 6A7t5t n3 . tEGLRMpE2C 3( 

BBC  Price lEs VAT) P and P 

Master 128K with DFS 
Master 128K with DFS & Econet 
Master ET-Econet Terminal 
Master Turbo upgrade 

Range ol Accessories Available 

AMSTRAD 
New AMSTRAD 1512 Series 
Amstrad PCW8256 
Amstrad PCW8512 

£395.00 
E440.00 
£319.00 
£102.00 

£7.00 
£7.00 
£7.00 
E2.50 

Ask for Details 
089.00  £7.00 
£489.00  £7.00 

MEMOTECH 
MTX 512 80K  £60.00  £5.00 
MTX 512 Senes II 256K  £87.00  £5.00 
Disc Drive Packages 
MCI System 1 combined 1 megabyte 
3.5" &Se and controller + system disc  £139.00 
MCI System II combined 1 megabyte 
3.5" dnve and consOler + 5121< silicon 
disc + 80 col CPM • system disc • 
newword + super cab -  £225.00  £5.00 
Full range of expansiOns avaSable 
NEW MTX Cornpuler Manual  04 95  01 50 

EMI DISC DRIVE RANGE 
BBC DISC DRIVES 
All supplied with Leads, Manual & Utilities Disc 

Price lEx SAT 

5.25" DRIVES, WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY 
Single 200K drive, 40 Track D/S  £95.00 
Single 400K drive, 40/80 Switchable  £112.00 
Dual 400K drive, 40 Track D/S  £182.00 
Dual 400K drive, 40/80 Switchable  £214.00 

5.25" DRIVES, WITH POWER SUPPLY 

Single 200K drive. 40 Track D/S  £106.00 
Single 400K drive, 40/80 Switchable  £125.00 
Dual 400K drive, 40 Track D/S  £196.00 
Dual 400K d rive. 40/80 Switchable  £23500 
Dual 400K drive. 40/80 Switchable, 
horizontally mounted in monitor stand 
(Master Version)  £265.00 

3.50" DRIVES, WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY 
Single 400K drive, supplied 
in dual case, with blanking plate, 
to allow easy upgrade to dual drive.  £95.00 
Dual 400K drive  £165.03 

CASED/UNCASED 
FLOPPY DISC DRIVES 
5.25" FLOPPY DISC DRIVES  Price Mx VAT) P and P 
500K 48 TPI D/S 40T  £7500  £2.00 
IMB 96 TPI D/S 80T  MO M  M OO 
• 500K 40 T 48 TPI Cased with PSU & Leads  £105.03  £100 
• 1MB 80 T 96 TPI Cased with PSU & Leads  £110.93  £3.00 

3.50" FLOPPY DISC DRIVES 
1MB 135 TPI Sony 3m5ec access  £105.00  £1.50 

1MB 135 TPI D/S Slimline  £75.00  £1.50 
• 1MB 80 T 135 TPI Cased with PSU & Leads  £95.00  O M 

• Twin 1MB 80 T 135 TPI 
Cased with PSU & Leads  £r6500  O M 

DISC DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
DISKETTES 
5.25" Double Sided/Double Density  £0.90 
3.50" Double Sided/Double Density  £2.00 
3" CF2  £3.99 
3" CF200  £5.00 
Regulated PSU (state 5.25" or 3.501  £8.50 
5.25" Drive Case Takes 1 5.25" H/Height Drive £9.00 

350" Drive Case Takes 2 3.50" Drives  £15.00 Drive Interface Cable - Single MOO 

Drive Interface Cable - Double 
5.25" Drive Case and PSU assembled - 
Takes 1 H/H Drive 
3.50" Drive Case and PSU assembled - 
Takes 2 Drives 

• Available in 110 &220V Versions 

£1.50 
E2.00 
£2. 00 
£0.50 
£0.50 

£20.00  £3.00 

£24.00  £3.00 

MONO/COLOUR MONITORS 
PHILIPS 
High-res Green screen monitor. Model No: BM7502 
High-reS Amber screen monitor. Model No:BM7522 
IBM compatible (Green) with Leads. Model No:BM7513 
Dark glass, White screen monitor. Model NoBM7542 

MITSUBISHI - Colour 
Med. Res. BBC Compatible Model 1404 
Med. Res. IBM Compatible Model 14046 
Med. Res. IBM Compatible • Colour Card Model 1404EC 

Price 

[Ex VAT) 
E72.50 
£77.50 
£95.00 
£77.50 

£232. 00 
E264.00 
E391.00 

HANTAREX 
SPEC W- HX12 HI-RES MONO GREEN  M OO 
ofFER  CT9000 MED RES 14" COLOUR ROB. RGB1  £179.95 

MODEMS 
Nightingale plus Comstar software  £120.00 
Answer call min, modem MD101. V21  £73.00 
Miracle Technology WS2000 V21,V23  £95.00 

3.50" DRIVES, WITH POWER SUPPLY  Miracle Technology WS3000 V21,V23 AA AD  E275.00 
Single 4006 drive, as above  £110.00  Miracle Technology WS3000 522,V21,V22 AA AD  £471.00 

Dual 400K drive, as above  £1130.00  Miracle Technology WS3000 V22BIS,V22.V21.V23 AA AD £595.00 

NB: Please add £3.00 P and P per Single Drive, and £5.00 P and P per Dual Drive 
Please add £7.00 delivery on Monitors, 0.00 on Mode ms 

SPECIAII)  51/4" 500K DS/DD MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVE 
51/4 1MB  DS/DD MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVE 

OFFER STAR NL10 PRINTER WITH PARALLEL I/F  

0 type CONNECTORS 
PLUGS  way 9  15  28  37 
SOLDER  0.45 o w 0.90 1.25 
PCB 
PCB R/A  .95 1.50 2.05  - 

SOCKETS 
SOLDER  .65  .90 125 2.00 
PCB  .75 1.10 1.75  - 
PCB R/A  120 1.90 2.60  - 

COVERS  .60  .65  68  .80 

IOC  PLUG  3.15 3.75 3.00 
SOCKET 3.40 290 3.00 

RIBBON CABLE 
per metre Grey Colour 
10 way  0.40  0.70 
16 way  0.65  1.10 
20 way  0.80  1.30 
26 way  1.00  1.70 
34 way  1.35  2.30 
40 way  1.65  2.60 
50 way  1.95  3.30 
64 way  2.80  420 

CENTRONICS CONNECTORS 
36w !DC Plug ass Old 410 
36 way Plug Solder 3.00 

IOC CONNECTORS 
PCB  W A EDGE 

SKT  Plug  Plug Plug 
10 way 0.61  0.65  0.65 
16 way 0.70  0.85  0.85 
20 way c m  Ito  1.10 
26 way 0.98  120  120 
34 way 1.12  1.50  1.50 320 
40 way 1.35  165  1.65 
50 way 165  2.50  2.50 

PRINTER LEADS  01  6.85 
Memotech  8.50  Dragon 7.95 
Amstrad  8.80  BBC  7.40 

£75.00 
£80.00 
£219.00 

MODULATORS 
UM1286  2.00 
UM1233  3.00 

HEADER PLUGS 

OIL IOC 
14 PIN 0.72 28 PIN 1.43 
16 PIN 0.80 40 PIN 1.95 
24 PIN 1.10 

OIL SWITCHES 

4 way 0.68  8 way 0.80 
6 way 0.75  10 way 0.95 

74LS& 74F ;:g1 
065 7410182 
0.17 7410183 
0.18 7410190 
0.10 7410191 
0.17 7415192 
0.18 7410193 
Ole 7415194A 
0.18 7410196 
0.30 7410197 
0.30 741020 
ale 741521 
0.30 743322 
0.30 7410240 
0.30 741.0241 
0.35 7415242 
0.40 7415245 
0.30 7415244 
0.30 741.0247 
0.18 7410248 
0.35 7410249 
0.35 7410251 
0.28 741.5253 
0.70 741.5258 
0.30 741.0257 
0.30 7415258 
0.213  7415259 
040 741526 
0.80 7415260 
1.10 7410266 
1.00 741227 
0.18 7410273 
0.45 7415279 
0.55 
0.45 
0.45 
0.45 
0.45 
0.50 
0.50 
0.55 
0.50 
0.50 
0.80 
0.75 
120 
0.75 
1.00 
aso 
aso 

7415280 
7410283 
7410290 
7410293 
7410295 
7410298 
7410299 
741530 
741.532 
7410322 
7410323 
741533 
7410352 
7410353 
7410365 
741.0366 
741.0367 

0.50  7410368 
1.80 741037 
2.00 7410373 
1.50 7410378 
ass 741538 
0.65 7410390 
0.65 7410393 
0.66 74103954 
0.65 741540 
055 741542 
0.65 741047 
0.65 7415413 
0.18 741049 
0.18 741051 
0.70 741.054 
0.70 7410541 
am 741055 
0.70 7415640 
0.60 7410841 
0.60 7415642 
0.90 741.0643 
0.90 7410644 
0.45 7410645 
0.50 7415668 
0.80 7410669 
045 7410670 
0.45 7415673 
0.80 7415674 
0.18 7410682 
0.80 7415684 
022 7415685 
0.16 7410686 
0.65 7410687 
0.50 7415689 
1.60 741573 
oso 741574A6 
0.70 741575 
am 741578 
1.10 74107/3 
0.95 7410133 
2.00 741065 
0.18 741086 
0.18 741590 
3.00 741592 
2.75 741593 
022 74109513 
1.00 741096 
0.80 74F00 
035 74F02 
035 74F10 
035 74F14 

0.35 
ale 
0.65 
075 
0.18 
0.00 
0.45 
0.90 
0.18 
aeo 
aeo 
0.60 
0.90 
0.20 
0.20 
0.90 
0.20 
135 

74F74 
74F85 
74F125 
74F138 
74F161 
More avaistre 

000  7430  030 7446  0.85 7486 
1.95  74367  0.75 7448  1.40 7490A 
1.05  7438  0.35 7450  025 7491 
1.05  7440  0.30 7470  0.90 7492 
2.95  7441  0.60 7470  036 7493 

7442  0.62 7475  0.45 7494 
7443  0.90 7478 .• 7485  0.90 7496 • 

000 
aso 
0.60 
0.30 
0.50 
0.85 
0.60 

TTL74   TRANSISTORS 
7400 
7401 
7402 
7404 
7406 
7407 
7408 
7409 
7410 

125  74100 
120  74114 
1.75  7412 
1.75  74121 
1.35  74123 
0.80 7413 
000 7414 
130  74141 
7.50  74147 
7.50  74153 
2.35  74156 
2.75  74157 
2.75 74159 
500 74160 
275 74161 
2.75  74163 
028 74165 
022  7417 
0.27  74170 
0.27 74173 
0.27 74174 
045  74180 
055  74181 
on  74182 
020  74154 
0.40  74188 
035  74190 
050  74191 
0.75  74193 
03e 74 20 
0.38 7422 
0.38 74251 
an  74254 

022 
022 
0.22 
030 
0.40 
0.40 
0.30 
0.25 
030 
220 
0.20 
0.25 
1.75 
0.66 
0.35 
0.60 
0.70 
1.50 
0.65 
0.68 
0.99 
1.50 
083 
0.00 
0.85 
0.85 
040 
1.55 
0.99 
0.86 
0.85 
2.00 
0.80 
1.55 
2.10 
1.05 
2.00 
120 
030 
020 
1.10 
250 

ACI 28 
AC142 
AC176 
AC187/13 
AD149 
ADI61 
AD162 
AF124-127 
AF139 
AF239 
BC107B-110 
130114 
80140 
9C147-15913 
130170 
0C182-239C 
BC256A 
8030713-338 
FIC441/461 
60477 
BC516/7 
BC547B-559 
BD124P 
9D131 
BD132 
6D133 
60135 
132136-140 
602458 
5113517 
BF115 
BF154 
8F167 
BF177 
BF178 
EIF181 
BF184 
BF185 
ElF196 
BF197 
BF198/9 

aao BF200 
0.33 0F244 
0.25 0F25613 
0.23 0F257/8 
0.75 13F259 
0.40 EIF324 
0.40 13F336 
0.55 13F337 
0.38 BF421-423 
0.50 BF469-472 
all BF870-1372 
0.20 BFR41 
0.30 BFR51 
0.12 BFR90 
0.07 BFR91 
0.09 5F8314 
020 BF029 
020 BFX84 
0.33 BFX85 
azo BFX87/88 
0.30 BFY17 
0.11 BFY4I 
aes BFY50 
050 BFY5I 
0.50 BFY52 
0.48 BFY90 
0.45 BSX20/21 
0.30 BSX26 
0.55 0S529 
0.70 0U104 
0.40 BU105 
0.25 BSY95 
020 BUY69 
0.30 MJE2955 
0.35 MJE3055 
0.25 MJE340 
0.30 MJE370 
0.30 11JE520 
0.13 54,12955 
0.18 MJSA05 
0.16 MPSA12 

aas MPSA55  0.25 
035 MPSUO5  0.50 
0.45 TIP29A  0.32 
0.40 TIP29C  032 
0.30 1'IP2955  0.50 
0.25 TIP30  032 
0.30 TIP30C  0.35 
0.35 TIP3055  0.50 
0.22 TIP31A  0.45 
0.40 TIP31C  0.40 
0.30 TIP32A  0.46 
0.22 1IP32C  0.40 
0.20 TIP33C  0.85 
aeo TIP34A  0.80 
a/s TIP34C  0.90 
039 T1P36  1.25 
0.28 TIPOIA  0.45 
0.33 TIP4IB  0.50 
0.45 TIP42A  0.50 
0.45 1IP4213  0.60 
0.30 TIP42C  0.50 
0.33 11090  0.20 
0.30 71591  0.30 
0.30 262219A  0.27 
0.33 262221A  0.27 
0.78 292368  0.24 
ass 2623696  0.15 
030 262483  0.22 
0.30 262646  ass 
1.70 2629046  0.25 
1.50 262906/7  0.25. 
035 262926  0.11 
2.10 293053  025 
0  263054  0.55 
1.60 263055  048 
0.33 263819  0.35 
0.95 263904  0.15 
0.45 263905/3906  0.15 
0.50 36128  0.99 
0.36 506248 MORE 
0.35 AVAILABLE 

OiN540 

AY-3-10144 

ER 11166NN5454 ;: 1 ,: ,6.42  0.10 LINEAR ICs COMPUT 

A8.3-10150  22.7755 1691  ICS  1  0.10 

0.12 

AY-3-8470  2.00 1770  0.14 

88-3-8475  3.00 1772  15 .00  0490  10 
15. 2.00  ,3 0.17 

AY-3-9710  3.15 1793  2°.°0 0.447  ale 

AY-3-9725  4.00 2793  0. 1.10 2797  33  M)  013 5 
0.75 66028  115.00,30  15941  0.07 CA3011 

CA3018 7411C & 425 

0.60 6522A  74NCT   083052  .50 CA30284 1.00 65518 5 

1.00 6802  4.00 2.00 
CA3046 

1.90 6830 

2.00 61303  2.60 HCM  0 28 
CCA306A3°5 54 
CA30804 
CA3080E 01..31 6868°1r  8.25  HCO2 

5.00 11003  0 28 0 28 
2.00 6808 

0.50 6818  " 0 HCO4 .11° HH M0107  0.28 CA3085 
CA3088 2.00 61320  028 

CA30890 2.30 6840  -- H0109 
150 HC10  0.35 0.40 

CA3088E 

2.00 6845  1.50 

110112  0.28 2.00 6821 

CA31306 0.70 6850  170 

H0113  aeo CA309040 

1.50 6852  5.50  0.40 
0.28 CA31000 

CA316IE 
CA3162E 
CA31896  1225.  766 %  1400 80133  

26; .7:o HHH C0C11122615  
6.25 HC132  0.40 0.70 

0.28 
0.70 

0.75 6847 
CA31401" 

5.0C 5854  0.40 

C83240E  0.90 8035  2,5°  .Hc0113,37 CA3193E 

431: HC139  0.70 
CA3290E  250 8080A  am CA3260E 

I-181366W  1.10 8065A  0.70 
92..757, ..H ccC 114 

1.70 8088  0.70 

LA4400 
221.i249°55 82801155312 

3.50 8156  4.50 3.50 

36°  HCI61 

1-10158 HC160  0.50 0.50 
0.80 

LA3300 
LA4032P 

LLAAL47270  150 HC1132  0.80 

LA4461  3.20 8214  4.75 HC1135  0.80 

LC7120  3.50 8216  150 HC173  0.85 

LC7130  3.00 8224 300 8226  190  0.80 
290  HHC0117754 aso 

M515131  322:,00005°  8258282‘a;: 14  3.00 

FIC194  0.80 LC7131 

M515151 
MB3712 
MC1315P MC1330P  2321.1.9099W  8277 1.90 8257-5  11 "W  HC244 

280 
325 
325 3.50 HC195 HC240 

HC241 
HC242  0.80 

0.80 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

11.1181396 

MC1349P MC1460G  1.50 723,0  39°  .1-1:26.245 330  0.80 

1.00 
100 

MC1483R  32. , 11C257 
4.80 8272 

124°  110273  am 

MFC6040  3.00 82726 144:9940 88c390C32  100 
MC1469R 

ML23713  030 8283 
525  80393  0.35 M12389  2.50 8284  1.00 

4.50 wee  100 
N05357  10.00 
NE5501N  1.10 5726A  .  HC42  050 0.28 

04 03299  3.75 8231 
1.00 era 

3.45 

144  Hli-iigcL.1 
1.00 
2.00 

NE56346  030 8127   

0576008N  2.25 8195  2.00 

SN76115AN  1.20 8797 
1.60 81338  0.5 HC54I 0.50 

0676131N 

5676396N  11  92MC 488 

1.25.3.  8748,7  01.:  HI,O!,77:240  
HC/35  aso 

SN76110N 

SN76600P 
SN76660N SN76707N  03270010 ,c3449MC32MC148942  12.00 

12.00 
o.. HclICTT22.41 

HCT244 

T0,677:7040,86 

TA7205AP  01191 MC34MC34 04367 0.65 

6"5a  HCT640 
225 
3.00 
215 

787208P  1.30 1103487   2.15 

043020  21.3900 ZOOACTZ998CPU C 
250 

1.30 2130ACPU  2.00 
TA7310P 
147222P 

H A1388  2.00 2.50 Z8OADART  7.00 

LLMM301351A1PN 
1113105 

11-MA331191 
LA43246 
1.1143396  0:0°1;:.74011335W5 ZWASI°.7Z8°Z8CAPZeSS :g.21  825 

2.75 

ULr  

8.00 
600 
8.03 
an 

1750 TmTmTh10.0999901411100932 070 

070 
LM358N  0 5.75 
LM3486  055 uu.42004 

LLM38M3W 1N-14  0.80 

LLMM3558  1.60 TM59928 9(X)  1600 
10.00 

5.95 

0.45  TMS9918 
5.00 

LM710CN 0.90 11,I59923  5.00 
LM711CN  aeo 

aso LLm7M74471cN  
0.80 

M03756  4.00 62256P15  17.00 
5E555  
NE556  2.75 
TBA1200  095295 772721  .116-4 :432.50 NN ,/ s0 

1.30  3.00 NE566  2.75 

TBA920  01..13076  37.273242-  4.50 .200   
125 

TDA2591  423i.99°10 422277:1:843- .520029  2.45 

TT.1394.1100n11 

TDA2006  6.50 

1062190  2.55 
3.50 

TDA2670  2.40 27128-250 - 2,..7.5 27256-25 
0.75 
5.00 

17.50 

71072CP 
TL082CP  0.80 4164P-15 

01 . .0038 247152516 -2- 2515  

939  5027 25851212912  1250 

3.50 

71.071CP 
71074CN  1.75 

T1081CP 

113A9900  0959 90 61161P3 15014/5  1.50 

4.50 

TL084CN 
TC9100  72.75 6H1.62.16P4 200,,7N/0  1.50 

4.00 
TC9109P  7.50 HM62134LP15   3.25 
TCA27000 4.00 100 TTcC,0550,41P99,  

3.60 TC55113AP12  2.95 
3.50 TTcCA4660850, 

2.90 

TTCCA900A74°  211...909040 TTucCp. .5504 1,74.4p7 ...,5  8255 .315 
3. 

106910 
TDA1003A  1.90 
TDA1035"1"  2.50 
TDA2002 
TDA2010 
TDA2030 
TOA2522 
Z3142568 
Z942608 
ZN427E 
ZN42868 
2111447E 
25449E 
ZN435E 

MEMORIES  

DIODES 
.2:72., 44119 

8,6129 
1.80 

1166499413021 
23..5°40  160303 
220  164004 
39 ° 164005 
4.4°  1N4006 • 
8.75 1N4007 

ro 154148 

0,96 
alo 
054 
aoe 
aos 
aos 
0.05 
aoe 
ace 
0.02 

XXX- AMSTRAD -XXX 
201,1B Hard Disc syslern 0 sun P01512 series Misr° 

£475 
ewe .,clvwv VAT are dew, 

For further details contact Electra Meth Ltheeel 

79105 
79108 
79112 
79115 
79124 
7918 
7924 

033 
040 
033 
040 
090 
040 
040 

CMOS 
4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
40103 
40104 
40106 
40107 
40108 
40109 
4010 
40110 
40114 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
40161 
4016313 
4016B 
4017413 
4017513 
401713 
401810 
40188 
401920 
40193B 
401040 
40190 
4010613 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4031 
4033 
4034 
4035 
4038 
4040 

1,00 4043 
1.75 4044 
1.75 4045 
1.50 4046 
220 4047 
2.40 4048 

CRYSTALS 40494509 

32.768 KHz  095 4051 
100.0 KHz  400 4052 
1MHZ  265 4053  

1.90 4054  
200 4055  
1.75 4056  
1.93 4060 
zoo 4083 
'13:, 4086 
ago 4087 

1/0 4085  
1.20 4069  
130 4071 
0.90 4072 
1.20 eon 
1.30 4075 
1.30 4076 
1.30 4077 
so 4076 
1.30 4061 

1,50 4082 
7.30 4086 
10 4089 
1,30 4093 
1,75 4094 
1.25 4095 
1,30 4096 
1,75 4097 

130 4055  
1.33 4502 
1,30 4503 
  4508 

VOLTAGE  4510 

REGS   4511 
4512 

7805  015 4514 
7800  0.35 4515 
7806CK  0.56 4516 
7812  0.35 4517 
7815  0.35 4518 
781501<  0.56 4520 
7818  835 4522 
7824  03e  4526 
78105  030  4527 
781013  eas 4532 
78112  0.30  4536 
781.15  0.30 4538 
78124  aes  4543 
7905  0.40 4555 
7908  0.40 4556 
7912  0.40 4584 
7915  040  4585 

1.8432 MHz 
2.0 MHz 
2.4578 MHz 
2.5 MHz 
3.0 MHz 
3.2788 MHz 
3.579545 MHz 
3.6864 MHz 
4.00 MHz 
4.194304 MHz 
4.433619 MHz 
4.9152 MHz 
BOO MHz 
6.144 MHz 
6.4 MHz 
6.5538 MHz 
7 159 MHz 
7.3728 MHz 
80 MHz 
10.0MHz 
12 00. MHz 
15.00 MHz 
16.0 MHz 
18.432 MHz 
20.0 MHz 
32.00 MHz 
36 00 Mriz 
48 00 MHz 

0.18 
0.18 
0.18 
oso 
0.58 
ass 
03s 
4.05 
1.10 
0.35 
0.50 
3,15 
ase 
035 
215 
230 
0,18 
0.18 
0.25 
0.45 
0.38 
1.90 
0.65 
022 
ass 
006 
aeo 
2.10 
aso 
aas 
aas 
0.65 
0.33 
035 
045 
0.50 
055 
ale 
030 
1.90 
ale 
0.85 
0.25 
035 
ass 
0.18 
1.10 
120 
130 
000 
too 
040 
0.40 
0.45 
too 
oss 
045 
0.40 
022 
0.22 
04.5 
0.45 
0.55 
0.65 
ass 
0.75 
aso 
0.70 
0.22 
210 
0.16 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 
022 
0.60 
0.22 
050 
0.18 
0.18 
ass 
1.10 
022 
ass 
065 
0.95 
2.50 
1.00 
aes 
040 
1.05 
0.45 
0.45 
aes 
tos 
1.05 
0.45 
2.60 
0.45 
0.45 
1.10 
ass 
ass 
oso 
08 
065 
0.843 
040 
aeo 
035 
0.60 

DIL SOCKETS 
TP Tumed Pin LP Low Profile LP  TP 

8 PIN I.C. SOCKET 
14 PIN i.C.6OCKET 
16 PIN I.C. SOCKET 
18 PIN 1.0 SOCKET 
20 PIN I.C. SOCKET 
24 PIN IC, SOCKET 
28 PIN LC SOCKET 
40 PIN LC, SOCKET 
24 PIN Z1F 
28 PIN ZIP 
40 PIN ZIF 

0.05 
0.07 
0.00 
0.09 
0.10 
0.13 
0.14 
0.113 
4.16 
4.87 
7.02 

0.20 
0.35 
030 
0.43 
0.48 
as/ 
0.55 
0.85 

WE MANUFACTURE ANY CABLE ASSEMBLY IN ANY QUANTITY. FULL PRODUCTION FACILITIES. QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST. 

All ite ms are Brand Ne w and fully guaranteed • Export Orders - carriage at cost  Please add £1.00 P &P to all orders unless other wise stated 

G overn ment and Educational orders w elco me • Stock ite ms dispatched by return  All prices are EX CL U SI V E O F V AT - please add V AT to total inc P & P 
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECT 

UNIVERSAL 
EVENT COUNTER 

BY JOHN BECKER 

ANYTHING FROM RADIOACTIVITY TO SHEEP 
This four-decade event counter was originally developed for use with the PE Geiger Counter, but it will 
happily count up any event which can provide a +5V pulse. 

DURING the Autumn of 1986, I exhi-
bited the PE Geiger Counter (Aug 

86), and its second-generation offspring 
z) selected locations in Kent. Since it 
was felt to be antisocial to use radio-
active mineral samples to illustrate 
nuclear radiation detection, it seemed 
appropriate to show how the geigers 
would detect normal background radia-
tion. Thankfully, the background level is 
normally very low, but this of course 
makes it a little difficult to illustrate 
using an analogue display meter in-
tended to show more significant levels. 
Whilst the geiger audio output produces 
loud clicks at each impact detection, it 
cannot on its own demonstrate long-
term detection rates. The better method 
is to use a computer or an event counter 
and relate the readout to a particular 
period of time. 
The event counter to be described 

here is the one that I designed for use 
at the exhibitions to demonstrate 
nuclear event detection by the geigers. 
It is suited to carrying out long-term 
counting of impacts from many sources 
of radiation, such as geological samples 
or contaminated food stuffs. In the latter 
case, the sampled count rate would be 
compared with the known normal back-
ground count, so indicating any signi-
ficant count increase over several hours. 
However, since all the counter does is 

to count pulses, it is of course ideal for 
any situation where a counted display is 
necessary. All that is required is that the 
trigger source should be a positive going 
pulse of 5v. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

The heart of the counter is the 
ZN1040E count display chip, IC1. It has 
several more facilities available other 
than those used for this unit, and a brief 
description of their function will be given 
later on. 
Basically IC1 is a four-decade syn-

chronous up-down counter with memory 
registers, and having outputs suitable for 
directly driving seven-segment LED 
displays. It additionally has a carry-
borrow output for direct synchronous 
cascading, count inhibit gating, and a 
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Fig.1. Block diagram of ZN1040E Count Display Chip 
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LATCH 

DECADE 
COUNTER 

 o C I' OUTPUT 

Schmitt trigger on the count input for 
slow input waveforms. A separate set of 
BCD outputs is also available. 
The input to IC1 is preceded by a 

buffer stage IC2, which is included 
primarily to offer a high impedance to 
the driving source, and ensure that the 
input voltage level does not exceed +5v 
maximum, nor drop below logic nought, 
using R19 and D1 as the limiters. IC2 is 
a hex inverter, of which only three stages 
are used, IC2a as the initial buffer, and 
then IC2b and IC2c connected in parallel 
to reinvert the signal and additionally 
allow sufficient current to trigger IC1. 
The remaining three inverters are not 
used, and their inputs are simply taken 
to ground. If the counter is to be 
triggered from logic levels already 
known to be satisfactory for drivingTTL, 
IC2 could be omitted, and the input 
taken direct to IC1 pin 22. 
Ignoring the control pins of IC1 for 

the moment, each time the counter is 

triggered, it clocks up its memory store 
by one position. Internally the count 
number is automatically translated into 
four seven-segment codes, each relating 
to one of the four decades from 0 to 
1000. These codes are held in four 
memory registers, and are under multi-
plex control, so that any of the four can 
be routed to the seven output pins via 
the current limiting resistors R8 to R14. 
The current available at these outputs is 
sufficient to sink 100mA and so is 
suitable for direct control of LED 
devices, such as seven-segment displays. 
For a four digit event counter, the 

outputs need to be switched by a multi-
plex section controller. This is built into 
IC1, and runs at a frequency set by C6. 
Preferably, it should run at about 12kHz 
or less, though too slow a rate will cause 
flickering of the display digits. 
The multiplex oscillator switches the 

four registers through to the outputs, 
one after the other, and at the same time 
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UNIVERSAL EVENT COUNTER 

applies a high level to one of the outputs 
at pins 15 to 18. The current available at 
these pins is insufficient to feed the 
displays directly, but can readily control 
the switching transistors TR1 to TR4 via 
R15 to R18. As the relevant level is 
applied in turn to these transistors, they 
switch on, allowing current to reach the 
common anode of the relevant display. 
The selected display then becomes illu-
minated, showing the decoded numeri-
cal digit. Since each of the displays is 
turned on in sequence at a high fre-
quency rate, the impression received 
visually is that all are turned on together. 
But of course in reality, each is only on 
for a quarter of the time. This has the 
additional benefit of reducing the total 
display current to a quarter of the 
amount required for normal constant 
display. 
Si is a push button reset switch, 

connected to IC1 pin 20. Normally this 
pin is held high by R1, but on pressing 
Si, the pin is grounded, and the counter 
is reset to zero. C5 ensures that the 
counter is automatically held reset at 
power switch-on, until it has charged up 
via Rl. For the exhibitional purposes, 
manual control of the reset was quite 
satisfactory, but for other instances, it 
could be put Under automatic logic pulse 
control. 

POWER SUPPLY 
The unit requires a +5v supply and 
draws a little under 300mA with all dis-
plays showing eights. If a +5v PSU is 
available, it can be connected directly 
to the positive rail of the PCB. However, 
if the optional 5v regulator, IC3 is 
included, the power source can be at a 
higher voltage level, but must be at least 
7v to ensure adequate stabilisation down 
to +5v by IC3. It is preferable not to 
use a preregulated supply greater than 

9v otherwise IC3 will require a heat sink. 
C7 is an initial smoothing capacitor, then 
C̀1 to C4 are post-stabilisation power 
line decouplers. 

OTHER OPTIONS WITH ICI 

All pins numbered refer to IC1 pins, 
and the lettered PCB pins F to L are 
normally held high by R1 and R7. Any 
of the control pins can be activated by 
manual switches, or by automatic logic 
level control voltages. 

Pin 1— DISPLAY BLANKING. Taking 
this to ground blanks the displays, but 
the chip continues counting. 

Pin 2— LAMP TEST. By grounding this 
pin all four displays will be forced to 
show decimal eight. If all are functioning 
correctly, numeral 8888 will be seen. 

Pin 3— ZERO SUPPRESSION. When 
held high, as it is here via a 1K resistor, 
leading zeros of any decimal number are 
inhibited. By grounding this pin, leading 
zeros can be reinstated, though at the 
expense  of  increased  current 
consumption. 

Pin 13 — DIGIT SELECT. Inapplicable 
with common anode displays (as used in 
this counter), so ignore this pin. 

Pin 19 — CARRY-BORROW. May be 
used as an overflow indicator, or to allow 
direct cascading of several ZN1040Es. 
When the count direction is UP, then 
the carry output will go high on the next 
low-going edge of the count input after 
a count of 9999 is reached. It will go low 
again on the next high going edge at the 
count input, when the count changes to 
0000. In the DOWN mode, the reverse 
applies. 

Pin 21— UP-DOWN MODE. Reverses 
the count direction from UP to DOWN 
when this pin is grounded. 

Pin 23 — INHIBIT. Grounding this pin 
stops the counter at the last count 
number,  and  leaving  the  displays 
activated. 

Pin 24 —TRANSFER. With this pin high 
data is passed straight from the counter 
internal register latches to the displays. 
When taken low, the displays are held at 
their last number, but the chip continues 
counting. 

Pins 25 to 28— BCD OUTPUTS. Binary 
Coded Decimal Outputs in order of D, 
C, B, A, and suitable for driving TTL 
logic. 

The chip does not have a decimal point 
control, and the PCB makes no provi-
sion for access to the relevant pins on 
the displays. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Assembling the PCB needs no special 
comment except to give the usual advice 
to check all solder joins thoroughly, and 
discharge static from yourself before 
handling IC1 and IC2. Also, DIL sockets 
should be used for IC1 and IC2, and for 
the seven-segment displays. For the 
latter, the DIL sockets need their unused 
legs to be cut off before insertion into 
the PCB. Common anode displays other 
than the type listed may be used as long 
as the pin configurations are the same. 
For practical reasons, Si was mounted 

at the back of the PCB, allowing ready 
manual access under exhibition condi-
tions. IC3, C2, C4 and both jack sockets 
were mounted flat against the PCB in 
order to ensure a low front profile. The 
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UNIVERSAL EVENT COUNTER 

COMPONENTS . . 

RESISTORS 

R1-R7  1K (7 off) 
R8-R14  100 (7 off) 
R15-R18  270 (4 off) 
R19  10K 
All resistors 1/4w 5% carbon 

CAPACITORS 

Cl  47µ 10Velectrolytic 
C2,C4  100n polyester (2 off) 
C3,C5  22µ 16Velectrolytic 

(2 off) 
C6  In polystyrene 
C7  470µ 10Velectrolytic 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

DI 
TR1-TR4 
1C1 
IC2 
IC3 
XI-X4 

4V7 400mW zener 
BC213 (4 off) 
ZN1040E 
4069 
7805 
EP27 (or similar 
common anode 7-seg-
ment displays) (4 off) 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Pcb clips (4 off), PCB278A, 14-pin 
i.e. socket (5 off), 24 pin i.c. socket, 
3.5mm jack socket (2 off). Pcb and 
kit  of  parts  available  from 
Phonosonics, see advert. 

original display unit was mounted inside 
a glass fronted display cabinet, using self 
adhesive PCB supports, mounted for-
wards, to secure the board to the glass. 
If bright ambient light diminishes the 
display brilliance, a hood can be fitted 
to shade the numerals. The board may 
alternatively be fitted inside a box with 
a suitably cut slot for the displays, 
protecting them with a red gelatine filter. 
The filter will also help to minimise 
ambient light problems. 
For use with the PE or EE geigers, or 

any of their second-generation off-
spring, the geiger's computer output can 
be plugged direct into this counter, via 
SK1. Ell 

ICI FUNCTION PINS 

Letter  Pin  Function 

A  28 
27 
26 
25 
19 
20 
21 
23 
24 
3 
2 
1 
22 

Binary 
Coded 
Decimal 
Outputs in order 
Carry-Borrow 
Reset 
Up-Down 
Inhibit 
Transfer 
Zero Suppression 
LampTest 
Blanking 
Count Input 

CONSTRUCTIONAL KIT CATALOGUE 

PHONOSON ICS  
FASCINATING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 

* BE KIT CREATIVE 

* RAISE YOUR SKILLS 

* LEARN BY BUILDING 

* ENJOY BY USING 

C=I 
*DIGITAL 
INTERFACES 

*MANY MORE 
FINE DESIGNS 
POPULAR PROJECTS FROM 

A LEADING AUTHOR 

THROUGH 
ELECTRONICS 
UNDERSTAND 
ESSENTIAL 
TECHNOLOGY 

* MUSIC 
MODULES 

* GEIGER 
COUNTERS 

KITS THAT FIT 

MUSIC AND 
EFFECTS 

A-D-A Interface* 
Chip Test 16-Pin* 
Chip Test 24-Pin* 
Chorus Flanger Dual 
Corn pa nder 
Cybervox Voice FX 
Digital Delay & MCS 
Disco Light Control 
Echo-Reverb Stereo 
Equaliser 3-Chan 
Event Counter 
Flanger (Mono) 
Guitar Modulo 
Micro-Scope" 
Micro-Trace* 
Mini-Sampler 
Mixer 4-Ch Stereo 
Mixer Simple 4 Chan 
Mock Stereo 
Morse Decoder* 
Noise Gate 
Phaser- Enhanced 
Polywhatsit! FX 
Rhythm Gen* 
Ring Modulator 
Storm Wind & Rain 
Thunder & Lightning 
Tuner- Micro* 
Tuner-Simple* 
Vodalek Voice FX 

" Computer controlled 
Most PCBs availab 

Set 251  61.00 
Set 258S  32.50 
Set 258F  39.30 
Set 235  59.99 
Set 238  22.99 
Set 228  44.76 
Set 234RK  198.50 
Set 245F  62.50 
Set 218  57.66 
Set 217 
Set 278 
Set 153 
Set 196 
Set 247 
Set 261 
Set 246 
Set 229S 
Set 256 
Set 213 
Set 269 
Set 227 
Set 226 
Set 252 

25.33 
39.50 
28.45 
23.56 
44.50 
19.50 
75.00 
89.95 
19.99 
24.37 
22.16 
26.61 
42.36 
122.69 

Set 185  34.64 
Set 231  45.58 
Set 250W  29.50 
Set 250T  29.50 
Set 257  55.32 
Set 259  22.50 
Set 155  18.31 

(BBC, C64, PET) 
le separately 

LOW COST 
GEIGER 

•C 
44,  9 

J  t 
2 

COUNTERS DETECTORS 

NUCLEAR FREE ZONES? 
CHECK THEM OUT - 
GET A GEIGER 

THE PE GEIGER WAS 

SHOWN ON BBC TV 
"TAKE NOBODY'S WORD 

FOR IT" PROGRAM 

Detectors  for  environmental  and  geological 
monitoring - know your background, You'd be amazed 
at the quantities sold since Chernobyl. 

METERED GEIGER (PE MK2) 
Built-in probe, speaker, meter. digital output. Detector 
tube options - ZP1310 for normal sensitivity. ZP1320 
for extrasensitivity. 
Kit-form - SET 264 - (ZP1310) £59.50, (ZP1320) 
£78.50 

Ready-built = 1Z272 - (ZP1310) L75.50. (ZP1320) 
£94.50 

AUDIO GEIGER (EE MK2) 
Built-in probe (ZP1310), speaker, digital output. 
Kit-form SET 265 MK2 £49.50. Ready-built TZ274 
E65.00 

GEIGER-MITE SET 271 £39.50 
Miniature gelger with ZP 1310 tube LED displays 
rad9tion impacts. Socket for headphones or digital 
monitoring. Kit-form only 

Send A4 SAE for detailed catalogue, and with all enquiries (overseas send £1.00 or 51.R.C.'s). 

Add 15% VAT Add P&P - Sets over £50 add £2.50. Others add £1.50. Overseas P&P in 
catalogue. Text photocopies - Geiger & DDL Texts £1.50 each, others 50p, plus 50p post or 
large SAE. Insurance 50p per £50. Mail order, CWO, CHQ, PO, Access, Visa. 

PHONOSONICS, DEPT PE77, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, 
ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED, Tel. 0689 37821. 
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COMO S 

4200 

4001 

4002 

4006 
4007 

4006 
4009 

0010 
4011 

4012 

4013 
4014 

4015 

4016 

4017 

4018 
4019 

4020 
4021 
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4023 
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4026 

4027 
4028 

4029 
4030 
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4032 

4013 

4034 
4035 

0036 

1437 
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4039 
4040 

0041 
4042 

4003 

4044 

4045 
4046 
4047 

4048 

4049 
4050 

4051 

4052 
4053 

4054 
4055 

1056 

4060 
4063 

4066 
067 

4068 

4069 
1070 

4071 

4072 

4073 

4075 
4076 
4077 

4076 
4081 

4082  13p  741538 
4085  400  741540 

13p  4066  32p  741.542 

13p  4089  807  744547 

13 P 4093  180  741548 
NV  4094  45 4 740,55! 
13p  4095  589  140,554 

359  4098  50p  741355 
2017  4099  450  740,573 

219  4501  30p  740374 

139  4502  395  740,574 

139  4503  32p  741576 
19 17 4504  556  741578 
359  4505  2009  741583 

340 4506  600  741385 

129  4507  33p  741586 
319  4508  70p  741590 

Sop 4510  379  741591 

28 9 4511  lap  741592 

35 9 4512  433 741593 

30 9 4513  80 P 741595 
349 4514  759  701596 

13 P 4515  75p  7415107 

25 17 4516  40P 741-5109 
13p 4517  1209  7415112 

lop 4518  38p  7415113 

14 4519  30 P 74/5114 

no 4520  389  7415122 
35 9 4521  900  7415123 

17 17 0522  SOP  7415124 
60 9 4526  40P 7415125 

54 9 4527  44P  741.5126 

609 4528  OP 741.5132 
809 4529  75 9 741.5133 

459 4532  52 77 745136 

1559 4551  90 9 74/5138 
750 4553  190 9 7415139 

MP 4555  25 0 74/5145 
1909 4556  38 9 7415147 
365 4557  190 8 7415143 

38P 4593  849 741.5151 

309 4584  30 9 7415153 
36P 4585  42 0 7415154 

38 9  7415155 

72 P  7415156 S 45P  7aLs SERIE 
741.5157 

45 0 741500  15p  9409158 

27 P 741.501  15P  7415160 
111 0 741502  15 P 741.5161 

200 741503  15 0 7415162 

389 741504  15 0 7415163 
31, 745.905  15 0 7415164 

37p 741508  150 741.5165 
539 741.509  150 74/51 58 

52p 741510  15p 7415168 
52p 145.511  15p 7415169 

40, 741.512  15 0 74/5170 
52p 741513  22 0 741.5174 
20, 741514  300 74/5175 
130p 741.515  15p 7415190 

13, 745920  159 7415191 
13p 741.521  150 7405192 
139 74/522  1511 741.5193 

13, 741524  311 0 7415194 

135 741.526  15 9 741.5195 

13p 74/527  15 9 7816196 

13p 741528  15 9 741.5197 
469 741.530  15 P 741.5221 
13p 741532  17p 7415240 

iv 741531  12 0 7415241 
139 74/537  16 11 7415242 

179  7415243  606  6810 
169  7415244  E05  6853 

325  7415245  50p  6929 

565  7413247  50 9 6821 
569  7415246  505  6940 

165  741.5249  929  6045 

16p  7415251  3017  6850 

170  7415253  350  8080A 
29 5 7415256  600  80850 

22 0 7415257  429  8155 
209  7415258  429  6156 
259  741.5259  Sap  811595 

269 7415260  460  811.596 
43P  7415266  289  811597 
455  7415273  52p  811598 

309 7415279  40 5 8224 
22p  745280  1409  8226 

75P  74/5283  6017 8228 
364  741.5293  30 9 8243 

30 9 7415293  309 8250 
OP  7415365  379 8087 

MP  7415366  379  6251 
alp  741.6357  359 8263 

346  7415368  360 8255 
36 0 7415373  559 8258 

329  745374  559 8257 
350  741.5375  50 0 5259 

poop  545390  50p 8271 
429  7415333  450 8272 

859  7415399  1.0 8279 
36 9 7415629  1050 8282 
36 7 7415641  110p 6263 
406  7415642  200 9 8284 

349  7410644  280p 6287 
359  741.5645  170 9 8268 
350  7413570  72p 6744 

359  7445574  4009 8715  

83p  7413587  270p 213,015 

1209  0053500 
CONIPUT R 

900  590256012 
32 9  ICS  ZSOACPU 

40 9 2114  2009  ZBOBCPU 
MP  2532  3309  ZMADNIA 

41p  2716  2009  280890 

47 P 2732  2809  2808910 

30 P 27324  3018  2804CTC 

33 17 2764  24 49  Z80807C 
MP  27064  5509  2804510 

MP 27126  2509  2806510-1 
46 P 27156-25  4000  Z808S10.2 

46 9 41256-15  3009  28040091 
4.39 2560RAM  3009  745188 

66 9 4116  755  745189 
74 P 4164  1109  745201 

92 0 6116  1809  745287 

65P  6264-15  2509  745288 

MP  6502  3005 745289 

39 0 65024  400p 745387 
UP  65002  9306  75107 

55 0 6503  5709 75108 
52 P 6520  1709 75109  110p 

MP  6522  3308 75110  809 
51p  6530  1050p 75112  140p 

53 9 6532  4605 75113  1050 
529  6545  8806 75114  1305 

670 6551  5300 75115  1315 

52 P 6800  2109 75121  1259 

58 0 6802  7209 75122  125 9 
55 0 6803  8009 75150  1199 

55 0 6808  5009 75154  1109 
55 0 6809  6009 75158  1409 

15 49 75159 
3800 75160 
1049 75161 

1409 75162 

310p 75172 
620p 75182 

110p 75153 
4pa. A ne 
3089 75189 

0108 75195 
3509 75782 

120p 75324 

1305 75325 
1305 75365 

13 89 75050 

2705 75451 
2799 75452 

2705 75153 
2505 75454 

8E05  75480 

11005  75491 

3005  75492 
3205  8726 

3100  8728 

12005  8731 
3505  6195 

3669  0796 

34006  8197 

12099  8798 
4509 

00 09 

4009 

MOP  7815  351 

MOP  7818  359 

MOP  7824  359 

760 0 7925  350 
720p  7912  40 9 
100p  2915  009 

100 0 7918  40 9 
00 P 7924  408 

OOP  78105  280 

185 0 78112  288 
130P 78115  205 
340p  78118  280 

1557  78124  289 
105 0 79105  40p 

459  79112  45p 
429  79115  488 

42 9 78185C  100p 

65 9 762480  1009 
55 9 193095  100p 

135 9 19317K  221/p 
6017  0,93171  180p 

60 0 1832310  4239 

55 9 151723  40 9 
110 9 787106C  5709 

330 9 781-10511C  8008 

909  750112K0  7000 

110 9 7801114  1900 
90 P 79001C  215p 
110p  7911060  8009 

VOLTAGE 

REGULATORS 

4450  7805 
38 °P 7812 
5506 

11009 
14005 

2909 
5709 

500p 

1808 
5009 

6509 
2309 

4800 

25 09 

480p 
860p 

700p 
7009 

6809 

175p 
2109 

2007 
1549 

1508 
1809 

2009 

80 9 
806 

958 
35p 

2ENERS 

400100 

8019484508 

2479)390 

8305 

62061 RANGE 

24740390 

LED 

1.9931 w RED 

LED3nunTEI. 

lED Inn, GIN 

LED 52941 RED 
4E358169EI. 

LED 5mm URI 

18 

12p 

50 
10p 

10p 

50 
100 

10p 

PLEASE PRONE US FOR TYPE NOT 
LISTED 96 64 45 WE ARE HOLDING 
3000 ITEMS AND QUOTATIONS 

ARE GIVEN 606 20809 OUANTITIES. 
Please send 705 116, end VAT et 15, 
Goys Calestes. em Orders eccepted. 
Cluotetions gown lor lupe quantities. 
Meese allow 7 days Mr deb. , 
An Mend new Components 
AS selves ere new end boxed 

GRANDATA LTD 
9 THE BROAD WAY, 
PRESTON ROAD, 

WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, 
ENGLAND 

Phone 01404 20•3 • POI I ION 
Telex No 970 PPS4Sunnwl 

Open Monday to SetettNe 

ELECTRONICS CAD 
IBM PC (and compatibles),R.M. NIMBUS, BBC MODEL B, B+ 
and MASTER, AMSTRAD CPC and SPECTRUM 48K. 

M OTEL 

TV IF AMPLIFIER 
m•T • 

212 
222 

ANALYSER land I compute the A.C. FREQUENCY RESPONSE of linear (analogue) 
circuits. GAIN and PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMEDPANCE and GROUP 
DELAY (except Spectrum version) are calculated over any frequency range 
required. The programs are in use regularly for frequencies between 0.1Hz and 
1.2GHz. The effect on performance of MODIFICATIONS to both circuit and 
component values can be speedily evaluated. 

Circuits containing any combination of RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS, 
TRANSFORMERS,  BIPOLAR  AND  FIELD  EFFECT  TRANSISTORS  and 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS can be simulated - up to 60 nodes and 180 components 
(IBM version). 

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, 
LOUDSPEAKER CROSS-OVER NETWORKS, WIDE-BAND AMPLIFIERS, TUNED 
R.F AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING NETWORKS, TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER 
CIRCUITS, LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. etc. 

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be evaluated by "breaking 
the loop". Tabular output on Analyser I. Full graphical output, increased circuit size and 
active component library facilities on Analyser II. 

Check out your new designs in minutes rather than days. 

ANALYSER can greatly reduce or even eliminate the need to breadboard new designs. 
Full AFTER SALES SERVICE with TELEPHONE QUERY HOT LINE and FREE update 
service. Used by INDUSTRIAL GOVERNMENT and UNIVERSITY R & D 
DEPARTMENTS worldwide. IDEAL FOR TRAINING COURSES, VERY EASY TO USE. 
Prices from £201195. 

For further details and example computations or for details on our Draughting program, 
please write or phone: 

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD, 
Ref PE Crown Street, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4EB. 

Tel: (0480) 61778 

BESCO LIMITED 
T/A NORTH WEST ELECTRONICS 

100'S OF COLOUR TV's and VIDEO'S 
Ex-rental and repossessions. 
All makes in stock; Philips G8, GEC 2030, Hitachi 191, Bush 718 take these off the pile at 
only £15.00 each! 
Philips G11 £40.00, Bush T20 £35.00, Pye KT3 £45.00 etc, etc. 

EXCELLENT WORKING VHS SHARPS ELECTRONIC VIDEO ONLY E105.00 (7300 mod) 
Other makes in stock inc; Hitachi, National Panasonic, Ferguson, Sharps (all models). 
Due to our excess video stocks and limited time we have electronics VHS VIDEO'S with 
slight faults from only £60.00. 
Ex equipment spares (tested and working) 

Line  Conver-  Mains  Tube  Gust 
Make  I.F  Decoder  0.P  Power  gence  Panel  Base  Frame  control 

G11  13.50  11.00  18.00  18.00  4.00  1.00  2.00  10.50  6.00 
718  7.50  14.00  20.00  3.00  5.00  14.00 

T20/22  X  14.00  18.00  17.00  5.00  14.00 
T26  X  16.00  20.00  17.00  5.00  X 

(All prices inclusive of postage but plus VAT, cheque with order please) 

Call in at NORTH WEST ELECTRONICS, LAUREL STREET, LEEDS ROAD, BRADFORD, 
W. YORKSHIRE OR phone (0274 660995) for details. 
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Tel: (0983) 292847  X e ri m E l e C t r 0111 

Just a small 
_Specialised Component 

100's of thousands 
Supplies 

of 

s 

I C S  Tel: (0983) 292847 

stock items 
Electronic 

selection from 
4000 SERIES 7415 SERIES MICRO & LSI IR RE MOTE IC'S ZENER DI O DES 293704  0.10  470µF385V  9.42 RESISITORS 

•••    
4001U0  0.16 

741500  0.20 MC3448AP  390 S1186 DP  2.20 BZ188C201 005 
293019  0.40 
295307  020 

4700µF63V  6.27 CARBON FIL M 
PROJECTS 

Distance M usuring Instru ment 
401113 0.16 741504 020 61068088P 8.04 SL49000  1.92 0Z,313C4123 006 255308  020 

n55004uF4OV 5.25 0.25 W 5% 

4011U0 0.16 741513 028 ZEIOA.CPU 1.80 ML9260P  2.73 BZY8EI05V1 0.06 10000µF4OV  3.12 10-10M  1.5p An accurate temperature compen-

40120 0.21 741510 042 2804-DART 4.28 ML92800  2.73 B2Y88C7V5 0.06 IC SOCKETS 
DISC CERA MIC 0.5W 5% 

 sated Ultrasonic measuring device. 

40135 

401713 

0.30 

0.28 

741520 
741532 
741.537 

020 

0.20 
0.20 

0804 00 

ZI304-510/0 
U0041256-15 

1.68 
4.96 
265 

VOLTAGE REG'S 

BZ1138C9V1 
B0138C10 
BIY88C11 

0.06 
0.06 
0.06 

TURNED PIN 

6-40 WAY 

2. F''i "  0„, 

a  . 

120pF63V  0.05 

10R-10M  2.5p 

METAL FIL M 

Basically designed for measuring 

between two parallel objects up to 

265. (65ft with Optional Parabolic 
401913 

402013 

0.50 
0.66 

741542 
741585 

0.42 
0.62 

TC5516401-2 
•I0M7217IPI 

300 
4.21 

00171  0.72 
7805  0.40 

BZ788C15 0.06 
PLAIN LO W COST 100pF5OV  603 0.4 W 1% 

10 R-1 M  3.5p 
Reflector.) 

Applications:- Room dimentioning, 
40236 0.25 746123 017 7808  0.45 

BRIDGE REC'S 6-40 WAY 
1000pF63V  0.02 

ENA MEL Car reversing, Surveying. Robotics, 
402413 0.40 741.6132  

7415139 
0.54  
0.46 

AD & DA 
7812  040 
7815  0. PC1308 45 KB 1.42  ',Le PIN  07p 

2200pF63V  0.03 

4700pF63V  0.04 WIRE W OUND Intrusion, height gauge, and lots more. 
4025B 0.20 741.0193 018 CONVERTERS 7824  0.45 SKB213215A 0.43 

0.047µF5OV  0.04 2.5 W 5% OUTPUT:- Four Digit BCD (Multi. 
402813 

40305 

404013 

0.26  
0.29 

060 

7415200 
7415244 
7415205 

017 
0.58 
0.75 

407525151 
DA MN-CBI,/ 
eADC1210HCD 

1925  

1950  

45.55 

7005  0.24 
71108  0.25 
78112  0.25 

KBU4D  0.95 
W005  026 

IC SOCKET 

ROUND 

349  0.17 

0.1µF25V  0.05 

0.1o.F63V  0.14 

1R2 -1K5  0.27 

6W 5% 

102-2 4  0.46 

plexed), Interfaces Indirectly to a 

four.Digit LCD Display board (optional/. 

Kit comprising of:- PCB, 

404213 0.41 7015365 
740373 

0.42 
0.58 

40201211HCD 
DACOBOOLCN 

3916 
215 

TRANSISTORS 8PIN  038 
10PIN  042 

M ONOLITHIC 
CERA MIC Componenets, Transducers, Slide 

4050B 0.29 
.04C1200HCO 16&I 

DIODES BC107 0.09 
SOCKET 

M ULTI.LAYER 17 W 10 % Switch, Push Switch. Thermistor,PP3 

405313 0.50 •DAC1201HCD 15.15 19001  0.03 130108 0.08 SIL 50/100V 100-10K  0.28 Battery Connector. 

4063E1 0.70 ICL7109CP1 6.40 
194148  0.02 00182 0.08 STRIP 5/10/20 % 511 NET WORKS KIT PRICE 

406613 

40680 

0.20 

0.21 74NC SERIES 

00754209 10.94 194933  0.25 

193891  1.0 
195339E1  0.36 

010212 
0C3270 100pF-0.16F 

13C5401 

IL. 
..... 

0."  

6WAY  0.12 
12 WAY  0.22 

0.11 

POLYESTER  

0.125 W %5 

8CO M 191,1811 

BUILT AND TESTED ................ 34.95 
Options! Extras 

406913 0.20 U NEAR 114533913  0.36 BC5564 0.011 
20WAY  0.56 

1000-100K  031 
LCD Display board comprising:-

407013 0.20  
740000 
7411CO2 

0.13 
0.33 LF398N 3.95 

195401  0.12 131)131 gap CAPACITORS ALL 250 V 4 
THER MISTOR 

-Digit Liquid Crystal Display with 

40716 0.20 701004 0.33 LM3119 0.44 310003  034 
00.185  0.10 

00233 
130259 

033 
026 

A=AKIAL 0.01-0.470F  0.08 BEAD  (NTC)  Drivers end on board OF Oscillator. 
KIT PRICE ._  . 13.95 

407813 0.21 740C11 0.33 LM3249 0.41 
8Y132-1130  124 85R50 014 

4.7µ033V.4  0.121 POLYSTYRENE 4K7 GM472 W 1.95 BUILT & TESTED .  . 17.95 

408113 0.16 
7411085 
741IC139 

0.83 
0.58 

LM3089 
I.M741 0,1 

0.66 
0.32 EIW9511  0.10 130548P 

2.65  
10µF350  0.05 
22001004  0.17 

ALL 160V POTENTIO METERS Ultrasonic Parabolic reflector, Dist-

451013 

4511B 

0.46 

0.46 
74HC200 
7400240 

1.01 
0.58 

MC1458CP1 

MC3340P 

0.41 

1.30 

BY1/950  030 
872710.00  1.10 

BUS98 
IRF520 

5.70 

1.35  
33µ06V  0.05 
47pF35V  010 

47pF-2700pF 0.10 CER MET Va" SO 

PCB TOP ADJUST 

ences up to 655 have been achieved. 

PRICE  2.95 

45146 0.91 74110244 095 ICL713130CPA 1.76 135206  030 1112 0.30 10000.07 TANTALU M 100R-200K  0.30 
R5232 Perallel Centronics Converter 

45180 440 74 HC245  0.92  0036269 669 406020  1.18 

40110120  1.16 

IRF841) 
MTP8N10 

739 
..... 

1.. " 
100µF5OV  017  

1.011F16V  0.09 PCB SIDE ADJUST Ideally  suited  for  computers  that  can  

net  auPeert  Parallel Printers.7400273 45430 0.58 7010251  0.43  
0.83 

5035261  
14074(5 0.66 

4.92  M16-100  0.93 MJ3001 1.46 
330 016V  0.12 
470µFl0V .4 030 6.8µF1OV  0.12 

5000 -2000  630 
Kit comprising:-- Components. PCB, -omponents. 

45470 45470 1.23 7480354 0.51 11072CP 0.65 010-1000  0.93 4202501 1.52 
4700F5OV  0.30 10µF1OV  0.10 

M ULTITURN 7/6 SD - 36way entronics IDC Plug & Patch Lead 
401748 0.48 74HC373 0.79 11071CP 0.39 M25-100  127 TIP110 0.36 

1000 010V  es 10µF16V  0.13 
PCB TOP ADJUST KIT PRICE  1795 

4019213 0.56 74H0374 0.79 U.4714HC 416 M25.100R  1.27 130115 0.39 
.zu  22 °°0n W  0." 22 Fl 6V  021 

1000 - 200K  0.85 BUILT & TESTED  25.95 

401930 

401946 

0.56 

065 

74004002  
741104022 

0.71  
0.54 

000700 
0l47590I1C 

1.43  
2.72 IR OPTO 

110121  
TIP126 

0..  
0.35 

4700'4E25V  1.sa 

CAPACITORS 

'''  -- - 
33µF16V  0.32 

PCB SIDE ADJUST 

2000 - 200K  0.85 

Sinclair DL 'SERI or 2" Plug ... 1A2 
25 W 17' Type Plug or Socket . 0.60 

401956 0.83 
7411C4000 
74HC4060 

0.54 
0.56 

MC1436CG 
U0930201 

5.70 
2.58 1057034  1.25 

110141 

TIP146 

159 
1.4 6 SCRE W TER MINAL 

47µF6.3V  0.23 

100µF6.3V  0.57 
PLASTIC TRACK 
SINE + COSINE 

C07  ICE PM .II M Indle•NI, 
KIT PRICE_ ................................... 5.95 

4037313 1.10 11.91054  0.44 292646 0.55 150µF450V  6.32 15094 F6.3V  0.94  
5K05%  18.25 BUILT & TESTED  8.95 

4037413 1.10 11.1411/5  0.40 293055 0.50  47094F250V  5.70 

*TRANSFOR MER RM CORES LE.D's 4.9 m m DIA L ED. DISPLAY PLEASE ADD £1.00 p&p & 15 % VAT it: B P  I ORDERS 70:-  I 
RM6/R M7/R M10 Respectively RED1111113A 0.10 0.03" Orders over £20 Post and packing Free. 

UNIT 4, SA MUEL W HITES EST 
RM CORES  RM CLIPS 

LA4146  082  0T2498  0.07 

000ITLG113A 

081110.113/ 

0.13 

017 

1012 110.332  0.89 

AN  11.0333  689  

No Export orders please. 
Data  Sheets 43p, free on request with  I  CO WES, ISLE OF WIGHT, P031 7LP  I 
co mponent  Send Me   

L124246 0.96  01T2487 0.07 ORGTL0113A 0.21 0.43" 
Stock ite ms nor mally by return of post.  I  I 

FX3436 0.66  DT2506 0.09 L LD:. 3.1 m m DIA CA 1L0342  0.89 Ask for details of ite ms not listed and pricing. 

RIR BOBBINS  RM ADJUSTERS REDI1R123 408 
AN T00343  0.89 Part nu mbers are exact or near equivalents.  1 Na me   I 

D12517 0.52  LA1429 0.16 GRNTLG123A 0.11 0 '53"  
Prices correct at time of going to printers.  Address   

°Coil 
DT2468 0.46  LA1427 0.23 TELTLY123 013 CA 11.8358  0.89 

Winding Facility available.  I   Postcode    I 

012535 0.64  LA1432 0.32 0001L0123 0.17 AN TLR359  0.89 
tAvailable until stocks are exhausted. 

BI-PAK BARGAINS 
Pak 
No  Ott Description Price 

RESISTORS 
VP I  300 Assorted Resistors, mixed values and types ......................................... £100 
VP2  NO Carbon Resistors 5.-1/2 wan. pre .formed, mixed 
VP3  200 Yr wan Min. Carbon Resistors mixed values ......................................... £100 
VP4  200 14-1 wan Resistors. mixed .lues and types ......................................... £500 
VP16  50 Wrewound Resistors, mixed wan values 
VP1121  1 Sub Resistance Box. 36 .lues Sohn's-100600  £175 
VP100  50 Precision Resistors. 1% tolerance 
VP181  100 I and 2 wan Resistors. assorted valu.  LIAO 

CAPACITORS 
VP5  200 Assorted Capadtors, all types . 
UPS  200 Ceramic Capacitors. Min. mixed .lues ............... 
GPO  100 mixed canonic Diu, 180f-.01501 
VP9  100 Assoned Polyester/Polystyrene Capacitors .......... 
VPIO  60 0280 Capacitors. Mend foil, mixed values .................. 
VP11 
VP12 
VP13  30 Electrolytic% 15.0-100m1, mixed volts 
VP15  25 .01 /250v Min. Layer Mad' Caps .... 
VP146  25 Solid Tantalum Caps., mixed .luas 
VP180  25 Tantalum Bead Caps., assorted values 
VP182  4 1000uf 50v Electrolytic. 
VP192  30 Min. Elecrolytics, mixed values, .47m1-1000m1 6/1130 
VP193  6 Sub Min Electrolytic'. In 1000/2200/3300m1 1016v .. 

• 

0.00 

11.00 

2100 
000 

0.00 

P.O 
No  Ott Description  Peke 
74 SERIES SALE 'ROCK BOTTOM- PRICES 
VP223  50 Asst TTL IC's  'ALL GATES  new & coded our mix 7400-7453 N M 
VP224  100 Asst  TTL  'ALL  GATES. new  &  coded  our 

mix 7400-7453 
0P7413  4 7413 Dual Nand Schmin Trigger Alnput . 
0P7040  0 7040 Oval 4-Input PositiyoNend Buyer,, 
0P74711  4 7470  And-801.0 

0P7480 
VP7481 
VP7490 
VP7091 
VP7492 
vP7493 
007494 
0.01805 
VP70111 
VP74141 
VP74151 
VE74153 
VP74164 

1100 
Peativeistiernieserel 

Flip-Flop vnth preset .  .. .  £1.00 
70006,102 11 024.1 ..  •  0.00 
7481 1643i1 Random Access memories  £1.00 
7090 Decade Counter ....  .  £100 
7091 8-811 Shift Register  . . ... ..  tilt 
7092 Divided by 12 Counter . 
70934-0it Binery Counter  .  0.00 
74940-Bit Shift Register  .... ...  .  .  11.00 
74954-0i1 Shift Register  £1.00 
74111 Dual J-K Maker Slava. Flip-nop .  .  £1.00 
74141 BCD - D.imal Decoder/Driver  0.00 
74151 1 of El Data Selectors/Multiplexers .  .  0.00 
74153 Dual 4 fine to 1 on Data Selectors/Multiplexers .  £1.00 
14104801 Parallel Output Seriel Shift Registers  01.011 

P.O 
No  City Description 

VP74167 
604174 
07141011 
VP74193 

VP74279 

BPX6 

0 70167 Syndvonous Decade Rata Multipliers ..  .  . E1.00 
4 74174 He, D-Type Flip-Flops .  . 11.00 
4 74181 Arithmetic Logic 010s/T0nction Generators ........  ..........  . 0100 
0 74153  Synchronous  Up/Down  Dual  Clock  Counters. 
Binary dear  . 0.00 

4 74279 Wad S-R Latch.  ..  .  . 000 

111  Data  Book  74 Series, including  'LS'. Complote with  Pin  out 
Diagrams.  7400-74670.  Tn.  Inlarthengesbility  Guide  Funcdon 
Selection  Guide  and  Explanation  of  Function  Tables. 
'P45001'0700   

P.O 
No  Ory Description  Price 
100.5 
VP206  1 25 wan High Oualiury Low Cost Soldering Iron 240v AC Long life Element. 

1.701004 .  050 
VP247  1 15 wan 'Lightweight' High Quelity Low Cost Soldering Iron 2400 AC. 

1.701934  050 
0P2041  1 High Suction Desoldering Rzmp, teflon 00080. 0010 Eject Heavy duly 

return spring  0.00 
VP249  1 High Quality Soldering Iron Stand. Cast iron base. Tip dawning sponge . 000 
VP250  1 Long Rnger Grip. soldering aid. Heavy metal Noe. Serrated jaws with rev 

tweezer action. Ideal for holding small components. Fully adjusted.  13.00 
VP261  1 Molti.tester. Pocket sin. 18 ranges. 10000 ohmeNDC • 4000 ohmsNAC. 

Fuse and diode protection. Mirrored scale. Leads with 2mm plugs. Bet & 
instructions Inc  E050 

VP252  1 Multi.tester & Transistor Tester M OO ohms/V. 19 ranges Audio output 
Test Wm. One and Diode protection. Test kods&Transistortest leads. Batt 
& Instructions. Mirrored scale Size 147 x 97 x 45 mm  £18.50 

VP253  1 Digital Multi-tester. 30 digit. Side switches for single.hand operation 
High quality construction tough ABS body Fully guaranteed. Overload 
protection. Input imped. 1000hms. 19 ranges Incl. IOADC plus diode & 
transistor test Accuracy 08% Complete with leads. Batt and manual. 
Size 105 x 70 x 31 mm  05.00 

VP254  1 250 grams Etchant Granules IFerric chloridsl makes 11 pint .................... £1 00 
VP255  1 Etching Pen. Etch resistant Sew. tip. Blue •  £100 
7P256  1 PCB Mini Drill. Operating voltage 0-148 DC 01mm twist drill .nd collet for 

.8 to 12mm drills and roomy .r inc..  15.00 
7P257  1 Pack of 3 Twist Drills. 61.5.2rnm for PCB Mini Drill ..................................... £1 30 
VP258  1 Mufticore Solder. 5m total. 18 and 22 S.W.G. 
VP259  1 PCB Holder. Fully adjusted. from 0.32ornrn wide and to any angle. 

Complete with iron stand and sponge. Strong mst.I construction with 
rubber feet. Very High Quality  115.00 

P.O 
No  Ory Description  Prke 
505701109E0018 
VP223A  6 Tab Boards. 36 way Paxaline  11.00 
VP225  20 DIN Plugs plastic 2-8 pin 180,240536Ormixed  1250 

Pak 
No  Dry Description 

0P226 
00827 
00520 
07229 
00292 
00231 
00232 
1/0233 
00234 
VP235 
0P236 
00237 
VP238 
VP239 
00240 
80241 
07242 
00243 
0P244 

VP245 

Price 

DIN Chassis SM., metal 2-8 pin 18tt/240360. mixed ......... 0210 
DIN In-line SIns, plastic lop'  160,2401360r mixed  050 
C15 Computer Casso n Tape, leadless .....  13.00 
Cassette Tape, b loom  low noise  95.00 
Cassano Tape, 2 x 45 min low noise  0.00 

Cas.ne Head CleanerrDemagnelizer, in use. 
Revolving Cassano, rob, holds 32, smoker pampas.  /2.50 
Demagnetizer Curved Probe. 240y AC .  L .  0.00 
VHS Video Head Cleaner Cassette Wet type  Geo 
13etamas Video Head Cleaner Cassano. Wet ma  £4.00 

40 NiGad Batteries 1.250 500 mAh C/R mA ..  £000 
C.HP11 NeCad Batteries. R.hargeable.  0.50 
D-HP2 NI-Cad Batteries. Rechargeable .  £000 
OR012 Light Dependarn Resistor .  0.50 

High Poemr Piero Electric Siren. Emits Earpiercing warbling sound. Out 
alarms. Mita plastic body with mounting breast Power 120 DC 150m0. 
Output 100db 101,1 lm top. Freq. 2.5104. Sim 57 x  37rnm  0.00 
Automatic Lighting Switch. Photoelectric.weatherprool. Switchalightsor 
equipment 'ON' e8 9645 'OFF' at dawn. Loads up to 34 at 240v AG. 
Size 50 0 45mrn  15.00 

P.O 
No  City Description  Price 
SPEAKERS OFFER. Saw up to 50% 
VPL001  I 604' Elliptical 8 ohms 0W RHO Freq. Ree.1361000011z Gannet purpose 

Speaker Gauss 7000  aso 
VPL003  I 7 x 5' Elliptical 8 ohms 4W RMS Freq. Res 90.10000 He Speaker, 

(Anne HE co.. Gauss 7500 .  0.00 
VOL005  1 8 x 5' Elliptical 8 ohms OW RMS Speaker. Freq. Rea 4546001)Hz. Gams 

9000 Nide range Air suspension, sponge ridge. Centre HE cons ............. £4.50 
VOL005  I 906' Elliptical 8 ohms SWIMS Speaker. Freq. Res 6010000Hz Gauss 

10000. Centre HF cone  0.50 
V00010  1 2Ya" Transducer Waterproof Speaker. Polyester film Diedwagm. Moisture 

res. 8 ohms 30010W RBIS Freq. Res 20-20000 Hz  0.00 
VPL018B  1 4. Round 8 ohms 1.219 RMS Freq. Res. 190-100 If: General purpose 

speaker. 100 x 100 0 35rnm  000 
071.022  1 5' Round 8 ohms 3W SPAS Freq, Rea. 90.9500 Ho CerMsesisi 

purpose Speaker Gauss 7500. 133 x 42 mm  £3.00 
VPL025  1 5Yz' Round 8 ohms 1505 RMS Wide range speaker Freq. Res. 

50-15000 hr. Air suspension. Centre HE COIN .......................................... 0700 
VP1.025A 1 6" Round 8 ohms 5WRMS Freq. Res 70-200011z.General purposeSpeaker. 

Gauss 9000 .  050 
V0L029  1 IT Round 8 ohms 10500  RMS Freq, Res. £01 50 40. Ride Range Speaker. 

Centre yr  cone 11.00 

ill  TsEezrocrAosrHdervvsBIATtoRHCDLEDC.EAPRRED, SA MEB I ALSO. PAK A, DAY ye ACCEPTED.  B 1 D6; DESPATCH.  W ARE.   ACCESS,HE R T S  

TEL 0763.48051. 0100 388 7006. 

ADD 15°0 VAT AND £1.50 PER ORDER POSTAGE AND PACKING 

Use your credit card. ping us on 0763 48851 NOVO 

and get your order even faster. Goods nor mally 

------)sent 2nd Class Mail. AI, Re me mber you must add VAT at 15 % to your orders 

Total Postage add f 1.50 per Total order. 
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LOGIC PUZZLE 

Send your answer to this puzzle to: 

Binary Chop No. 4, 

Practical Electronics, 
16, Garway Road, 
London W2 4NH 

to reach us before 1st July 1987. 

12 month's subscription to Practical 
Electronics will be awarded for the first 
three correct answers opened. The 
Editor's decision is final. 

Answer in the September 1987 issue. 

Look out for another mental challenge 
next month! 

BINARY CHOP  PUZZLE NO 4 
TEST YOUR POWERS OF 
LOGICAL DEDUCTION 
AND WIN 12 MONTH'S 
SUBSCRIPTION TO PE! 

D I N A R V  C H O P  —  P U Z Z L E  N O  4 

D E C O D E  T HI S  2 0 4  C H A R A C T E R  M E S S A G E 

THE SERIAL BINARY DATA CONVERTER OMITTED ALL LEADING ZEROS' 
LETTERS A TO Z = ASCII 1 TO 26. NUMBERS 0 TO 9 = ASCII 48 TO 57. 
COMMA = ASCII 44. FULL-STOP = ASCII 46. NO OTHER CODES ARE USED. 

11000010000110011001110011111111001111111110011110101110100111001110 
11001110011001010100111110000101011101011010110010111001010111010111 
11000111010101110110101100101100001010011111110011100001000010111001 
01001111010011011010110100100111011011001110110010101011010010111110 
001110010000100011110001100101111010010110010111001001111111100001 00 
0010111001010011101001011110011110110111011111110101111101 111101 0111  
00001111000111001110110011100111010011001011111001010011001111 011111  
0011110000111000101011101011000111001110011001011010111000100111 1000  
111100110101110101101111100011010010011000011010110011111001110101 11 
00001110011101101101101010011011100011010110001100101001010110100111 
00111110011011110100010110100010000100111100011010110000110110110000 
11011011011111010011011011111010111000111001011011011010011011001011 
01111010011000111111011100111011111111100011010011100011000110101001 
01111 

THIS SHORT BINARY-CREATING PROGRAM MAY HELP. 

10 FOR A=1 TO 57:AS= " FOR B=0 TO 5,D=A AND (2tB) 
20 AS=STRVABS(D)0))+AS:NEXTB PRINT VAL(A*),:NEXTA:PRINT 

BOOKMARK 
The following books have recently been received: 

Electronic Circuits for Computer Control of Model Railways. 
R.A. Penfold. Babani BP180. £2.95. The projects consist of 
various types of controller, including a high quality pulse type, 
as well as circuits for train position sensing, signal and electric 
points control, etc. 

International Radio Stations Guide. Babani BP155. £2.95. an 
invaluable aid in helping all those who have a radio receiver 
to obtain the maximum entertainment value and enjoyment 
from their sets. 

Midi Projects. R.A. Penfold. Babani BP182. £2.95. Mainly 
provides details of how to interface many popular home 
computers with Midi systems, and also covers interfacing Midi 
to analogue and percussion synthesisers. 

Introduction to CP/M. R.A. Penfold. Babani BP183. £2.95. 
This book has been written for the benefit of newcomers to 
computing and experienced users alike, to clarify the basic 
functioning of a disc drive operations system such as CP/M. 

Electronic Synthesiser Construction. R.A. Penfold. Babani 
BP185. £2.95. With this book a relative beginner should be 
able to build, with the minimum of difficulty, and at a 
reasonably low cost, a worthwhile monophonic synthesiser, 
and to learn a great deal about electronic music synthesis. 

Getting Started with Basic and Logo on the Amstrad PCWs. 
F.A. Wilson. Babani BP188. £5.95. Written especially to 
complement manufacturers' manuals and to help readers 
overcome the first hurdles in computing on the PCW. 

Guide to Broadcasting Stations. 19th Edition. P. Darrington. 
Heinemann Newnes. £6.95. A standard receiving guide to tell 
you who is transmitting and where they are, giving frequency, 
location, and alphabetical order. 

Computer Projects for Railway Modellers. R. Amos and M. 
Cook. Patrick Stephens Ltd. £4.99. 96 pages of features, circuit 
diagrams and program listings for the Sinclair ZX Spectrum 
and BBC Model B. 

BINARY CHOP NO 2 
ANSWER AND WINNERS 

Despite the deliberate spelling variation in Binary 
Chop No 2, nearly all the answers received were correct, 
though I suspect that some of you may still be working 
at the problem! This is the answer - 

A HARD ONE. DECYPHER THE RANDOM ALPHA CHARACTERS, EACH OCCURS 3 TIMES. 
THERE IS ALSO A SELECTION OF FULL STOPS. 
0.A.O.F.J.HH.K.E.I.X.O.B.O.V.L.DPO.A.A.R.Y.E.M.H.XU.M.I.D.E.Z.O.A. 
S.DT.S.NR.C.N.V.T.C.2.Y.SQ.U.Y.R.L.H.K.T.J.C.I.X.1I.U.F.BL.P.B.Z.P. 
YNO.O.F.M.K.J. 

Congratulations to the three winners - 

Mr A. Osborne of Croydon, Surrey. 
Dan Hopper of Peru in the U.S.A. 
Chris Finn of Beverley in E.Yorks. 

Each of these three readers have been awarded twelve 
free issues of PE. 

P.S. Chambers' Dictionary gives Cypher and Cipher 
equal validity. 

PE PROVIDES THE ANS WERS TO M ANY 

PROBLE MS M AKE SURE OF YOUR COPY — 

PLACE A REGULAR ORDER! 
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Its no secret... 
.. that there is a real difference at Cricklewood Electronics 

That's why you should never be without the FREE CRICKLE WOOD ELECTRONICS 
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE, for sheer variety. competitive prices and service 
from the UK's number one 1000/0 component shop No gimmicks, no gadgets or 
computers, just components, millions of them. all easily available by mail order, 

calling or credit card telephone orders Just pick up the phone (or a pen) to get your 
FREE copy now no SAE required) You have nothing to lose 

CRICKLE WOOD ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
40 Crickle wood Broad way, London N W2 3ET 

Tel: 01-4500995/01 452 0161 
Telex 91 4977 

IM MO E ll  r 
w minVISA PE 

'C' cell 
'D' cell  £2.80 each  1.2  AHr 
PP3  £6.90 each  100 mAHr 

MINI-DRILL KIT WITH PRECISION TOOLS BY MAXICRAFT 
Drill with selection of buffer heads, abrasive discs, polishers & drill bits, 
chucks & colletts. 42W, 1800 rpm, 9-16V, 1.5A. For model makers, 
engravers and electronics enthusiasts. 

CDE PRICE   £19.50 

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE DRILL BITS 
imm, ideal for glass fibre PCB's (1/8 shanks). 
CDE PRICE   £1.20 each or £5.50 for 5 

PCB KIT 
Includes 4 pieces copper clad, 2 etch resist pens, 4 sheets transfers, 
plastic tray, tweezers, circuit etchant and instructions. 

CDE PRICE - complete kit   £6.25 

PCB BOOK 
How to design and make your own PCB's. 

CUE PRICE   £1.95 

ALL GOODS SUPPLIED BYCDE ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 

AGAINST DEFECT - FULL REFUND IF NOT SATISFIED. 

PLEASE ADD £.100 PER ORDER FOR POST AND PACKING. 

UNIVERSAL NICAD CHARGER 
Charges any combination of AA, PP3, C & D cells, up to 4 cells 
simultaneously. 

CUE PRICE    £5.95 each 

TECHNICAL NICAD CHARGER 
Charges any combination of AAA, AA, PP3, C & D cells, up to 23 cells 
from 1.2V to 12Vsimultaneously. Test meter facility, use charging socket 
to charge various special batteries, connecting clipper or universal type 
plug. 

CDE PRICE   £24.00 each 

NICADS 
AA size  £1.10 each  500 mAHr 

(90p each when ordered with any charger) 
£2.50 each  1.2  AHr 

CROYDON DISCOUNT ELECTRONICS (CDE) 
40 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD. CROYDON, 

SURREY CRO 6AA TEL: .01-688 2950 
SHOP HOURS: Mon-Sat 10-5.30 (closed Weds.) 

• 
CCTV CAMERAS 

FROM ONLY 
£69.50 EACH 
PLUS CARRIAGE 

& VAT 

Crofton Electronics are now able to offer C.C.T.V. cameras from as little as £69.50 
+ VAT & carriage. These cameras have been refurbished to a high standard. The 
output is 1volt p-p. and will work with most video equipment. These cameras are 
powered from 240vo11 mains, and have a vidicon rack giving a focusing range 
from an inch or two to infinity. A standard 16mm lens is also supplied. The 
sensitivity is in the order of 10 lux which allows their use in the domestic 
environment. Pictures can be produced with only 2.5 lux but with a worse signal 
to noise ratio. Low light versions are available having sensitivities of 0.1 lux (half 
moonlight) at £350 + VAT and carriage. Many other lens are available from stock. 
A Mounting bush is standard. Many other cameras are available from stock both 
reconditioned and new, i.e. brand new mini 12volt camera at only £80 plus VAT 
and carriage, lens extra. Many other items of CCTV equipment such as monitors 
(both new and refurbished) switchers, panning units, housings, time and date 
generators are available from stock. We also supply camera and monitor tubes, 
as well as scanning yokes for a wide range of equipment. 

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL 

Currently on offer is a professional drive board and tube to make a superb 12" 
professional green panelled tube monitor at £23.50 inclusive. Would normally 
cost well over £200 +. Buy 10 off and they will only cost you £180.00 inclusive. 
Be sure to ask us to quote for any of your camera/monitor requirements - we will 
never be beaten on price. 

HURRY HURRY HURRY 
(Not many left. First come first served.) 

Brand New Time Date generators at a fraction of their original price. Only £132 
inclusive. Normal price £477. These generators are mains driven and accept normal 
composite video in. They produce video out with time/date/day/month/and year 
added to the signal in normal or reverse video. Adjustable positioning anywhere 
on the screen. Switchable character size also provided. A REAL MUST FOR 
SECURITY APPLICATIONS WHEN RECORDING. 

We also have a host of used items such as cooling fans power supplies at give 
away prices, so why not ask for a list? 

Send a 40p SAE for our complete range of catalogues. 

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. • 

CROFTON ELECTRONICS  05448 557 

'KINGSHILL', NEXTEND, LYONSHALL, HEREFORDSHIRE HR5 3HZ. 

Item 
1  FIFTY, 2W,5% RESISTORS in packets of ten each value, your 

choice. E12 range 
2.  ONE-SINGLE CARBON POTENTIOMETER- your choice of 

value-l a or (in 
3.  2 PANEL MOUNTING FUSE HOLDERS-20mm. 
4.  2 PANEL MOUNTING FUSE HOLDERS-1.25inch. 
5.  10 PHONO line PLUGS 
6.  ONE-MINI LS. 3ins, 8ohm. 
7.  ONE-MINI LS. 1.25ins, 16ohm. 
8.  ONE-TWEETER-2.25ins, suit 10W amp. 
9.  2 WO1 MINI RECT.BRIDGES 100V-1A. 
10.  2 RECT. BRIDGES 200V-3A. 
11.  8 LEDS-5mm RED 
12.  6 BC547A NPN TRANSISTORS 60v 100mA 
13.  6 8C557A PNP TRANS. COMP. TO 547A these will replace most 

small sig.types. BC107 etc. 
14.  1 MJ 16014 TO3 850v 20A 200W audio 
15.  2 TRIACS 2A-400V 
16.  3 TIP41A TRANSISTORS-EX UNUSED EQUIP. 
17.  12 1N4004 DIODES 200V-1A 
18.  25 1N4148 general purpose signaldiodes 
19.  10 A090 EQUIV, Germanium diodes. 

RELAYS 
20.  1 LATCHING 2 POLE C/O, 2X400R COILS 
21.  1 LATCHING 4 POLE c/O. 2X400R COILS 
22.  2 12VAC (note-AC) COIL 2 POLE C/0-6A 
23.  2 12VAC (note-AC) OCTAL PLUG IN 
24.  2 PBC MTG.ECAPSUL'D REED N/O S/P 
25.  2 PBC MTG.ECAPSUL'D REED N/C S/P 
26.  2 PBC MTG.ECAPSUL'D REED C/O S/P 
27.  1 PANEL VOLT METER. 10v & 50v, 1mA f.s.d 
28.  1 PANEL AMP METER 0-8A batt. charger type 
29.  2 TVAE PLUGS plated brass-solderless 
30.  2 SWITCHES rocker-240v 10A 

PACKS 
31.  200 RESISTORS mixed close tolerance 
32.  200 RESISTORS mixed 1/4 and 1/2W 
33.  10 MIXED CARBON POTS. - OUR CHOICE 
34.  60 MIXED MINI POLY CAPS 0.01 TO 1.5µF 
35.  100 MIXED CERAMIC CAPS 20°F to 0.1gF 
36.  100 MIX SEMI-CONDUCTORS, some unmarked inc. leaflet "How 

to test with multimeter" 

All components new stock surplus to requirements 
10 Items for £5.00 VAT inc. please add £1.00 P&P per order. 

"10 ITEMS FOR A FIVER" 
ANY MIX YOUR CHOICE 
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REGULAR FEATURE 

REPORT BY 
TOM IVALL 

INDUSTRY 
NOTEBOOK 
ELECTRONICS AND THE THIRD WORLD 

The large pool of low-cost labour in the Far East has worked 
to the benefit of the UK electronics industry, but this situation 
may change dramatically as South East Asia's own industries 
become established 

THE  highly  successful  Amstrad 
business is often held up as an 

example of what can be done in flagging 
old Britain in the field of consumer 
electronics goods. Undoubtedly much of 
this success is due to the marketing skills 
of Alan Sugar, the founder. But another 
very important factor is that Amstrad 
does most of its manufacturing in the 
Far East (e.g. South Korea) where 
labour costs are much lower than in the 
UK and Europe generally. Of course, 
this is a well known strategy which has 
been used by other British electronics 
firms for a good many years. Amstrad's 
outstanding business success has simply 
highlighted it. 
When Sir Clive Sinclair (whose earlier 

computer business was bought up by 
Amstrad) was television's favourite 
pundit on science and technology, he 
used  to  argue  for  a permanent 
relationship of this kind. He would say 
that Britain is strong in basic research 
and  invention  but  weak  in the 
application of these mental products to 
manufacturing and marketing. We are 
good at generating ideas but not in 
exploiting them for profit. So why not 
make the UK a kind of R&D centre — 
which would live basically by selling its 
brainpower through licences, royalties 
etc. — while other countries, notably 
those of the Third World, would benefit 
from producing and selling the resulting 
hardware. 
But whether this would fit in with the 

present situation is somewhat doubtful. 
America, Japan and West Germany are 
the leading industrial nations because 
they not only produce good research and 
inventions but the technology to exploit 
them as well. Everyone else follows in 
their wake, though not without making 
contributions to the total body of 
knowledge.  The  overall  picture, 
however,  is one  in  which  the 
industrialised countries — broadly the 
OECD group — generate the technology 
and monopolise it. They call the shots, 
while the Third World is in a position of 
dependence. 

It's all very fine for the richer nations, 
but this technological imbalance makes 
the present world economy work to the 
permanent  disadvantage  of  the 
developing countries.  And this  is 
morally, socially and economically bad 
for everyone.The famous Brandt Report 
(North — South: a programme for 
survival') pointed out the dangers in 
some detail several years ago. So in our 
discussion  of  the  effects  of  the 
electronics industry on society it makes 
good sense to explore what is happening 
in the Third World countries where 
electronics is just beginning to have an 
impact on people's lives. 
The fact that some of the people in 
the poorer countries can now buy radio 
or tv sets, pocket calculators, digital 
watches and the like is not very 
significant. It is a highly marginal change 
in awareness relative to experience of 
the brute facts of living in poverty, 
sometimes  near  to  starvation.  If 
electronics has any significance at all it 
must be the underlying effect of this 
technology on industrial production, 
capital accumulation and economic 
development. 
Economists,  industrialists  and 

business people have traditionally held 
the view that because the Third World 
has huge populations and enormous 
pools of unemployed labour it should 
naturally  adopt  labour-intensive 
methods of production. Of course, this 
does in fact happen and the still 
tremendous competition for jobs drives 
the price of labour downwards. Hence 
the availability of sources of cheap 
labour for European companies such as 
Amstrad. And in saying 'cheap' I don't 
mean to imply poor quality, because the 
labour is often both cheaper and better 
than that available on the European 
market. 
But this assessment, although it 

represents the current situation, is faulty 
in the long term. First of all there is no 
reason to suppose that governments and 
industrialists in the Third World would 
want to see their people as a permanent 

pool of cheap labour for the richer 
nations, thus perpetuating the present 
dependence of the South on the North. 
It's bad enough to be forced into this 
dependence  by economic necessity 
without voluntarily choosing it as a way 
of life. 
Secondly, the traditional view is based 

on the concept of the quantity of labour 
and its laws of supply and demand. It 
doesn't take into account the qualitative 
change that is occurring in industrial 
production. High technology, led by 
electronics and computers, is being 
used, as discussed last month, not 
primarily to reduce labour requirements 
but to improve the overall efficiency of 
production  and  the  quality  of 
manufactured goods. If the developing 
nations are going to compete effectively 
with the richer ones they must utilise the 
new electronics-based technology for 
similar purposes — and in fact are already 
beginning to do so. As their labour is 
cheap anyway, there is relatively more 
incentive for them to use the new 
production  technology  to  improve 
efficiency and competitiveness than 
simply to save on labour costs. 
So how will the Third World deal with 

its  vast  unemployment  problem? 
Already the manufacturing industries of 
the developing countries are unable to 
absorb the steadily increasing labour 
force resulting from the growth of their 
populations. One possibility would be 
to expand employment in agriculture. 
Although this would be going in the 
opposite direction to what happened in 
the European and American industrial 
revolution, it does make sense in the 
light of the new, automated production 
technology in manufacturing industries. 
Work in agriculture doesn't require the 
speed, accuracy, unflagging attention 
and precise measurement and control 
that  are  nowadays  demanded  by 
manufacturing production. Its rhythm is 
slower, in synchronism with the seasons 
and hence more suited to human 
abilities. 

LI 
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..M110101KMS PmcMon Components 

The new PE 30 + 30 integrated Amplifier 
(featured Practical Electronics Feb-April 87) 
The PE 30 + 30 integrated amplifier is the first to benefit from Graham Nalty's research 
into Temperature Generated Distortion in transistors. As a result it exhibits a smoothness 
and musicality normally only expected from expensive valve amplifiers. Advanced power 
supply electronics and the use of Holco precision resistors in critical positions reaffirm 
its ability to give greater musical pleasure from your records, CDs and tapes. Yet you 
can buy the complete kit from AUDIOKITS for under £160 to build it yourself. 

Complete Kits 
PE 30 + 30 standard 30W £154.00 
PE 30 + 30 standard with Extra 
Output Transistors for 40W £162.50 
PE 30 + 30Audiophile improved version 
40W Output £350 

Semi Conductors 
MC7818CT 
BC184C 
BC2I4C 
BC547C 
2SB737 
25D786 
BD243C 
BD244C 

M111015 
M111016 
2N4401 
2N4403 
MPSA06 
MPSA56 
092767 
MATO2FH 

709 
129 

up 
lip 
75p 
75p 
80p 
80p 

£6 
£5.50 
25p 
25p 
25p 
25p 
£8.25 
£8 

Resistors 
100R, 2K2, 41(7 Bulk Foil £4.50 
68K, 220K Bulk Foil  £9 
IR, 1W, Holco 112  £1.15 
10R, Holco H8  70p 
15R Holm H8  55p 
22R1-442K Holco H8  35p 
681R IW Holco H2  40p 
15R-470K VeW Metal Film  4p 
1R-470K NW Metal Film  7p 

CAPACITORS 
SAE FOR LISTS 
MANY TYPES 

CLOSE TOLERANCE 
POLYSTYRENE ABOVE lOnF 

All parts for PE 30 + 30 
are available separately. 

IN4148  4p 
IN4002  5p 
1N5401  15p 
25A 200V Bridge  £2.75 
35A 200V Bridge 
Motorola BYW62  £7 

lialdware 
Push Button Switch 
Silver Plated 
2 pole do 
4 pole c/o 
Button (Black) 
Gold Plated Phono 
Chassis socket 
T03 Silicone 
Insulators 
TO-220 Silicone 
Insulators 

For details please send : 9" x 4" SAE to 
AUDIOKITS, 6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, 

DERBY DE7 3GU. TEL: 0332-674929. 

.E1 B AR G AI N P AC KS 
BUY 10 PACKS ... GET ONE FREE (YOUR CHOICE) 

PK 1 350 Assorted resistors Full length leads 
P112 400 Assorted resistors Pre-tormed leads 
PK 3 60 Assorted resistors Wire wound 
P1(4 200 Assorted mired capacitors 
P1(5 200 Assorted ceramic capacitors 
P66. 60 Electrolytic capacitors 
PX 7 2 22609(000011 Capacitors 
P1(8. 2 47001L130 volt capacitors 
PK 9 12 Assorted rotary potentiometers Single gang 
PK 10.6  Assorted rotary potentiometers Dual gang 
PK 11 12 Assorted slider potentiometers 
PK 12 40 Assorted pre set potentiometers 
P610 5 1006 tin mulidurn potentiometers 
PK 14. 5 1meg tin multiturn potentiometers 
PK 15. 12 Assorted switches 
P616 1 hank 4-way push Won switches C w knobs 
P617 1 4 pole 5-way water switch 
96 18 15 Assorled condo' knobs. 
PK 19 20 Assoded PlugS and sockets 
P1(20 2 Pairs°  plugs 1< sockets 0/V1 leads 8 993 clip 
PK 21 25 Assorted transistors Alt mod coded 
PK 22 15 Assorted I C s All new 8 coded 

80p 

£1.20 

25p 

PK 23 50 Assorted unmarked 8 untested 1 CS 
PK 24. 100 Assorted diodes 
PK 25 20 E H T. diodes 
P626. 3 Large power-tin hearsinks. 103 
P627. I 4 section? segment led clock display 
PK 28. 20 Assorted neons Panel mounting 8 wire ended 
P629. 1 Microphone cAir lead. switch. plugs 8 stand 
PK 31 3 Dynamic earpieces ow lead 8 3 5mrn plug. 
P632 2 Telescopic aerials 
91< 33 1 Stereo cassette tape head 
P634 2 Small cassette motors 
P1(35 1 Large cassette motor 
P1(36 1 Wee cock. Mains cable 
P1(3? 1 Wire pack Screened signal cable 
PK 38 1 Wire pack Connecting Wet Assorted colours 
P639 300 Assorted resistors 1,2W or less FiL leads. 
P640 200 Assorted Polyester capacitors. 
P641 12 Push to make swItches. pcb mounting 
P642. 12 Push on-Push 07 switches. 
PK 43 4 Assorted toaster elements 
PK 44. 3 Assorted record player styli 
P645 50 Assorted IF and tuning coils 

Postal order or cheque with order. Please add El postage 8 packing per order. 
Shop open 535.600 Mon to Sal Closed all day Thursday 

MJR WHOLESALE, 238 Waterside, 
Chesham Bucks HP51PG. e 0494 771033 

£2 

20p 

15p 

SUMMER 1987 ELECTRONIC 
CONSTRUCTORS CATALOGUE 

C01 00 94 

PRICE ONLY 

£1.20 

MULTIMETERS 
TO BE WON 

• Many new lines 
• Extended range 
of test equipment 

• £11 worth of discount vouchers 
• 6 Multimeters to be won in easy to enter competition. 
• Available at your local newsagent or direct from 

address below. 

Cirkit Access 

A ft 

(0992) 444111 

Cirkit Distribution Ltd Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7NQ 
Telephone: (0992) 444111  Telex: 22478 

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY! 
More than 8 million students throughout the world have found it worth their while , An 
ICS home-study course can help you get a better Job, make more money and have more 
fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home-study courses and is the largest 
correspondence school in the world You learn at your own pace when and where you 
want under the guidance of expert personal tutors Find out how we can help YOU 
Post or phone today for your FREE information pack on the course of your choice mck 
one box only) 

Electronics n 
- 

Radio, Audio 
and TV Servicing D 

Basic Electronic 
Engineering (City & Guilds) D 

Radio Amateur Licence 
Exam (City & Guilds) D 

Electrical Engineering 0 Car Mechanics D 
Electrical Contracting/ 
Installation 0 

Computer 
Programming fil 

GCE over 40 '0' and 'A' level subjects 0 

Name 

Adaress P cow 

Intern...I Correspondence Schools. Dept EDS 70312/314 High St, 
Sutton, Surrey 5M1 1PR. Tel, 01-643 9568 or 041.221 2926 124 hr.) 

ammo. 

SECURITY Systems, Modules, Accessories 
COMPLETE 
SECURITY 
SYSTEMS 
START FROM 

ONLY 09.95 
+ VAT 

US 5063 £13.95 - var  IR 1470 
DIGITAL ULTRASONIC  CK 5063 £37.00 VAT 

£25.61 t VAT MOVEMENT DETECTOR  SELF CONTAINED ULTRASONIC ALARM KIT 
50 FOOT I.R. 

Shown above is a small sample of our comprehensive range which includes:  BEAM 

Magnetic contacts * Vibration switches * Bell boxes  SYSTEM 
* P.A. switches * Cable * Door & window locks etc. etc. 

FROM THE SECURITY SPECIALISTS RISCOMP LT 

Send for full 
details or come 
to our Showroom 
and see the 
units on 

demonstration. 
Monday to Friday 

9am to 5pm 
Closed Wednesday 
Saturday 9am to 1 pm 

Dept 7/7,  Add 153/4 VAT to all prices D 51 Rappy Road,  Add 75p poet and packing to all orders 
Princes Risborough,  Order by telephone or post 

. BUCKS HP17 9DB,  oelrei r • 
Tel: 1084 041 6326  Your cretin card 
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PROJECT ASSEMBLY GUIDE  
JOIN UP WITH 4i 10.f11 W 

NICE AND EASY DOES IT 
UILDING the projects published in PE is a lot easier 

.1..) than some of you perhaps might think. Especially 
when you use one of our professionally made printed 
circuit boards. 
It's almost like painting by numbers. All the PCBs 

are fully drilled, and basically all you need to do is slot 
in the components and carefully solder them to the PCB 
track pads. Their places are shown in the drawings 
published with the project. 

IDENTITIES 
Component identities are usually clearly marked on 

them. Even if they are colour coded, like some resistors 
and capacitors, their values are easily worked out from 
component colour code charts. From time to time we 
publish these charts, but if you don't already have one, 
send a 9in x 4in stamped and self-addressed envelope 
to the Editorial office asking for one. 

TOOLS 
For many projects you only need a few simple tools 

- Soldering iron between 15W and 25W, with a bevelled 
tip. Damp sponge for keeping the tip clean. Good 
multicore solder of 18swg or 22swg grade. Fine nose 
pliers for wire shaping. Adjustable spanner or heavy 
pliers for tightening nuts. Miniature screwdriver for 
adjusting preset controls. Small wire cutters for 
trimming component leads. Drill and selection of bits 
for drilling holes in boxes. Strong magnifying glass for 
checking joins in close up. It's also preferable to have 
a multimeter for setting and checking voltages. There 
are some very good low cost ones available through 
many of our advertisers, but get one that is rated at a 
minimum of 20,000 ohms per volt. Many projects do 
not require you to have a meter, but if you are serious 
about electronics, you really should have one. 

ASSEMBLING THE PCB 
Authors will sometimes offer their own advice on the 

order of assembly, but as a general guide, it is usually 
easier to assemble parts in order of size. Start though 
with the integrated circuit sockets. Please use them 
where possible, they make life much easier than if you 
solder the ICs themselves - with sockets you can just 
lift out an IC if you want. 
Then insert and solder in order of resistors, diodes, 
presets, small capacitors, other capacitors, and finally 
transistors. Clip off the excess component leads after 
you have soldered them. Now use a magnifying glass, 
ideally one that you can hold to your eye, and take a 
good look at the joins, checking that they are satisfac-
torily soldered, and that no solder has spread between 
the PCB tracks and other joins. Be really thorough with 
visual checking since errors like this are the most likely 
reason for a circuit not working first time. 

Professional Soldering Equipment at Special Mail-Order Prices. 

EC50 Mains Electronic Iron. 
£3316 

Features spike-free, solid state 

proportional electronic temperature 
control inside the handle. Adjustable 
280° to 400°C. Burn-proof 3-wire 
mains lead. Fitted 3.2mm Long-Life 
bit. 1.6, 2.4 and 4.7mm available. 240v ac. 

SIMI Soldering Kit. £16.70 
Build or repair any electronic project. 
LC18 240v 18w iron with 3.2, 2.4, 
and 1.6mm bits. Pack of 18 swg 
flux-cored 60/40 solder. Tweezers. 
3 soldering aids. Reel of De-Solder 
braid. In PVC presentation wallet. 

ADAMIN Miniature Iron £7.67  nylon handle with finger grip. 
Interchangeable bits available 1.2, 
1.6, 2.4, 3.4 and 4.7mm. Fitted with 

Possibly smallest mains iron in the  2.4mm. 240v 12w I12v available). 
world. Ideal for fine work. Slim  Presentation wallet. 

'U Series Lightweight Irons. 12w £7.68 
High efficiency irons for all 
electronic hobby work. Non-roll 
handles with finger guards. 
Stainless steel element shafts. Screw-
connected elements. Slip-on bits 
available from 1.6 to 4.7mm. LA12 

18w 0.74 
model, 12w, 2.4mm bit. LC 18 Model, 
18w, 3.2mm bit. 240v Std - 12v 
available. Presentation wallet. 

Soldering Iron 
Stands 3&4 
£5.99 
No.5 
£6.22 

Designed specially for LITESOLD irons. 
Heavy, solid-plastic base with non-slip pads. 
Won't tip over, holds iron safely. With wiping 
sponge and location for spare (hot) bits. 
No 5 stand for EC50 iron No 4 stand 
for ADAMIN miniature Iron No 3 stand 
for LA12 and 1C18 Irons. 

Replacement Bits 
For all above irons. Non-stick 
designs, machined from special 
copper alloy, with Inconel retaining 
rings. Two types - Chromium plated 
with copper face (for economy and 
ease of use) and Iron plated with   

Yellow £1.33 Green £1.39 

Blue £1.44  per Reel  

De-Solder Pumps £7.28 
High Quality version of increasingly 
popular type of tool. Precision made 
anodised aluminium body, plunger 
guard and high-seal piston. Easy 

Tool 
Sets 

Pre-tinned face (Long Life). State tip 
size, iron and type. 

Copper  UL 
EC50    -  £1.74 
Adamin 12 and 

  N M £1.71 LA12    
£1.12 £1.90 LC18 

For simple, safe and effective 
de-soldering of all types of joint, 
using a standard soldering iron. 
Handy colour-coded packs of 1.5 
metres in 3 widths: Yellow - 1.5mm, 
Green - 2mm, Blue - 3mm. 

ti  I  
thumb operation. Automatic solder 
ejection. Conductive PTFE nozzle - 
no static problems. 

Top quality Japanese metric hardened and tempered 
tools. Swivel-top chrome plated brass handles. 
Fitted plastic cases. 113 set - 6 miniature 
screwdrivers 0.9 to 3.5mm £3.92 
227 set 5 socket spanners 3 to 5mm £2.98 
305 set 2 crosspoint and 3 hex wrenches 
1.5 to 2.5mm £2.86 
228 set 20 piece combination: 
5 open, 5 skt spanners, 2 crosspoint, 3 hex 

and 3 plain drivers, scriber, handle/holder £6.42 

Microcutters. £5.39 Light weight hardened and 
precision ground. Flush cutting. Screw joint, return 
spring, cushion-grip handles. Safety wire-retaining clip. 

Soldering Aids.   Set of 3 £4.45 
Scraper/Knife, Hook/Probe, 
Brush/Fork. 3 useful double-ended 
aids to solderingldesolderingl 
assembly. In plastic wallet. 

ADAMIN Electric Stylus. £16.11 
Writes like a ballpoint in Gold, Silver, Copper or 6 
colours, on card, plastics, leather etc. Personalise 
wallets, bags, albums, books, 

models ... Operates at 4.5v from its own plug/ 
transformer - totally safe. Supplied with coloured foils. 

SEND FOR OUR ORDER FORM TODAY 
AND JOIN UP WITH THE PROFESSIONALS 

Prices include garp and VAT Send order with ChequeIPO. Ring for AccessIVisa sales, or ask for order forms. 

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD. DEPT. PE 
97-99 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON CRO 2DN. 01 689 0574 
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PE PCB SERVICE 

P.C. BOARDS 
Printed circuit boards for certain PE constructional projects 
are available from the PE PCB Service, see list. They are fully 
drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage 
and packing. Add £2 per board for overseas airmail. 
Remittances should be sent to: PE PCB Service, Practical 
Electronics, 16 Garway Road, London W2 4NH. Cheques 
should be crossed and made payable to Intra Press. 
Please note that when ordering it is important to give project 

title, order code and the quantity. Please print name and 
address  in  Block  Capitals.  Do  not  send  any other 
correspondence with your order. 
Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the 

current issue before ordering. 
NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply 

boards listed here. You may send a photocopy of the Order 

Form. 

TELEPHONE ORDERS (OPEN 24 HOURS) 
You can now order your printed circuit boards by telephone. 
quoting your Access credit number. The number to ring is: 
0268 289923. In stock items will be despatched within 24 hours 
of receipt of order. If you ring out of office hours please state 
your order, credit card number and address clearly, as the 
order is recorded on an answering machine. 

Power Control Interface 
Disc Drive PSU 
Modular Audio Power System  APRIL '85 
Pt-3:Test Signal Source 

Power Supply 

503-01 
504-02 

504-09 
504-10 

£5.31 
£7.79 

£4.73 
£4.70 

Amstrad Synthesizer Interface 505-01 £4.77 
Rugby Clock Pt-2 504-03 £30.84 

MAY85 
II  '  

504-05 
504-06 

£5.93 
£11.70 

II 504-07 £6.30 
Il 504-08 £12.60 

CBM64 Music Keyboard 
Keyboard  JUNE '85 506-02 £5.19 
Main PCB 506-03 £3.90 

MTX 8 Channel A to D JULY'85 507-01 £4.37 
Voltmeter Memory Adapter 506-01 £3.90 

Envelope Shaper  AUG '85 508-01 £4.11 

Car Boot Alarm SEPT'85 509-01 £3.90 
RS232To Centronics Converter 509-03 £5.70 

Touch Control PSU 001 £4.90 
Exp. with Robots (double-sided)  OCT'85 004 £21.30 
Modulated Syndrum 005 £4.90 

CBM User Port Expander 006 £4.38 
Model RailwayTrack Control 010 £6.35 
*Bytebox: ROM Board (double-sided) 002 £15.89 
ZIFSocket 003 £3.90 
RAM Board  NOV'85 007 £5.70 
Battery Backed RAM 008 £4.13 
EPROM Board 009 £3.90 
*Special Price- Complete set of 

5 boards 00A £29.25 

DEC '85 
Model Railway  Rec Board - A 016 £4.33 
Track Control  Rec Board - B 017 £5.60 

Rec Board - B Ext 018 £4.38 
Test Load 019 £3.03 

Exp. with Robots 022 £4.10 
Spectrum Speech JAN '86 
Synth & 8-Bit I/O Port 
(double sided) 023 £7.74 

Burglar Alarm 
Main Board 020 £5.73 
Bell Driver  FEB '86 021 £3.90 

Logic Probe 024 £4.73 
Computer Movement Detector 509-02 £3.90 

Dear PE, Please supply the following PCBs: 

Board description Code Qty Price 

Name & Address 

ClockTimer 
Fibre OpticAudio Link 
Transmitter  MAR '86 
Receiver 
Set of two boards 

Hardware Restart (double-sided) 

027 

025  
026 
00B 

508-02 

0.58 

£3.90  £3.90 
£6.90 
£8.35 

Temperature/Analogue Interface 101 £3.90 
Sound Activated Switch 102 £6.17 
Photographic Trigger Unit (set of 2 APRIL '86 

00C £7.89 
IEEE1000 PSU 105 £5.28 
Scratch and Rumble Filter 106 £5.13 

Notcher Effects Unit 107 £5.99 
Logic Checker MAY'86 
D.F. BeaconTimer 

108 
109 

£4.59 
£6.18 

STEbus backplane 110 £14.97 

GuitarTracker 111 £6.98 
Thermocouple Interface JUNE '86 
PE Hobby Board 

112 
113 

£3.90 
£29.00 

BBC Light-pen 114 £3.90 

Passive IR Detector 115 £3.90 
200MHz counter 
Main board  JULY'86 116 £19.14 
Display board - 117 £14.35 
Set of two boards OOD £30.88 

Fibre Optic Data Link 
Set of two boards  SEPT'86 00E £10.14 

PEHB D/A-A/D 120 £7.25 

Drum Synthesizer 121 £7.67 
Time Delay-Mains (Set of 2)  OCT'86 122 £7.92 
Mains Dimmer 123 £3.90 

Remote Joystick - Set of two boards 124 £10.86 
NOV'86 

Baby Alarm -Set of two boards 125 £10.71 

Video Enhancer  DEC '86 126 £8.76 

Video Fader  JAN '87 127 £4.50 
Scrambler 128 £8.06 
PE Promenader (double side) main board 129 £30.68 

Power supply 130 £9.53 

PE Promenader Playback Unit 133 £14.52 
PE Promenader Extension Prom  FEB '87 131 £9.05 
PE Hi-Stab 132 £8.79 

4 Channel Enhancer 135 £4.60 
Light Pen  MAR '87 136 £4.10 
Bell Repeater 137 £3.90 
Ultrasonic Measure 138 £9.50 

PEVigilante 139 £5.90 
SMPSU Stepper 140 £3.90 
"  Booster 

'87 
141 £3.90 

APR 
"  Inverter 142 £3.90 

Inductive LoopTransmitter 143 £3.90 
Receiver 144 £3.90 

Bright Fuzz  MAY'87 145 £3.90 

SynthesisingAFGenerator  JUN'87 146 £10.20 

Word Generator 147 £13.42 
JULY'87 

Storage Scope 148 £11.94 
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COMPUTER WAREHOUSE T Vj 
THE 

M I* 

ALL OWS CAVE OF COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
NOT LINE DATA VASE 

D S TE L° 
The ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data 
base. Buy, browse or place YOUR OWN AD for 
goods or services to sell. 1000's of stock items, 
spares and one off bargains. Updated daily. 
ON LINE NOW. CCITT, 8 bit word, no parity. 
For 300 baud modems call 01-679 1888 

For 1200-75 baud modems call 01-679 6183 

FREE i 

Yoonulyr mo,ni9T5r ftr Obr r i ot SmCeOsmapsu tile; !E! FR oBr 

HIGH QUALITY • COLOUR • TV SET 
The fabulous TELEBOX an INVALUABLE MUST f or the owner of 
ANY video monitor with a composite input colour or monochrome 
Made by a major UK Co as a TOP QUALITY, stand alone UHF 
tuner and costing OVER £75 to manufacture this opportunity to 
give your monitor a DUAL FUNCTION must not be missed! The 
TELEBOX consists of a compact stylish two tone charcoal 
moulded case containing ALL electronics tuner, power supply etc 
to simply plug in and convert your previously dedicated computer 
monitor into a HIGH QUALITY COLOUR̀ W SET, giving a real 
benefit to ALL the familp Don't worry if your monitor doesn't have 
sound-THE TELEBOX even has an integral4 watt audio amplifier 
for driving an external speaker, PLUS an auxiliary output for superb 
quality television sound via your headphones or HI Fl system etc 
Other features include Compact dimensions of only 15.75" w x 
7.5" d x 3.5" h latest technology, BRITISH manufacture fully 
tuneable7 channel push button tuner, Auto AGC circuit SAW f ilter, 
LED status indicator, fully isolated 240v AC power supply for total 
safety, Mains ON-OFF switch etc Many other uses 

LIMITED QUANTITY- DON'T MISS THIS OFFER!!! 

ONLY • £29.95 OR £24.95 if purchased with ANY of our 
video monitors Supplied BRAND NEW with full instructions and 2 YEAR 
warranty. Post and packing £3.50 When used with colour crt 

.--g•.M 'oortem‘ 

COLOUR & MONOCHROME 
MONITOR SPECIALS 

'SYSTEM ALPHA' 14" COLOUR MULTI INPUT MONITOR 
Made by the famous REDIFFUSION Co. for their own professional computer 
system this monitor has all the features to suit your immediate and future 
requirements Two video inputs RGB and PAL Composite Video, allow direct 
connection to BBC/IBM and most other makes of micro computers or VCR's 
including our very own TELEBOX An internal speaker and audio amp may be 
connected to computer or VCR for superior sound quality. Many other features 
PIL tube, Matching BBC case colour, Major controls on front panel, Separate 
Contrast and Brightness - even in RGB mode Separate Colour and audio 
controls for Composite Video input BNC plug for composite input 15 way 'D' 
plug for RGB input modular construction etcetc 

This Must Be ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST BUYS. PC USER 
Supplied BRAND NEW and BOXED, complete with DATA and 90 day 
guarantee ONLY £159.00 as above'OR IBM PC Version £185.00 
15 Day '13' skt £1.00, BNC skt 75p BBC interface cable £5.50 
DECCA 80 18" COLOUR monitor. RGB input. 
Little or hardly used manufacturers surplus enables us to offer this special 
converted DECCA RGB Colour Video TV Monitor at a super low price of only 
£99.00, a price for a colour monitor as yet unheard el Our own interface 
safety modification and special 16" high definition PIL tube coupled with the 
DECCA 80 series TV chassis give 80 column definition and quality found only 
on monitors costing 3 TIMES OUR PRICE. The quality for the price has to be 
seen to be believed! Supplied complete and ready to plug direct to a BBC 
MICRO computer or any other system with a TTL RGB output Other features 
are: internal speaker, modular construction, auto degaussing circuit attractive 
TEAK CASE, compact dimensions only 52cm W x 34 H x 24 D, 90 day 
guarantee Although used, units are supplied in EXCELLENT condition. 
ONLY £99.00 + Carriage 
DECCA 80, 18" COLOUR monitor. Composite video input. Same as above 
model but fitted with Composite Video input and audio amp for COMPUTER, 
VCR or AUDIO VISUAL use ONLY £99.00 + Carr. 
REDIFFUSION MARK 3, 20" COLOUR monitor. Fitted with standard 75 ohm 
composite video input and sound amp This large screen colour display is ideal 
for SCHOOLS, SHOPDS, DISCOS, CLUBS and other AUDIO VISUAL appli-
cations Supplied in AS NEW or little used condition ONLY £145.00 + Carr. 

BUDGET RANGE EX EQUIPMENT MONOCHROME video monitors. 
All units are fully cased and set for 240v standard working with composite video 
inputs Units are pre tested and set up for up to 80 column use. Even when 
MINOR screen burns exist - normal data displays are unaffected 30 day 
guarantee 
12" KGM 320-1 B/W bandwidth input will display up to 132 x 25 lines £32.95 
12 GREEN SCREEN version of KGM 320-1. Only £39.95 
9" KGM 324 GREEN SCREEN fully cased very compact unit Only £49.00 

Carriage and insurance on all monitors £10.00 

GOULD 0F443 enclosed, compact switch mode supply with DC regulated 
outputs of +5v @ 5.5a, +12v @ 0.5a, -12v @ 0.1a and -23v @ 0.02a Dim 18 x 
11 x 6 cm. 110 or 240v input. BRAND NEW only £18.95 
GOULD G8-40A 5v40 amp switch mode supply NEW £130.00 
AC-DC Linear PSU for DISK drive and SYSTEM applications. Constructed on a 
rugged ALLOY chassis to continuously supply fully regulated DC outputs of +5v 
@ 3 amps. -5v @ 0.6 amps and +24v @ 5 amps. Short circuit and overvoltage 
protected 100 or 240v AC input. Dim 28 x 12.5 x 7 cm NEW £49.94 

Carriage on all PSU's £3.00 

Manufacturers BRAND NEW surplus 
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality gold plated switches on X-Y 
matrix- ideal micro conversions etc £24.95 
AMKEY MPNK-114 Superb word processor chassis keyboard on single PCB 
with 116 keys Many features such as On board Micro, Single 5v rail full ASCII 
coded character set with 31 function keys, numeric keypad, cursor pad 
and 9600 baud SERIAL TTL ASCII OUTPUT!! Less than half price 

Only £89.00 with data Carriage on Keyboards £3.50 

DON'T MISS THE CPM Deal 
OF the CENTURY 

The FABUL U  PM TATUNG PC2000 
Professional Business System 

A cancelled export order and months of negotiation enables us to offer this professional 
PC, CPM system, recently on sale at OVER £1400, at a SCOOP price just over the cost of 
the two internal disk drives!! Or less than the price of a dumb terminal!! 

Not a toy, the BIG BROTHER of the EINSTIEN computer, the DUAL PROCESSOR 
PC2000 comprises a modern stylish three piece system with ALL the necessities for the 
SMALL BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL, EDUCATIONAL or HOBBYIST USER. Used with 
the THOUSANDS of proven, tested and available CPM software packages such as 
WORDSTAR, FAST, DBASE2 etc, the PC2000 specification, at our prices, CANNOT 
BE BEATEN!! 

The central processor plinth contains the 84K, 280A processor, DUAL TEAC 55F 51/4 " 
Double sided 40/80 track disk drives (1 Mb per drive), PSU, 4K of memory mapped screen RAM, disk controller, RS232, 
CENTRONICS and system expansion ports, and if that s not enough a ready to plug intoSTANDARD8" DRIVE port for upto FOUR 
8" disk drives, either in double density or IBM format The ultra slim 92 key, detachable keyboard features 32 user definable keys, 
numeric keypad and text editing keys, even its own integral microprocessor which allows the main 280A to devote ALL its time to 
USER programs, eliminating "lost character' problems found on other machines The attractive detachable 12" monitor combines 
a greeri, anti-glare etched screen with full swivel and tilt movement for maximum user comfort Supplied BRAND NEW with CPM 
2.2, user manuals and full 90 day guarantee. Full data sheet and into on request 

PC2000 System  PC2000 Business System with CPM 
with CPM Etc.  and 'Ready to Run' FAST Sales and 

COST OVER £1400  Purchase ledger, supports up to 
9000 Accounts, VAT etc. 
COST OVER £1700 NOW only £399 

NOW only £499 MODEMS 

PC2000 Wordprocessor System 
with CPM and TEC FP25 daisywheel 

printer 

NOW only E799  

Carriage & Insurance £12.00 

I! SURPLUS SPECIALS ON 
7 PRESTEL - VIEWDATA - TELEX 
PLESSEY VUTEL, ultra compact unit, slightly larger 
than a telephone features A STANDARD DTMF 
TELEPHONE (tone dial) with 5'' CRT monitor and 
integral modem etc. for direct connection to PRESTEL 
VIEWDATA etc. Designed to sell to the EXECUTIVE at 
over £600!1 Our price BRAND NEW AND BOXED at 
only £99.00 
DECCAFAX VP1 complete Professional PRESTEL 
system in slimline desk top unit containing Modem, 
Numeric keypad. CPU. PSU etc. Connects direct to 
standard RGB colour monitor. Many other features 
include: Printer output, Full keyboard input. Cassette 
port etc. BRAND NEW with DATA. A FRACTION OF 
COST only £55.00 
ALPHATANTEL. Very compact unit with integral FULL 
ALPHA NUMERIC keyboard Just add a domestic TV 
receiver and you have a superb PRESTEL system and 
via PRESTEL the cheapest TELEX service to be 
found!. Many features: CENTRONICS Printer output. 
Memory dialling etc. Supplied complete with data and 
DIY mod for RGB or Composite video outputs. AS 
NEW only £125.00 

Post and packing on all PRESTEL units £8.50 

EX-STOCK INTEORATED CIRCUITS 
4164 200 ns D RAMS 9 for £11 4116 ns 
£1.50 2112 £10.00 2114 £2.50 2102 £2.00 
6116 £2.50 EPROMS 2716 £4.50 2732 £3.00 
2764 £4.95 27128 £5.50 6800 £2.50 6821 £1 
68A09 £8 68809 £10 8085A £5.50 8086 £15 
8088 £8 NEC765 £8 WD2793 £28 8202A 
£22 8251 £7 8748 £15 Z80A DART £6.50 
280A CPU £2.00. Thousands of IC's EX STOCK 
send SAE for list. 

DISK DRIVES 
Japanese 5.4" half height 80 track double sided disk 
drives by TEAC, CANON, TOSHIBA etc 
Sold as NEW with 90 day guarantee ONLY £85.00 
TEC F6-503 Double sided HH 40 TRK NEW £75.00 
SUGART SA400 SS FH 35 TRK £55.00 
SIEMENS FDD100 SS FH 40 TRK £85.00 
carriage on 51/4 " drives £5.50 
Brand NEW metal 51/4 " DISK CASES with internal PSU. 
DSKC1 for 2 H H or 1 FH drive  £29.95 +pp £4.00 
DSKC 2 for 1 HH drive  £22.95 +pp £3.50 
DKSC 3 As DSK1 LESS PSU  £12.95 +pp £2.50 
DSKC 4 As DSK2 LESS PSU  £10.95 +pp £2.00 
8" IBM format TESTED EX EQUIPMENT. 
SH UGART 800/801 SS  £175.00 +pp £8.50 
SHUGART 851 DS  £250.00 +pp £8.50 
TWIN SHUGART851's2 Mb total capacity in smart case, 
complete with PSU etc  £595.00 
MITSUBISHI M2894-63 8" DS 1 Mb equiv. to SHUGART 
SA850R. BRAND NEW at £275.00  +pp £8.50 
DYSAN 8" Alignment disk  £29.00 + pp £1.00 
Various disk drive PSL/s Ex Stock SEE PSU section. 
HARD DISK DRIVES 
DRE/DIABLO Series 30 2.5 Mb front load  £525.00 
Exchangeable version £295.00. ME3029 PSU £95.00 
DIABLO 44/ DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb from £750.00 
CDC HAWK 5+5 Mb £795.00. CDC 9782 80 Mb RM03 
etc  £2500.00. 
PERTEC D3422 5+5 Mb  £495.00 
RODIME 51/4 " Winchesters ex-stock from £150 CALL 
Clearance Items- Sold as seen - No guarantee 
ICL 2314 BRAND NEW 14" Mb Removable pack hard 
disk drive cost over £2000 with data  ONLY £99.00 
BASF 8172 8" 23Mb Winchesters  £199.00 
Unless stated all drives are refurbished with 90 day 
guarantee Many other drives and spares in stock- call 

sales office for details 

Join the communications revolution with our super 
range of DATA MODEMS prices and specifications 
to suit all applications and budgets ...... 
BRAND NEW State of the art products 
DACOM DSL2123 Multi standard 300-300, 1200-75 
Auto answer etc  £268.00 
DACOM DSL2123A0 Auto dial smart modem with 
multi standard AUTO SPEED detect and data buffer 
with flow control etc  £385.00 
DACOM DSL2123GT The CREAM of the intelligent 
modems  auto  dial,  auto  call  index,  butter 
etc etc  £498.00 
Steebeck SB1212 V22 1200 baud FULL DUPLEX, 
sync or async, optional auto dial  £485.00 
TRANSDATA 307A Acoustic coupler 300 baud full 
duplex, originate only, RS232 interface  £49.00 

Ex BilITISH TELECOM full spec, CCITT, ruggedised 
bargain offers Sold TESTED with data Will work on 
any MICRO or system with RS232 interface 
MODEM 13A 300 baud unit only 2" high fits under 
phone CALL mode only  £45.00_ 
MODEM 20-1. 75-1200 baud Compact unit for use 
as subscriber end to PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD, 
MICRONET eta  £39.95 +pp £6.50 
MODEM 20-2 1200-75 baud Same as 20-1 but for 
computer end  £85.00 +pp £6.50 
DATEL 2412. Made by SE Labs for BT this two part 
unit is for synchronous data links at 1200 or 2400 
baud using 2780/3780 protocol etc Many features 
include 2 or 4 wire working self test auto answer etc 
COST OVER £800. Our price ONLY £199 +pp £8.00 
DATEL 4800, RACAL MPS4800 baud modern EX 
BT good working order, ONLY £295.00 +pp £8.00 

SPECIAL OFFER 
MODEM TG2393. Ex BT, up to 1200 baud, full 
duplex 4 wire or half duplex over 2 wire line ONLY 
£85.00 PER PAIR +pp £10.00 
For more information contact our Sales office. 

SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE of these compact, high 
speed matrix printers. Built in Japan for the Hazeltine 
Corporation this unit features quality construction 
giving 100cps bidirectional, full pin addressable 
graphics, 6 type fonts, up to 9.5 single sheet or 
tractor paper handling, R5232 and CENTRONICS 
parallel interface. Many other features. BRAND NEW 
and BOXED. COST £420. Our price Only £199.00 

1 = 2: 01 3 M 1 .'I1 r i 
Dry Fit MAINTENANCE FREE by Sonnenschein 
& Yuasa. 
A300 07191315 12v 3Ah NEW  £13.95 
A300 07191312 6v 3Ah NEW  £9.95 
A300 07191202 6-0-6v 1.8Ah TESTED Ex 

Equip £5.99 

VDU TE MINALS 
Standard VDU data entry terminals 

at give away prices!! 
QUME OVT108. Current product, state of the art 
terminal with detachable keyboard, 12" Green screen, 
2 page RAM, TVI 925, Hazeltine, ADMSA emulations, 
software setup, 25 x 80, Clock, Swivel and tilt base, 
Printer port, Function keys etc. BRAND NEW and 
BOXED AT ALMOST HALF PRICE Only £425.00 
AJ510 - EX RENTAL, 180 controlled, 15" green 
screen 24 x 80 display, graphics, cursor addressing, 
printer port etc Very good condition TESTED complete 
with manual only £225.00 
ADDS 520 - Dumb terminal, used, 12" b/w screen 
R5232  interface  and  printer  port.  TESTED. 
ONLY £125.00. Carriage on terminals £10.00 
100's of other terminals in stock. CALL, for more details. 

E:11s.--;PLPCI: 
All prices quoted are for U.K. Mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value E . 
Minimum Credit Card order/O00. Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government Depts., Schools, Universities and 
established companies E20.00. Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00 + VAT. Warehouse open Mon-Fri 
9.30-5.30. Sat 10.30-5.30. We reserve the right to change prices and specifications without notice. Trade. Bulk and Export 

ri  r ri  r r 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF 
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EVEN MORE SUPER 
SUMMER SAVERS!! 
If you are already a Maplin customer, soon you will be receiving (if you 
haven't already) a bumber bundle of smashing Summertime specials, 
plus the chance to win a beautiful, sleek, Ford XR3i (if you register in the 

prize draw before 1st July 1987). 

If you are not a Maplin customer, but would love to know more about the 
special offers and have a chance to win the car, fill in the coupon below 
with your personal details, tick the appropriate box, and post it now. 

The Apache 
A superb ready-built scale-model off-road racer complete with a 
2-CHANNEL DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL RADIO CONTROL SYSTEM 
— for the price of the RC system alone! 
All this is included in the price: 
Ready-built 1/14 scale model car (overall size 325 x 186 x 130mm, 12.8 
x 7.3 x 5.1in.). 
Front and rear low-profile semi-pneumatic rubber tyres. 
Front wheel independent suspension. 
High or low gear selection. 
Sealed box with differential gearing. 
Powerful motor gives scale speeds up to 140 mph. 
Front and rear coil-spring shock absorbers. 
2-channel digital proportional radio control transmitter (and receiver). 
(Standard 27MHz AM — no licence required in UK). 
Servo-controlled proportional steering. 
Proportional motor speed control in forward and reverse. 

*Batteries and ni-cad charger not included. Car requires 8 AA cells (ni-cad 
recommended YGOOA £1.35 each), Transmitter requires 6 AA cells. (alka-
line SX69A 55p each or ni-cad as above). NB — and if you have a collision at 
100mph or more. you'll be pleased to hear that spare parts are available. 

I'LL BE RACING THIS SUMMER WITH MY SUPERB APACHE CAR! 
Please rush me my Apache model racer, with 2 channel digital proportional radio 
control system. I wish to receive: 

Code Oty Price 

Apache model racer SX08J 

AA ni-cad battery YGOOA 

AA alkaline battery SX69A 

All prices include VAT. Please add 50p towards postage.  Total 
If order below £5.00, please add 50p handling. 

I enclose cheque postal order made payable to Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd or 
see credit card details, 
Here are my personal details: 

Customer Number   

Name   

Address   

.Z#Jc 

Post Code 

I have never been a Maplin Customer, but I would be pleased 
to receive details of the super Summertime special offers. 

If you have already received the Summertime special offers, 
please use the Order Coupon supplied with that. 

Please register me in the prize draw. 

I I Tick box. 

Tick box. 

I authorise you to debit my Credit Card account for the cost of goods despatched 

Credit Card Number 

Access American Express Mapcard Visa   

Delete as required 

Note: Goods will be despatched only if the address given is the cardholder's address. 

If ordering by Credit Card please sign: 

Signature:   Expiry Date   

Send to: 
Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR. Telephone, Credit Card Sales (0702) 554161 Enquiries (0702) 552911 
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